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When the last few years of software development evolution are analyzed, it can 
be observed that the technologies involved are increasingly focused on the 
definition of models for the specification of the intended software products. This 
model-centric development schema is the main ingredient for the Model-Driven 
Development (MDD) paradigm. 
In general terms, the MDD approaches propose the automatic generation of 
software products by means of the transformation of the defined models into the 
final program code. This transformation process is also known as the model 
compilation process. Thus, MDD is oriented to reducing (or even eliminating) 
manual programming, which is both an error-prone and time-consuming task. 
Hence, models become the main actors of the MDD processes: the models are the 
new programming code. 
In this context, interoperability can be considered to be a natural trend for 
the future of model-driven technologies, where different developing and modeling 
approaches, tools, and standards can be integrated and coordinated to reduce the 
implementation and learning time of MDD approaches as well as to improve the 
quality of the final software products. However, there is a lack of approaches that 
provide a suitable solution to support interoperability in MDD processes. 
Moreover, the proposals that define an interoperability framework for MDD 
processes are still in a theoretical space, they are not aligned with current 
standards, other interoperability approaches, and existing technologies. 
Thus, the main objective of this doctoral thesis is to develop an approach to 
achieve the interoperability in MDD processes. This interoperability approach is 
based on current metamodeling standards, modeling language customization 
mechanisms, and model-to-model transformation technologies. To achieve this 
objective, novel approaches have been defined to improve the integration of 
modeling languages, to obtain a suitable interchange of modeling information, 
and to perform automatic interoperability verification. 
For the validation and verification of the proposed interoperability approach, 
empirical studies have been carried out to determine the completeness of the 
interoperability with regard to the modeling needs of the MDD processes 
involved. Also, the proposed interoperability approach has been applied to linking 
IV 
UML and the i* framework with an industrially-applied MDD approach. From 
these two interoperability scenarios, important feedback has been obtained to 
improve the approach proposed. These scenarios also show how to put in practice 





Analizando la evolución del desarrollo de software durante los últimos años, es 
posible observar que las tecnologías involucradas se están enfocando cada vez más 
en la definición de modelos para especificar los productos de software requeridos. 
Este esquema de desarrollo centrado en modelos es el ingrediente principal para el 
paradigma de Desarrollo de Software Dirigido por Modelos (DSDM). 
En términos generales, las aproximaciones DSDM proponen la generación de 
productos de software de manera automática mediante la transformación de los 
modelos definidos en el código del programa final. Este proceso de 
transformación también es conocido como proceso de compilación de modelos. De 
esta manera, DSDM está orientado a reducir (o incluso eliminar) la programación 
manual, que es una tarea lenta y propensa a errores. Por lo tanto, los modelos se 
convierten en los actores principales de los procesos DSDM: los modelos son el 
nuevo lenguaje de programación. 
En este contexto, la interoperabilidad puede ser considerada como una 
tendencia natural para el futuro de las tecnologías dirigidas por modelos, en 
donde, distintas aproximaciones de desarrollo, modelado, herramientas, y 
estándares pueden ser integrados y coordinados para reducir los tiempos de 
implementación y de aprendizaje de las aproximaciones DSDM, y 
consecuentemente, mejorar la calidad de los productos de software. Sin embargo, 
existe una carencia de aproximaciones que provean soluciones adecuadas para 
soportar la interoperabilidad en procesos DSDM. Además, las propuestas que 
definen marcos de interoperabilidad para procesos DSDM aún se encuentran a 
nivel teórico y no están alineadas con los estándares actuales, otras 
aproximaciones de interoperabilidad o tecnologías existentes. 
Por este motivo, el objetivo principal de esta tesis es desarrollar una 
aproximación para conseguir la interoperabilidad en procesos MDD. Esta 
aproximación de interoperabilidad está basada en estándares actuales de 
metamodelado, mecanismos para la personalización de lenguajes de modelado, y 
tecnologías para realizar transformaciones de modelo a modelo. Para alcanzar este 
objetivo, se han definido propuestas innovadoras para mejorar la integración de 
lenguajes de modelado, obtener un adecuado intercambio de información de 
modelado, y verificar automáticamente la interoperabilidad. 
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Para validar y verificar la aproximación de interoperabilidad propuesta, se han 
realizado estudios empíricos que determinan la completitud de la 
interoperabilidad en relación a las necesidades de modelado de los procesos MDD 
involucrados. Además, la aproximación propuesta ha sido utilizada para conseguir 
la interoperabilidad de UML y del marco i* con una propuesta DSDM de 
aplicación industrial. A partir de estos dos escenarios de interoperabilidad, se ha 
obtenido información relevante para mejorar la propuesta desarrollada. Estos 
escenarios también muestran cómo aplicar los resultados la tesis y proporcionan 





Si s'analitza l’evolució del desenvolupament de programari durant els últims anys, 
és possible observar que les tecnologies involucrades s’enfoquen cada vegada més 
cap a la definició de models per especificar els productes de programari requerits. 
Aquest esquema de desenvolupament centrat en models és l’ingredient principal 
per al paradigma de Desenvolupament de Programari Dirigit per Models 
(DPDM). 
En termes generals, les aproximacions DPDM proposen la generació de 
productes de programari de manera automàtica mitjançant la transformació dels 
models definits en el codi del programa final. Aquest procés de transformació és 
conegut com procés de compilació de models. D’aquesta manera, DPDM està 
orientat a reduir (o fins i tot eliminar) la programació manual, que és una tasca 
lenta i propensa a errors. Així doncs, els models es converteixen en els actors 
principals del processos DPDM: els models són el nou llenguatge de programació. 
En aquest context, la interoperabilitat pot ser considerada com una tendència 
natural per al futur de les tecnologies dirigides per models, on distintes 
aproximacions de desenvolupament, modelat, ferramentes, i estàndards, poden ser 
integrats i coordinats per tal de reduir els temps d'implementació i d’aprenentatge 
de les aproximacions DPDM i, conseqüentment, millorar la qualitat dels 
productes de programari. Tanmateix,  existeix una mancança d’aproximacions 
que proveïsquen solucions adequades per donar suport a la interoperabilitat dels 
processos DPDM. A més, les propostes que defineixen marcs d’interoperabilitat 
per a processos DPDM encara es troben a nivell teòric i no estan alineats amb els 
estàndards actuals, altres aproximacions d’interoperabilitat  o tecnologies 
existents. 
Per aquest motiu, l'objectiu principal d'aquesta tesi és desenvolupar una 
aproximació per aconseguir la interoperabilitat en processos DPDM. Aquesta 
aproximació d'interoperabilitat està basada en estàndards actuals de metamodel, 
mecanismes per a la personalització de llenguatges de modelat, i tecnologies per a 
realitzar transformacions de model a model. Per aconseguir aquest objectiu, s'han 
definit propostes innovadores per millorar la integració de llenguatges de modelat, 




Per validar i verificar l'aproximació d'interoperabilitat proposada, s'han realitzat 
estudis empírics que determinen la completesa de la interoperabilitat en relació a 
les necessitats de modelat dels processos DPDM involucrats. A més, 
l'aproximació proposada ha estat utilitzada per aconseguir la interoperabilitat de 
UML i del marc i* amb una proposta DPDM d'aplicació industrial. A partir 
d'aquests dos escenaris d'interoperabilitat, s'ha obtingut informació rellevant per a 
millorar la proposta presentada. Aquests escenaris també mostren com aplicar els 
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When the last few years of software development evolution are analyzed, it can 
be observed that the technologies involved are increasingly focused on the 
definition of models for the specification of the intended software products. This 
model-centric development schema is the main ingredient for the Model-Driven 
Development (MDD) paradigm.  
In general terms, the MDD approaches propose the automatic generation of 
software products by means of the transformation of the defined models into the 
final program code. This transformation process is also known as the model 
compilation process. Thus, MDD is oriented to reducing (or even eliminating) 
manual programming, which is both an error-prone and time-consuming task. 
Hence, models become the main actors of the MDD processes: the models are the 
new programming code. 
In this context, interoperability can be considered to be a natural trend for the 
future of model-driven technologies, where different developing and modeling 
approaches can be integrated and coordinated to reduce the implementation and 
learning time of MDD approaches as well as to improve the quality of the final 
software products. Thus, we have developed this doctoral thesis with the aim of 
providing an approach that can be used as a reference to achieve interoperability 




One of the most important concerns when elaborating a Model-Driven 
Development (MDD) [1, 2] solution is the specification of a modeling language 
that allows the required software products to be represented at the conceptual 
level without ambiguity. Among the different choices that exist for the definition 
of an adequate modeling language, there are two alternatives that appear to be the 
most suitable. The first of these is the creation of a proprietary Domain-Specific 
Modeling Language (DSML) [3, 4] for the MDD approach. The second 
alternative is the customization of existing modeling languages, which are 
normally supported by a standard or are used as a de-facto standard in specific 
domains. Thus, generally speaking, these modeling languages are well-known and 
mature modeling approaches, which have been empirically validated. Existing 
modeling approaches can be multi-purpose modeling languages such as UML [5] 
or, by contrast, modeling languages related to a specific domain,  such as i* [6, 7] 
for requirement modeling.  
Both the customization of existing modeling languages and the specification 
of proprietary DSMLs are suitable modeling alternatives that provide interesting 
benefits for the application of MDD approaches. In practice, these two modeling 
alternatives are viewed as opposite solutions [8], which cannot be integrated into 
a common MDD process. This situation is principally caused by the lack of an 
appropriate solution that indicates how to interoperate the modeling information 
produced by different modeling approaches. We believe that by applying an 
appropriate interoperability solution, the existing modeling approaches and the 
proprietary DSMLs can be used as complementary alternatives to perform the 
modeling tasks that are involved in a MDD process.  
A modeling framework that considers the interoperability of different 
modeling approaches is a suitable alternative for supporting real software 
production processes where different roles must collaborate at different 
development stages [9] (e.g. project managers, requirement analysts, system 
designers, and programmers). These roles may use different developing tools and 
modeling technologies, which can be supported by existing modeling languages 
or by DSMLs that are developed in the context of the MDD process. Therefore, 
the modeling approaches involved must interoperate with each other in order to 
link the different development stages. This situation is clearly observed in MDD 
approaches that are based on the Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) [10, 11] 
proposed by OMG, which is one of the most widely used MDD implementation 
strategies. MDA proposes the consecutive transformation of models from higher 
abstraction levels to lower abstraction levels, until the final software product is 




Figure 1. The MDA schema 
MDA suggests the use of UML to perform the modeling tasks that are 
related to the CIM, PIM and PSM levels. However, other modeling approaches 
can also be used in order to apply the most suitable solution for each abstraction 
level. Additionally, modeling approaches can be combined inside of each 
abstraction level to obtain a precise conceptual representation from different 
perspectives, for instance, the dynamic, structural, and presentation perspectives 
[12].  
The interoperability of different modeling approaches is not only suitable for 
MDD approaches that are based on MDA. It can be generalized for any MDD 
approach that wants to achieve a sound Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) [13] 
process, where different abstraction levels and modeling perspectives must be 
coordinated. This situation is discussed in works such as [14, 15]. 
The main objective of this doctoral thesis is to develop a suitable approach for 
the interoperability of existing modeling approaches, standards, and tools with 
specific MDD modeling approaches and technologies, such as proprietary 
DSMLs and model compilers. This interoperability approach is based on current 
metamodeling standards, modeling language customization mechanisms, and 
model-to-model transformation technologies.  
We have verified the proposed interoperability approach by linking two 
relevant modeling approaches with an industrially-applied MDD process. The 
modeling approaches are: 1) UML, which is a well-known general-purpose 
modeling language, and 2) the i* framework [6], which is a goal-oriented 
requirement modeling approach. The MDD approach involved is OO-Method 
[16], which has a proprietary DSML for representing the different constructs 
that comprise its  conceptual model [12].  
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The linking of UML and i* with the OO-Method MDD approach presents 
two interesting interoperability scenarios, which provide relevant benefits for 
MDD approaches. The development and execution of these interoperability 
scenarios are involved in the iterations that have been performed to develop, fix, 
improve, and finally obtain the interoperability approach proposed in this thesis. 
Appendix II provides additional details about the thesis development process. 
The rest of this introduction chapter is organized as follows: Section 1.1 
provides additional motivation for the work presented. Section 1.2 states the 
problems that exist in the context of MDD development, which drive the 
objectives of this thesis. Section 1.3 details the objectives to be achieved. Section 
1.4 presents the general context in which this thesis is developed. Finally, Section 
1.5 presents the structure of the whole document 
1.1. Motivation 
The motivation behind the work performed in this thesis lies in the benefits that 
a multiple-modeling schema can provide for the implementation and application 
of a specific MDD approach. In particular, we consider the benefits related to the 
definition of specific DSMLs, and the adoption of existing modeling languages. 
On one hand, a specific DSML provides a precise characterization of the 
conceptual constructs that are required for the definition of the models that are 
involved in a MDD process. Furthermore, the number of conceptual constructs 
required by a MDD proposal is generally smaller than the number of conceptual 
constructs present in more general modeling approaches (such as UML). This 
facilitates the model compilation process and the implementation of specific 
MDD tools with improved modeling features. However, it is important to note 
that the implementation and maintenance of these specific tools involve extra 
effort when putting an MDD approach into practice [17].  
On the other hand, an existing modeling approach can be customized to 
represent the particular modeling needs of a MDD approach. The use of existing 
modeling approaches has a very powerful argumentation, which is: do not 
reinvent the wheel and take advantage of existing tools, technologies, theories, 
user experience, etc., to put into practice a particular MDD approach [18]. This 
is especially true for standard (or de-facto standard) modeling approaches because 
languages of this kind have more users and related technologies.  
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It is clear that the interoperability of proprietary DSMLs and customized 
modeling languages provides interesting benefits for the application of MDD 
approaches. However, there are certain issues that must be tackled to achieve this 
interoperability. The most important issues are presented in the next section. 
1.2. Problem Statement 
Nowadays, since the lack of a suitable solution to link existing modeling 
languages with a specific MDD process, several MDD proposals have defined 
Domain-Specific Modeling Languages (DSMLs) [3, 4] to represent their 
modeling needs. This has produced the proliferation of several modeling 
approaches with their respective notation and modeling tools. As a consequence, 
it is very difficult to interchange knowledge among the different approaches that 
exist in the MDD community. It also difficult to compare the existing 
approaches to contrast their pros and to select an appropriate MDD solution that 
is aligned with the needs of a specific project or organization.  
In general terms, many of the modeling aspects considered by modeling 
approaches related to a specific domain can be generalized. This situation is 
observed in MDD proposals with a class model specification. In this case, most of 
the concepts of the class model (such as classes, associations, attributes, services, 
etc.) can be represented with more general modeling approaches, for instance, 
with the UML class model. Thus, it would be possible to customize the UML 
class model to represent the concepts involved in the specific MDD approach. 
This same idea can be applied to other modeling languages such as the i* 
framework for goal-oriented requirement modeling, where MDD proposals can 
customize this modeling language to represent their requirement modeling needs. 
 Current modeling approaches are based on the definition of metamodels to 
specify the abstract syntax of the required conceptual constructs, relationships, 
and validation rules. Thus, the customization of modeling languages can be 
performed by extending the involved metamodels. In an interoperability context, 
this customization must be performed with a mechanism that does not change the 
target metamodels. This constraint is oriented to ensuring compatibility with 
existing standards and implemented technologies.  
Currently, there is not a standardized process that states how to define 
metamodel extensions for the customization of a modeling approach. For this 
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reason, the customization of a modeling language is usually elaborated in a 
straightforward way without a well-defined process. Thus, it is common for 
customized languages not to be aligned with the standards [17]. In addition, the 
manual and intuitive definition of the required metamodel extensions for 
modeling language customization is an error-prone and time-consuming task [19]. 
These two risk factors (time and error) must be avoided, especially in a MDD 
industrial context, where time costs money and mistakes in implementation 
directly impact on customer satisfaction.  
Even though the use of standardized modeling languages could improve the 
application of specific MDD approaches by taking advantage of user experience 
and existing technology, the construction of specific MDD tools such as model 
compilers is usually harder from standardized modeling languages than from 
specific DSMLs. This is mainly due to the extra size and complexity of the 
standard modeling languages in relation to the specific DSMLs. The Proprietary 
DSMLs only provide the specific constructs and properties required for an MDD 
approach, while a standard language provides a larger number of constructs and 
properties for a more general application. 
In summary, a sound interoperability framework for MDD process must 
support the coordination of different modeling approaches that participate at 
different abstraction levels (such as requirement models, business process models, 
and different kinds of software specification models). However, a standard 
solution to achieve this interoperability has not yet been defined. This can be 
observed in proposals oriented to goal-oriented modeling, such as the i* 
framework for requirement modeling and business analysis. In the i* context, ther 
is no well-defined mechanism to transform i* models into the corresponding 
software models [20, 21], at least not by means of an automatic model-to-model 
transformation process.  
Certain proposals have defined mechanisms to confront the automatic 
transformation of models among different modeling languages, such as [22], 
which is based on the automatic definition of metamodel mappings.  However, 
these kinds of approaches do not manage all of the differences (heterogeneities) 
that may exist among the modeling languages involved, consequently, relevant 
modeling information during the transformation process can be lost. 
According to the different elements considered in this chapter, we can 
conclude that the main problem to obtain a suitable multi-modeling framework 
for MDD approaches is the definition of an appropriate interoperability approach 
for MDD processes. To confront this problem, more specific issues must be 
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considered, such as the integration of modeling languages and the appropriate 
interchange of models. Thus, the objectives that we want to achieve in this thesis 
are guided by this main problem and the specific issues related. These objectives 
are detailed in the next section. 
1.3. Objectives  
In order to tackle the issues presented in the problem statement section, we have 
defined the main goal of this thesis as follows: 
The Development of a Suitable Approach for the Interoperability of Different 
Modeling Approaches in a Common MDD Process.  
We consider that the required interoperability can be obtained through the 
integration and customization of the modeling approach together with a sound 
model-interchange mechanism that prevent the loss of information during the 
interchange of modeling information. Furthermore, a suitable model-based 
interoperability approach must provide automation facilities to reduce the errors 
introduced by manual definition of the required customizations or by the manual 
transformation of the models involved.  
The interchange of information among the integrated modeling languages is 
essential to achieve model interoperability so that an appropriate conceptual 
representation at different abstraction levels can be obtained. Also, the model-to-
model transformations for going from an upper abstraction level to a lower 
abstraction level can be automated. In addition, to facilitate the application of the 
interoperability approach, it must be based on existing standards and technologies 
for metamodeling, modeling language customization, and model transformations. 
Thus, the main goal of this thesis is supported by the following specific 
objectives: 
1) The creation of a well-defined process for the customization of modeling 
languages with the modeling needs of specific MDD approaches. This 
process must have the following features: 
a. It must allow the automatic generation of metamodels extensions to 
integrate the abstract syntax of the reference MDD approaches into the 
modeling approaches involved. 
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b. The metamodel extensions must not modify the specification of the 
target metamodel to assure compatibility with existing technology and 
standards. 
2) The definition of a mechanism for automatic interchange of information 
among models that are defined with customized modeling languages and 
models that are defined with specific DSMLs. This interchange mechanism 
must have the following features: 
a. The interchange of models must be performed by means of model-to-
model transformations that are based on the metamodels of the 
modeling languages involved. 
b. The interchange of models must prevent the loss of information during 
the transformation process.  
3) The application of the proposed interoperability approach to different 
interoperability scenarios, which are related to different stages of a MDD 
process. This third objective is oriented to perform the following tasks: 
a. The improvement of the proposed interoperability approach with the 
results obtained from the development and execution of the different 
interoperability scenarios. 
b. The presentation and exemplification of the use of the proposed 
interoperability approach by its application in two interoperability 
scenarios that are relevant for MDD approaches. 
The interoperability scenarios that are considered in this third objective are 
related to the following development stages:  
a. The analysis level. This stage is oriented to perform the requirement 
elicitation in a MDD process.  
b. The design level. This stage is oriented to represent the different views 
of the intended software products, such as structural, behavioral, and 
presentation views.  
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1.4. Thesis Development Context 
This doctoral thesis has been developed within the ProS Research Center [23] 
from the Universidad Politécnica de Valencia [24]. The work performed to 
achieve the proposed objectives is directly related to the knowledge and 
experience obtained from the execution of different research projects, which 
involve both industrial and academic efforts. These projects are the following: 
1. CONCOM: This Project is oriented to the development of model compilers 
for the generation of different kinds of software products in the context of the 
OO-Method approach. This project has been financed by CARE 
Technologies. It was developed from 2006 to 2008. 
2. SESAMO: This project is oriented to the construction of web services from 
models by following the model-driven development philosophy. This is a 
CICYT project with reference TIN2007-62894. It was developed from 
2008 to 2010. 
3. ORCA: This project is oriented to construct and coordinate different 
methods for software development in a model-driven context. The different 
methods are put into practice according to a specific framework that assures 
the quality of the generated software products as well as the quality of the 
methods applied. This project is financed by the Generalitat Valenciana [25] 
(reference PROMETEO/2009/015). It has been under development since 
2009 and will continue until 2012. 
Furthermore, we are starting a new project that is aligned with the results 
obtained in this thesis. This project, called ProsREQ [26], is not only related to 
interoperating different requirement modeling approaches and MDD processes to 
improve the generation of Web services, but also to automating the generation of 
verification mechanisms for the generated software products. ProsREQ is 
supported by MICINN [27] under reference TIN2010-18011. It is being 
developed by the ProS Research Center in collaboration with the GESSI 
research group [28] from the Universidad Politécnica de Cataluña. The 
ProsREQ project will be developed from 2011 to 2013. 
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1.5. Thesis Structure 
In addition to the introduction chapter, this doctoral thesis is comprised of ten 
more chapters, which are organized as follows: 
Chapter II – Background: This chapter introduces the main concepts that are 
involved in the development of this thesis. The approaches that are related to the 
interoperability scenarios to improve and evaluate the proposed interoperability 
approach are also presented. These correspond to UML, the i* framework, and 
the OO-Method MDD approach. 
Chapter III – Related Work: This chapter presents a systematic review of the 
current approaches related to model-based interoperability. This systematic 
review is centered on analyzing those interoperability approaches that provide 
relevant features for MDD processes. 
Chapter IV – Achieving the MDD Interoperability: This chapter presents the 
aspects that are considered in order to obtain a specific process to support MDD 
interoperability, which is based on a specific MDD interoperability model. The 
steps that comprise the proposed interoperability process are also introduced. 
Chapter V – The Integration Metamodel: This chapter presents a specific 
DSML metamodel, called Integration Metamodel, which is defined to perform a 
correct customization of a modeling language. The Integration Metamodel is used 
to automatically obtain a set of lightweight metamodel extensions that are 
implemented in a UML profile. As a result, a modeling language customized with 
the modeling needs of a specific MDD approach is obtained in accordance with 
the OMG modeling standards. 
Chapter VI – Automatic UML Profile Generation: This chapter presents a 
process that is defined to integrate a particular DSML into a target modeling 
language through the automatic generation of a UML profile. This process 
facilitates the correct use of existing modeling languages in a proprietary MDD 
context and provides a solution that takes advantage of the benefits of standard 
modeling languages and proprietary DSMLs. 
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Chapter VII – Generation of Model Interchange Mechanisms: This chapter 
presents a proposal that generates mechanisms that perform model-to-model 
transformations to automatically interchange information among modeling 
approaches to must interoperate. The generation of the transformation 
mechanisms is performed by means of the different artifacts generated from the 
application of the proposed MDD interoperability process.  
Chapter VIII – Linking UML and MDD Approaches: This chapter presents an 
interoperability scenario that is focused on the application of UML models in 
MDD processes, specifically,  the application of the constructs related to the 
UML association in the OO-Method development process. This chapter also 
shows how the results obtained allow the generation of software products from 
UML models through the industrial model compiler related to the OO-Method 
approach. 
Chapter IX – Linking Goal-Oriented Modeling and Model-Driven 
Development: This chapter presents a second interoperability scenario where the 
interoperability approach proposed in this thesis is used to automatically link 
GORE models and MDD processes. This scenario has been elaborated by 
considering the experience obtained from linking the i* framework with the 
industrial implementation of the OO-Method approach. 
Chapter X – Automatic Verification of Models for MDD Interoperability: This 
chapter presents an approach to guarantee correct MDD interoperability by 
means of the integration of specific verification mechanisms into the involved 
modeling language. This approach is based on a specific process for the definition 
and implementation of verification measures, which also puts into practice the 
interoperability approach proposed in this thesis. The results obtained from the 
application of this verification approach are empirically validated. 
Chapter XI – Conclusions: This chapter presents the contribution obtained from 
the work performed in this doctoral thesis, future research lines related to the 








This chapter presents the basis that are necessary to understand the development 
and results of the interoperability approach presented in thesis. In this 
interoperability approach, the customization of metamodels to perform the 
integration of the involved modeling languages is a key issue. This integration 
can be considered as the glue to perform the interoperability of different modeling 
approaches and MDD processes by means of the appropriate interchange of 
modeling information. Thus, the main alternatives that exist for modeling 
languages customization are presented by indicating their advantages and 
disadvantages. Also, the modeling frameworks and MDD approaches that are 
involved in the interoperability scenarios are presented, which correspond to 




The MDD proposals require modeling languages for the definition of conceptual 
models that represent in a complete and unambiguous way the software products 
to be developed. According to the IEEE Standard Glossary of Software 
Engineering Terminology [29] a software product corresponds to Computer 
programs, procedures, and possibly associated documentation and data pertaining 
to the operation of a computer system. 
The application of existing modeling languages for the definition of 
conceptual models provides different advantages for MDD proposals [30], such 
as reduction in learning curve, reduction in implantation costs, reuse of existing 
technologies and modeling tools, etc. These benefits are more evident when using 
standard modeling languages. However, conceptual constructs of standard 
modeling languages usually need additional modeling information to represent 
the conceptual models of specific MDD approaches with all the required 
precision [21, 31, 32]. Thus, customization of the existing modeling languages 
must be performed to introduce this additional information. In this thesis, the 
customization of modeling languages is the Rosetta stone to obtain an 
appropriate MDD interoperability.  
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 1.1 introduces the 
main modeling language customization mechanisms. Section 1.1 presents the 
OO-Method approach. Finally, Section 1.1  presents the i* modeling framework.   
2.1. Modeling Language Customization 
In order to use existing modeling languages for the correct representation of the 
constructs that are related to MDD approaches, it is necessary to customize the 
modeling language with the information that MDD approaches require. In this 
case, are only considered those modeling aspects that the original definition of the 
target modeling languages does not provide. In other words, existing modeling 
languages are customized to use them as proprietary DSMLs. 
There are different mechanisms for customization of modeling languages 
[33]. In general terms, these customization mechanisms are based on the 
definition of extensions over the metamodels that describe the abstract syntax of 
the modeling languages. The metamodel extensions not necessarily represent 
additional modeling capabilities. These extensions can be constraints to manage 
the definition of models, for instance: to reduce the set of possible values related 
to a property, or to manage the definition of an association between two classes. 
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Among the different metamodel extension mechanisms that exist [33], there 
are two kind that have more relevance: the lightweight extension mechanisms and 
the heavyweight extension mechanisms. These two extension mechanisms are 
detailed below. 
2.1.1. Lightweight Extension Mechanisms 
The lightweight extensions are denominated ‘light’ because these extensions do 
not change the reference metamodel (the metamodel of the modeling language to 
be customized). Thus, lightweight extensions only add constraints and new 
elements to the target metamodel, but they not change the already defined 
elements. The Object Management Group (OMG) [34] has defined a standard for 
the definition of lightweight extensions, which is called UML profile.  
The UML profile is part of the UML specification and it is defined in the 
UML Infrastructure [35]. It indicates the mechanisms used to adapt existing 
MOF-based metamodels to specific platforms, domains, business objects, or 
software process modeling. Since this extension mechanism is a part of the UML 
standard, it can be supported by UML tools. This feature is one of the main 
advantages of the UML profile over other  customization mechanisms [33], 
which are not directly supported by modeling tools.  
A UML profile is represented as a UML package that is stereotyped with the 
tag <<profile>>. It has three main constructs for the definition of the required 
extensions: stereotypes, tagged values, and OCL rules: 
• The stereotype is the central construct for the specification of a UML profile. 
It is a special kind of UML class (specialization of the metaclass Class from 
the UML metamodel). Therefore, the semantics and notation of a stereotype 
is very similar to a UML class. The stereotypes are identified by a unique 
name, and represent the set of the extensions that are applied over the classes 
of the extended metamodel. The extended classes are identified by means of 
extensions relationships that go from the stereotypes to the metaclasses that 
they extend. The tagged values and the OCL rules are used to characterize 
the extensions related to a stereotype. 
• A tagged value is a property (specialization of the UML metaclass Property) 
that is owned by a stereotype. A tagged value represents a new property that 
is added to the metaclass extended by the stereotype that owns the tagged 
value. According to the lasts UML specifications (UML 2.1.1 [36]  and 
above), the type of the tagged values can be specified from other classes or 
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stereotypes. Therefore, the tagged values can be used for the definition of new 
attributes as well as for the definition of new associations among the 
metaclasses of the extended metamodel. 
• The OCL rules are defined by means of the Object Constraint Language 
[37]. Each OCL rule is related to a specific stereotype and are used to control 
the interaction among the different conceptual constructs (extended 
metaclasses). Even though the name OCL makes reference to the definition 
of constraints, the last OCL specification can also be used as a query 
language and as a language for the specification of functions and operations.  
 
Figure 2. UML profile example 
Figure 2 shows a brief example of a UML profile. This UML profile has the 
stereotype IdClass that extends the metaclass Class with an identifier, which is 
specified by means of the tagged value identifier. The stereotype IdClass also has 
an OCL rule that indicates that the assignment of a value for the identifier is 
mandatory. 
From lasts UML versions, (UML 2.0 and above) the UML specification is 
perfectly aligned to the metamodeling standard defined by OMG, which is the 
Meta-Object Facility (MOF) [38]. This means that the extension capabilities of 
UML profiles can also be applied to any MOF-Based metamodel, such as the 
UML metamodel is. Thus, the UML profile could be used to extend any 
modeling language that uses a MOF metamodel for the specification of its 
abstract syntax, which is suitable to achieve the MDD interoperability proposed 


























The standardization of UML profiles (in the UML specification [39]) 
facilitates the use of this extension mechanism for the integration of multiple 
modeling languages, which is one the objectives of this thesis. The 
standardization prevents compatibility problems in the definition of extensions 
related to different modeling approaches that must interoperate. In addition, 
UML profile has standardized interchange support defined in the XMI format 
[40]. The standardization of the XMI definition for the UML profiles prevents 
compatibility problems to transfer modeling information among model-
management tools.   
Since UML profile is a lightweight extension mechanism, the defined 
extensions cannot change the target metamodel. Thus, UML profiles can only 
define extensions derived from the constructs that already exist in the extended 
modeling approach. Moreover, the defined extensions cannot change the 
properties of the original modeling constructs. These limitations of UML profiles 
can be considered an advantage and a disadvantage at the same time.  
On one hand, these limitations are an advantage because if the original 
specification of the target metamodel is not changed by the defined extensions, 
the technologies based on the original modeling language can be also applied over 
models defined with the extended modeling language.  
On the other hand, the limitations of UML profiles are a disadvantage since 
it may difficult to represent certain modeling needs of MDD approaches from 
existing modeling constructs.  
2.1.2. Heavyweight Extension Mechanisms 
The heavyweight extensions, also known as first level extensions, allow the 
extension of modeling approaches through the inheritance of meta-types from the 
referenced meta-model. Thus, these metamodel extensions can modify the target 
metamodel by redefining properties of the constructs that already exist in the 
modeling language. In addition, at difference of lightweight extensions, 
heavyweight extensions can add new conceptual constructs to the extended 
modeling languages from scratch. 
For the definition of heavyweight extensions, it is necessary to select the 
constructs to be extended from the target modeling language. Next, the selected 
construct are merged in a new package where the extension are defined, 
including the definition of new conceptual constructs. 
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The definition of heavyweight extensions is based on the features provided by 
the MOF standard [38]. In this metamodeling standard, the package merging is a 
very relevant feature that is even used for the specification of the UML 
metamodel, the UML superstructure [41]. In addition, there are other interesting 
MOF features relevant for the definition of heavyweight extensions, one of these, 
the property redefinition, is the feature that allows the modification of properties 
of the constructs that already exist in the extended modeling language. Figure 
shows a property redefinition example, in this example the association related to 
the member ends of a generic relationship is redefined by the association 
memberEnd of the construct related to binary associations between classes. In 
this redefinition example, the type and cardinality of the original member end are 
changed. 
 
Figure 3. Property redefinition example 
The main advantage of heavyweight extensions is that they have more 
flexibility than lightweight extensions, providing support to represent those 
modeling features that lightweight extensions (considering UML profile features) 
cannot represent. 
The main disadvantage of heavyweight extensions is that they change the 
target metamodel, thus the result is a new metamodel that differs from the 
original specification of the extended modeling language. Therefore, the extended 
metamodel is no-longer compatible with technologies that are based on the 
original modeling language. This situation is relevant because the reuse of 
existing technologies is one of the main advantages of the interoperability among 
modeling languages. In addition, in contrast to lightweight extensions, 
heavyweight extensions are not supported by standards for their specification and 
interchange, which difficult the correct application of this extension mechanism 
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in heterogeneous modeling frameworks for validation of defined extensions and 
the interchange of extended models. 
The report performed by James Bruck and Kenn Hussey [33] shows in more 
detail the different extension mechanisms for metamodels customization. Even 
though this work is centered on the specification of extensions for UML, the 
presented extension mechanisms and analyzed features are applicable to any 
standard modeling language that uses a MOF metamodel. In this work, it is also 
explained why lightweight extension mechanism is the most suitable for extend 
modeling languages, leaving the heavyweight extensions in a second place. Thus, 
heavyweight extensions are usable only when lightweight extensions do not 
provide the required flexibility for the representation of the needed modeling 
features. The work presented by Staron and Wohlin [30] is an interesting case 
study that shows the advantage of using lightweight extensions (trough UML 
profiles) instead of heavyweight extensions.  
We can conclude that the lightweight extensions are the most suitable 
strategy for the customization of modeling languages in order to obtain 
appropriate support for interoperability among different modeling approaches. 
Lightweight extensions do not change the metamodels of the involved modeling 
languages, and, hence, current MDD technologies (such as model compilers) can 
be used over models defined with the extended modeling languages. We have 
chosen the UML profile extension mechanism for the generation of the 
metamodel extensions that are required to support the objectives of this thesis.  
2.1.3. Definition of UML Profiles 
Currently, there are many proposals related to specific domains that have used 
UML profiles to implement their modeling needs [42]. Some of these proposal 
have been adopted by OMG and can be found in the UML profiles specification 
catalog presented in [43]. It is also possible to find UML profiles oriented to 
describe the conceptual models required by model compilers involved in MDD 
processes, such as WebML [44] and OO-Method [45] proposals. 
In despite that UML profiles are longer used for the customization of UML, 
OMG has not defined a standardized process focused on the correct 
implementation of UML profiles yet. This situation is presented in the article of 
France, et al. [31].   
In the literature related to the definition of UML profiles, two main working 
schemas can be observed: 1) the definition of a UML profile from scratch; and 2) 
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the definition of a UML profile starting from a DSML Metamodel [17], which 
is the metamodel that describes the conceptual constructs required by a MDD 
approach. 
The first working schema implies the direct definition of the UML profile 
extensions in a manual and intuitive way according to the knowledge and criteria 
that the UML profile designer has. An example of this implementation schema is 
the SysML UML profile [46] [47]. This intuitive method for defining UML 
profiles presents a high complexity degree. It difficult the verification of the 
required extensions in relation to the modeling needs, and their alignment with 
the UML profile standard. Also, this working schema is very time consuming and 
susceptible to the introduction of human errors. 
The second working schema considers a more structured and formal process. 
This schema is centered on the definition of a metamodel that describes the 
conceptual constructs required by a specific modeling approach. In the context of 
this thesis, this metamodel describes the abstract syntax that supports the 
semantics [48] of the modeling language of the MDD approach; i.e., this is the 
DSML metamodel of the MDD approach. From the defined metamodel, a 
mapping (or model weaving [49]) to the modeling language to be extended is 
defined. This mapping is performed to identify the correspondences 
(equivalences) among the conceptual constructs of the MDD approach and the 
constructs of the target modeling language. Thus, it is possible to identify the 
constructs of the target modeling languages that are relevant for the 
representation of the MDD constructs. This mapping also allows the 
identification of those MDD constructs that are not present in the target 
modeling language and must be defined as metamodel extensions. 
For the interoperability approach presented in this thesis, the second working 
schema has been selected since it provides a methodological solution that 
facilitates the correct definition of required modeling needs, and provides more 
automation possibilities. Additional benefits of using a metamodel definition for 
the automatic UML profile generation are the following: 
• The definition of a metamodel provides a formal and precise abstract syntax 
related to the conceptual constructs of the MDD approach. This allows the 
specification of validation mechanism to assure the correct definition of the 
syntax for the required constructs. In addition, the specification of the 
abstract syntax of the target modeling language in a metamodel also 
facilitates the identification of equivalences among the constructs of the 
MDD approach and the constructs that the target modeling language 
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provides. This facilitates the implementation of mechanism for the automatic 
generation of metamodel extensions that integrate into the target modeling 
language the modeling needs of the MDD approach. 
• In general terms, the metamodel of a proprietary DSML provides a less 
number of constructs than an existing (standard) modeling language that is 
not defined for the MDD approach. In addition, the definition of a specific 
metamodel perfectly fits with the application domain of the MDD approach. 
Both, the reduced number of constructs and the closeness to the application 
domain provokes that the definition of the metamodel related to the MDD 
approach be more simple and intuitive than the direct definition of extensions 
over the target modeling language. In addition, implementation of specific 
MDD tools (such as model compilers) is easier from the proprietary DSML 
metamodel than from the customized modeling language. 
• There is a lot of literature related to the definition of metamodels, and there 
also exist tools for the correct specification of metamodels. However, the 
documentation related to the correct specification of for UML profiles is very 
limited, and the existing UML tools provide little or none aid for the correct 
implementation of metamodel extensions. Additionally, most of the 
lightweight extension papers are oriented to define UML profiles for UML 
while, in the context of this thesis, the extension capabilities the UML 
profiles are considered for the customization of any MOF-based metamodel. 
• The formalization of the required abstract syntax in a metamodel helps to 
determinate if the modeling needs of the MDD approach can be integrated in 
the target modeling language according to the extension capabilities of the 
UML profiles. Additionally, if the integration is not possible by using UML 
profiles, then the DSML metamodel can be also used to implement the 
required metamodel extensions with another extension mechanism, such as 
heavyweight extensions, or for implementation of specific model editors by 
using tools such as Eclipse GMF [50]. 
One of the first works related to the elaboration of a UML profile form a 
metamodel specification is the work presented by Fuentes-Fernández, et al. in 
[51]. In this article, the metamodel is called Domain Metamodel, and some basic 
guidelines for the generation of the UML profile are proposed. It proposes the 
use of MOF (Meta-Object Facility) [38, 52] for defining the metamodel of the 
proprietary DSML. MOF is a standard metamodeling language that has tools 
support and a standardized interchange format, which facilitates the 
implementation of technologies based on this standard. The use of MOF for the 
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specification of the participant modeling languages also facilitates the 
identification of structural similarities (equivalences) among conceptual 
constructs.  
This paper proposes basic guidelines for the inference of metamodel 
extensions (stereotypes, tagged values, and OCL constraints) as well as for the 
identification of the metaclasses that must be extended from the target 
metamodel. These guidelines provide a first approach about how to automate the 
UML profile generation. However, the guidelines proposed for the UML profile 
construction are very basic and they not take advantage of all the modeling 
features already present in the target modeling language for the representation of 
the necessary MDD constructs. For instance, this approach proposes the 
definition of all attributes present in a metaclass of the proprietary DSML as 
tagged values in the corresponding metaclass of the target modeling language. 
This not considers those existing attributes of the target metaclass that represent 
a semantics that is equivalent to the attributes of the metaclass from the 
proprietary DSML. 
A relevant point that is missed in this paper is to indicate how the metamodel 
of the proprietary DSML can be defined. In particular, to indicate how to obtain 
a metamodel that allows the correct integration (definition of the required 
metamodel extensions) to the target modeling language. 
In [17], Selic presents a systematic approach (updated in [53]) to define 
UML profiles starting from a DSML metamodel, which is also called Domain 
Model. This work shows a set of criteria that must be considered at the moment 
of defining the corresponding metamodel. These criteria are oriented to provide a 
correct integration to the target modeling language (UML in this article). In 
addition, Selic also proposes a list of elements that must be considered for 
mapping the defined metamodel into a UML profile.  
The Selic’s work provide interesting information about the new features 
introduced in the UML profile specification from UML 2.x specification [41]. At 
this point, important aspects of the UML profile extensions capabilities are 
presented, such as the capability of import model libraries, and the possibility of 
introduce new association in the extended metamodels by means of object-valued 
property definition 
This is one of the former works that present guidelines for an appropriate 
DSML metamodel definition, which supports the appropriate specification of the 
required UML profile. Thus, from the defined DSML metamodel, it is possible 
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to identify equivalences with the metamodel of the target modeling language, 
which facilitates the identification of the elements to be extended and the 
extensions that must be defined. This is also a relevant point to be considered to 
obtain an automated UML profile generation.  
However, the guidelines proposed for the UML profile construction are very 
simple, which impede an effective implementation of automatic UML profile 
generation solution. Additionally, it not explain how to solve the differences 
between participant metamodels (source DSML and target modeling language) 
that prevent the correct identification of the elements to be extended and 
definition of required modeling extensions. 
Going deeper in the line of automating the UML profile generation from a 
DSML metamodel, there are two remarkable articles, these are: Lagarde, et al. 
[54] and Wimmer, et al. [19].  
The Lagarde, et al. article proposes the identification of equivalences between 
a source metamodel (DSML metamodel) and a target metamodel (UML 
metamodel) through the definition of an initial skeleton of the required UML 
profile. Later, the defined skeleton is refined to obtain the final UML profile 
through patterns identification. A positive aspect of this work is the definition of 
an appropriate input for the mapping of equivalence between metamodels and 
later generation of the corresponding UML profile. This input is the UML 
profile skeleton, which demands additional knowledge about UML profile 
definition. However, this approach is mainly centered on binary associations 
between classes, the rest of metamodeling constructs are not considered, and, 
hence, it is not possible to perform a complete generation of the UML profile 
from the DSML metamodel. The application of the Lagarde, et al. proposal is 
presented in [55] and [56]. 
The Wimmer, et al. article proposes a semiautomatic approach for the 
integration of DSML and UML. In this proposal a new specific language for the 
definition of a weaving model (mapping model) between the metamodels involved 
is defined. This model weaving definition is oriented to identify the equivalences 
among the different constructs of the DSML metamodel and the UML 
metamodel. In this paper, the EMOF specification [38] is used for the definition 
of the reference DSML metamodel, in particular, the eclipse EMF 
implementation [57]. Both, the EMOF metamodel and the mapping model, are 
used as input for a model-to-model transformation tool that is based on ATL. 
This clearly shows how the automatic generation of the corresponding UML 
profile can be implemented by using model-to-model transformation technologies, 
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such as ATL [58] or QVT [59], which are based on mappings defined at 
metamodel level. 
However, this proposal does not support all possible mappings that can be 
defined between the participant metamodels. It only supports certain one-to-
many (1:M) mappings (one element of the DSML metamodel is mapped to many 
elements of the UML metamodel), and it not supports M:M mappings. This 
limitation is relevant for the effective application of this proposal into real MDD 
approaches, where the mapping among the different conceptual constructs of the 
involved metamodels can be 1:M, M:1, and M:M. 
Finally, it is important to point that even though UML profile is the 
customization solution that better fits to the purpose of this thesis, this extension 
mechanism can be improved to obtain a sound support for model-driven 
interoperability. Works such as [60] show certain aspects that can be improved of 
UML and indicate how the UML profile specification has been evolving from 
previous UML versions. 
Following, the OO-Method approach and the i* framework are introduced. 
These approaches are used in the two application scenarios defined to verify and 
improve the proposed MDD interoperability approach.  
2.2. The OO-Method MDD Approach 
The OO-Method approach is an object-oriented MDD method successfully 
applied to the software industry [12]. OO-Method separates the business logic 
from the platform technology in order to allow the automatic generation of final 
applications by means of well-defined model transformations [61]. OO-Method 
performs this automatic code generation from a conceptual representation of the 
required software systems, which is defined by means of the OO-Method 
conceptual model.  
The OO-Method conceptual model is centered on the specification of 
Management Information Systems (MIS) in a precise way and without 
ambiguity. This conceptual Model captures the static and dynamic properties of 
the system in a Class Model, a Dynamic Model, and a Functional Model. It also 
allows the specification of the user interfaces in an abstract way through the 
Presentation Model. From these four models that comprise the OO-Method 
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conceptual model, the class model is the most important, and the other models 
are defined (or derived) from this central model. 
The automatic generation of the final software solution is performed starting 
from the OO-Method conceptual model by applying the OO-Method software 
production process that is presented in Figure 4. This production process consists 
in the automatic generation of an Execution Model [62] [63] from the OO-
Method conceptual model by means of a set of model-to-model transformations.  
The transformations performed to obtain the Execution model are related to 
transforming the constructs of the Conceptual Model into the corresponding 
software representations (i.e. the preconditions of services, the derivation formula 
for the derived attributes, the body of the services, the integrity constraints for 
classes, the valid state transitions, the filters formula for the presentation, etc.). 
Therefore, the execution model is configured according to the target 
implementation platform that is selected for the conceptual model compilation.  
Next, by means a second model transformation (model-to-code) the generated 
execution model is automatically transformed into the final implementation 
model, which corresponds to the source code of the intended software system.  
 
Figure 4.  The OO-Method Software Production Process  
The industrial application of OO-Method is performed by means of a suite of 
modeling tools and a model compiler developed by the company CARE 
Technologies. This MDD solution is called OlivaNova The Programming 
Machine [16, 64]. Figure 5 shows an interface provided by the Olivanova 
compilation tool, which is related to the selection of the different target 
implementation platforms supported by the model compiler, such as JSP, ASP, 
C#, EJB, SQL, ORACLE, DB2, etc.  
The generated applications have a three-tier architecture: one tier for the 
client component, which contains the graphical user interface; one tier for the 
server component, which contains the business rules and the connections to the 
database; and one tier for the database component, which contains the persistence 




Figure 5. Compilation alternatives provided by the Olivanova technology 
It is important to remark that the software generation performed by the OO-
Method model compiler is obtained from a conceptual model that is independent 
of the implementation platform. Hence, a same OO-Method model can be used to 
automatically generate software products using different programming 
technologies and persistence platforms. With this, the relevance of defining 
appropriate conceptual constructs for the modeling languages that are related to 
MDD approaches is demonstrated. Following, the four models that comprise the 
OO-Method conceptual model are briefly explained.  
2.2.1. The OO-Method Class Model 
The class model of the OO-Method approach (that is also known as OO-Method 
object model) describes the structural part of the system. This model allows the 
specification of classes, attributes, derived attributes, events, transactions, 
operations, preconditions, integrity constraints, agents, and relationships between 
classes. The main concepts of this class model are well-known because most of 
they are the same as those used in the UML class model [65].  
The main conceptual construct is the class. A class describes a set of objects 
that share the same specifications of characteristics, constraints, and semantics. A 
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class can have attributes, services, integrity constraints, and relationships with 
other classes of the model. 
The attributes represent features of a class. The values related to attributes 
can also be derived from the values of other attributes or constants. 
The services of a class are basic components that are associated with the 
specification of the behavior of a class. The services can be events, transactions or 
operations. The events are atomic services, indivisible, which can assign a value to 
an attribute. The transactions are a sequence of events or other transactions that 
have two ways to end the execution: either all involved services are correctly 
executed, or none of the services are executed. Finally, the operations are a 
sequence of events, transitions or other operations, which are executed 
sequentially independently of whether or not the involved services have been 
executed correctly. The services can have preconditions that limit their execution. 
The preconditions are conditions that must hold for the execution of a service. 
The classes can also have integrity constraints, which are expressions of a 
semantic condition that must be preserved in every valid state of each object of 
the involved class. 
The relationships between classes can be generalizations, binary associations, 
or agent relationships. The agent relationships are a particular construct of the 
OO-Method approach, which represents the visibility and execution properties 
that an object of the class model has over the attributes and services of other 
objects of the model.   
 
2.2.2. The OO-Method Dynamic Model 
 
The OO-Method dynamic model is comprised of two diagrams: the state 
transition diagram and the object interaction diagram. The state transition 
diagram defines the valid lives of the objects that belong to a class. This diagram 
has the following conceptual constructs: initial state, final state, intermediate 
states, and transitions. Most of the concepts of this diagram are the same as those 
used in the UML state transition diagram [65]. The initial state represents the 
state that objects are in immediately before they are created. The final state 
represents the state that objects are in immediately after they are destroyed. The 
intermediate states represent the set of possible stages of an object during its life. 
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The intermediate states have incoming and outgoing transitions, which represent 
a change of the state of an object. The transitions are activated by an agent that 
executes a service and can also have a condition to execute the service when it is 
required.  
The object interaction diagram defines the interactions among the objects of 
the system. To do this, the triggers of the classes of the system and the global 
transactions or operations of the system are defined. The triggers are defined in a 
specific class. Each trigger is composed by a condition and a service to be 
executed. Each trigger service is executed at background; i.e., the result of a 
trigger execution (either success or failure) is not visible for the user.  
The global transactions and operations are sequences of services, like the 
transactions and operations of the class model are. The global services can involve 
services of any class of the system. Usually, these services are defined when it is 
necessary to execute services of objects that are not related. 
2.2.3. The OO-Method Functional Model 
 
The functional model of the OO-Method approach allows the specification of the 
effects that the execution of an event has over the values of the attributes of the 
class that owns the event. 
The functional model uses valuations to assign values to the corresponding 
attributes. The valuations can have preconditions. These preconditions and the 
effects of the valuation are specified by means of well-formed, first-order logic 
formulas.  
The change that a valuation produces in the value of an attribute is classified 
into three different categories: state, cardinal, and situation. The state category 
implies that the change of the value of an attribute only depends on the effect 
specified in the valuation formula. The cardinal category increases, decreases or 
initializes the numeric-type attributes. The situation category implies that the 
valuation effect is applied only if the current value of the involved attribute is 
equal to a predefined value. 
2.2.4. The OO-Method Presentation Model 
In order to specify the interaction between the users of an application and the 
system, the OO-Method approach allows the specification of views in the object 
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model. A view corresponds to a set of interfaces, which are the communication 
point between agents (abstract representation of system users) and classes of the 
OO-Method class model. When the views of a system have been defined, the 
interaction model of each view must be specified. 
The presentation model allows the specification of the graphical user 
interface of an application in an abstract way [66]. Thus, it is possible to 
completely specify the abstract graphical user interface of the intended 
applications. Then, the Model Compiler transforms the presentation model into 
the corresponding concrete user interfaces to characterize those parts of the final 
software product that represent the user interaction. 
2.3. The i* Framework 
In general terms, the Goal-Oriented Requirement Engineering (GORE) 
approaches are oriented to obtain the ‘why’ of the intended systems through the 
analysis of organizational scenarios [15, 67]. Among several existing GORE 
approaches, the i* framework [68] is one of the most widespread modeling and 
reasoning frameworks.  
 
Figure 6. The i* notation 
The i* framework has been originally defined by Eric Yu in [6]. It is focused 
on modeling and reasoning about organizational environments and their 
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information systems. It emphasizes the analysis of strategic relationships among 
organizational actors capturing the intentional requirements. The term actor is 
used to generically refer to any unit for which intentional dependencies can be 
ascribed. Actors are intentional, in a sense that they do not simply carry out 
activities and produce entities, but they also have desires and needs. 
The i* framework is comprised by two complementary models: the Strategic 
Dependency model, and the Strategic Rationale model. Figure 6 shows the 
notation related to the definition these i* models.  
2.3.1. The i* Strategic Dependency Model 
According to the definition presented in [69], the Strategic Dependency (SD) 
model is used to describe the dependency relationships among various actors in an 
organizational context. This model is focused on external relationships among 
actors, which are called dependencies. The SD model is defined by means of a set 
of nodes and connecting links, where nodes represent actors (depender and 
dependee) and each link indicates a dependency (dependum) between two actors. 
In the SD model, the internal goals, knowhow, and resources of an actor are not 
explicitly modeled. In this model, we distinguish among four types of dependency 
links that are based on the type of dependum element, which can be goal, 
resource, task, and softgoal.  
 
Figure 7. Strategic Dependency model of a buyer-driven e-commerce system 
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In the i* context, a goal is a condition or state of concerns that an actor wants 
to achieve. A resource is a physical or informational entity that must be available 
for an actor. A task specifies a particular way of doing something, which can be 
decomposed in small sub-tasks. Finally, a softgoal is associated to non-functional 
requirements.  
Figure 7 shows an example i* SD model that has been defined by Eric Yu in 
[70]. This i* model is related to a buyer-driven ecommerce system. In this system, 
the customer depends on a middleman to find a service provider who is willing to 
accept a price set by the customer. The customer submits a priced request to a 
middleman. The middleman forwards the request to suppliers. If a supplier 
decides to accept the request, it makes an agreement with the middleman. The 
middleman expects the customer to pay for the purchase in time.  
 
2.3.2. The i* Strategic Rationale Model 
The Strategic Rationale (SR) model is used to describe stakeholder interests and 
concerns, and how they might be addressed by various configurations of systems 
and environments [69]. The SR model expands the description of a given actor 
and all rationales involved on its intentions, providing support for modeling the 
reasoning of each actor about its intentional relationships. In addition to the 
dependencies present in the SD model, three new types of relationships are 
incorporated in the SR model. These relationships are the following:  
1. Task-decomposition links. These links indicate the elements that are 
necessary to perform a certain task.  
2. Means-end links. These links indicate when a task is a mean to achieve a goal 
3. Contributions links. These links indicate how a model element can contribute 
to achieve a soft-goal.  
Summarizing, an SD model provides a general vision of i* actors and their 
dependencies. An SR model is a detailed view of an SD model, which shows the 
internal elements related to the defined actors. These internal elements must be 
specified inside of the corresponding actor’s boundary. Thus, the constructs of an 
SD model can be considered as a subset of the constructs of a SR model. Figure 










The emergence of several model-driven development (MDD) proposals requires 
the definition of proper interoperability mechanisms that facilitate the reuse of 
knowledge in the MDD community by taking advantage of already defined 
modeling languages, tools, and standards. However, there are no recent studies 
that cover the existing interoperability alternatives in the model-driven domain. 
This chapter confronts this situation through a systematic analysis of recent 
interoperability approaches that provide relevant features for MDD processes. 
The results of this analysis are presented in a general interoperability 
framework, which presents those aspects that are already covered by existing 
proposals as well as those pending subjects that, from our point of view, are 




The interoperability of multiple modeling approaches in different stages of a 
MDD process is a natural alternative for obtaining a proper software 
representation at different abstraction levels. This facilitates the integration of 
MDD approaches and already defined modeling languages, tools, and standards. 
The interoperability in MDD processes also facilitates the integration of different 
development groups in a common development project (e.g., software factories 
with different modeling approaches and tools [9]).  
However, there is a lack of appropriate references that indicate and compare 
the current state of approaches that are related to supporting model-driven 
interoperability. Moreover, the proposals that define an interoperability 
framework for MDD processes are still in a theoretical space [71] and are not 
aligned with current standards, interoperability approaches, and technologies. 
In this chapter, we deal with this issue by performing a systematic literature 
review of the existing proposals related to supporting interoperability in a model-
driven domain. The results obtained from this systematic review are analyzed to 
indicate the interoperability aspects that have already been tackled by existing 
approaches as well as those aspects that are not completely solved and must be of 
concern in future research.  
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.1 shows the 
planning of the systematic review. Section 3.2 presents the reviewed proposals by 
indicating their most relevant aspects and providing a summary of the different 
features analyzed. Section 0 presents our proposal for a common interoperability 
framework for MDD processes. Finally, Section 3.4 presents our conclusions and 
further work. 
3.1. Planning the Systematic Review 
The aim of this systematic review is to present an overview of the current state of 
Model-Driven proposals that provide relevant features for supporting the 
interoperability in MDD processes. According to Kitchenham [72], the following 
three phases are essential to perform an appropriate systematic review:  
• Planning the Review: In this phase, the need of the review, the research 
questions, and the review protocol are defined. 
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• Conducting the Review: In this phase, the selection of primary studies, the 
quality assessment of the studies, the data extraction and monitoring, and the 
data synthesis are performed. 
• Reporting the Review: In this phase, the results obtained from the review are 
reported. 
The planning phase of the systematic review is presented in this section. The 
conducting phase is presented in Section 3.2. The reporting phase corresponds to 
the documentation of the review, which is presented throughout this chapter. 
3.1.1. Research Question 
In order to explore the evidence of model-based approaches with characteristics 
that support interoperability in MDD processes, we have formulated the 
following research question (RQ): What model-based approaches provide 
relevant interoperability features for model-driven development processes? 
The features that we have considered to be relevant are the following:  
• Management of Heterogeneity (MH): The proposal manages the structural 
differences that exist among modeling approaches that must interoperate. 
• Use of Standards (US): The proposal considers the use of existing standards 
related to modeling, metamodeling, or model transformation specifications. 
• Tool support (TS): The proposal is presented at the theoretical level only, or 
by contrast, it has some kind of supporting technology.  
• Application Process (AP): The proposal provides a well-defined process for 
its proper application. 
• Interoperability Verification (IV): The proposal defines mechanisms to verify 
the correct interoperability among the modeling approaches involved. 
The research question has been structured following the PICOC 
(Population, Intervention, Comparison, Outcome, Context) criteria [73]. The 
values for each criterion are the following:  
Population: Model-based approaches.  
Intervention: Interoperability approaches based on model interchange.  




Outcomes: Identification of a model-based interoperability framework.  
Context: No context restriction. 
3.1.2. Protocol 
A review protocol specifies the method that is used to undertake a specific 
systematic review. A pre-defined protocol is necessary to reduce the possibility of 
researcher bias. In addition, the protocol must be reviewed and corrected several 
times by the systematic review team in order to obtain the best possible protocol. 
The contents of the final protocol used to perform the systematic review are 
explained in the following sub-sections. 
Search Strategy for Primary Studies. 
The search terms used in our systematic review were constructed using the 
following strategy: (1) Deriving major terms from the questions by identifying 
the population, intervention, and outcome; (2) Identifying alternative spellings 
and synonyms for major terms; (3) Using the boolean OR to incorporate 
alternative spellings and synonyms; and (4) Using the boolean AND to link the 
major terms. Thus, the construction of the search strings is based on the 
following terms: 
Population: model, model-driven, model-based, conceptual model, domain model, 
modeling, diagram, schema, schemata. 
Intervention: interoperability, interchange, integration, mapping, transformation, 
weaving. 
Outcomes: framework, proposal, approach, schema, scenario, tool, process, 
solution. 
The search process is organized in two stages (first and second): The first stage 
identifies candidate primary sources by using the search strings on the following 
electronic databases: IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library, Springer Link, 
Science Direct, Google Scholar. In order to assess the results of the search 
process, we compared the results with a small sample of primary studies that we 
already knew [74-78] in order to ensure that the search process was able to find 
the sample. 
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In the second stage, the references of the candidate primary sources identified 
in the first phase are revised to locate additional candidate primary sources. This 
process must be repeated until no further papers seem relevant. 
Study Selection Criteria and Selection Procedures 
The study selection criteria are used to determine which studies are included in, 
or excluded from, a systematic review.  
The inclusion criteria were the following: 
• The primary studies must have been published during the last five years 
(2007-2011). We consider that the proposals defined from the year 2007 on 
are based on current standards and technologies for modeling, metamodeling, 
and model transformations. 
• The papers must present one or more features related to the research 
question. 
• The papers must present results that are related to the interchange of 
information. 
The exclusion criteria were the following: 
• Approaches that present a pure model transformation or model integration. 
• Older studies related to primary studies. We consider that the most recent 
publications provide updated versions of the contributions involved. 
From the results obtained by the search strategy, the selection procedure is 
applied. First of all, duplicated studies had to be eliminated. Then, the title and 
abstract of the remaining studies were read by reviewers. If the nature of some 
studies was not clear, the reviewers also read the introduction and the conclusion 
of these studies. If the nature of the studies was still not clear, the reviewers had 
to read the entire study. 
Data Extraction Strategy 
The data extraction strategy defines how the information required from each 
primary study is obtained. This is a subjective process that, by nature, is error-
prone. In order to minimize errors, we designed a template with 2 sections: 
general information, and specific information. 
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In the general information section, the following information is extracted 
from the studies and saved: title of the study, authors, conference or journal, 
volume and issue for journals, pages, and year of publication.  
In the specific information section, the data extraction considers the features 
previously indicated for the research question:  Management of heterogeneity 
(MH), Use of Standards (US), Tool support (TS), Application Process (AP), and 
Interoperability Verification (IV). Additionally, we extract the following two 
features: 
• Meta-Extensions (ME). This feature is related to the definition of new 
information (extensions) in the involved modeling approaches to provide 
additional properties that are necessary by the interoperability approach. 
• Pivot Artifact (PA). This feature is related to the use of an intermediate 
artifact (such as metamodel or ontology) to perform the interchange of 
information among modeling approaches. 
• Application Domain (AD). This feature indicates the application domain that 
is related to the analyzed approach. It is important to remark that even 
though a proposal can be related to a specific domain, it has been selected 
because provide contributions that can be generalized in the MDD context.  
Synthesis Extraction Strategy 
The synthesis of the studies is presented in a table to facilitate the understanding 
of the information recovered. The table allows the readers identifying the 
similarities and differences among the studies selected in the systematic review. 
3.2. Revision of Interoperability Approaches  
In the selection of primary studies, 219 candidate primary studies were obtained 
after the revision of title and abstracts. Then, these candidates were analyzed by 
the reviewers applying the selection procedure, and the inclusion/exclusion 
criteria to finally obtain 33 primary studies. The review was finished on March 
20th of 2011. 
Following, the selected studies are briefly presented. We have grouped the 
revised approaches according to their main contribution (some approaches 
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provide more than one classification contribution). At the end of this section, a 
summary table (see Table 1) reports the results of the review. 
3.2.1. Model Weaving 
The model weaving approach is very popular in model transformation and model 
interchange contexts. It consists of the definition of a specific mapping model 
(called weaving model) among the metamodels of involved modeling approaches. 
The constructs of this weaving model are represented by means of a specific 
metamodel. Thus, weaving models indicate semantic equivalences through the 
definition of links among the metamodels’ constructs. These links are considered 
as semantic connection points because they indicate those constructs (from the 
involved metamodels) that have an equivalent meaning (semantics) in the 
application domain. The definition of these links can be extended with additional 
information defined to manage structural differences among the linked 
constructs.  
Fabro and Valduriez in [79] propose the use of weaving models between two 
metamodels to automatically infer model-to-model (M2M) transformations based 
on the ATL tool [80]. These transformations automate the translation between 
models defined with the involved metamodels.  
The proposal presented in [78] by Kappel et al. is defined to support the 
interoperability among modeling tools. This proposal is based on a bridge 
metamodel (weaving metamodel) for the definition of semantic metamodel links 
(bridges). The defined bridges are used to transform the involved metamodels into 
equivalent petri-net representations. The petri-net representation is used to 
operationalize M2M transformations and to perform a formal verification of the 
structural differences (heterogeneities) among metamodels, which may produce 
interoperability conflicts.  
The proposal presented by Klar et al. in [81] shows how the MDD 
interoperability can be used to support a complete development process. In 
particular, this proposal is centered on the integration of requirement modeling 
into the MDD process. However, it does not consider how to integrate specific 
aspects related to a particular MDD process into the requirement approach. 
These MDD aspects are necessary to obtain an appropriate requirement 
specification in the domain of the reference MDD approach.  
The proposal presented in [82] by Guerra et al. consists of a pattern-based 
approach for defining bidirectional relations (a weaving model) among modeling 
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approaches. The main contributions of this proposal are the definition of specific 
inter-modeling patterns, which allow interoperability conflicts to be 
automatically identified. These patterns also facilitate the generation of model-to-
model transformations, model matching, and traceability information. 
3.2.2. Meta-Extensions 
Seifert et al. in [83] indicate the advantages of using metamodels and model-to-
model transformations to prevent the coupling among tools that must 
interoperate. This approach analyzes the pros and cons of proactive and 
retroactive tool integration alternatives. From this analysis, it suggests the use of 
a role-based metamodeling approach, which involves to extending the 
metamodels of tools with specific role information (defined in a role metamodel) 
to improve the tool interoperability.  
The BIZYCLE framework applied by Milanovic et al. in [84] is defined to 
achieve applications and data integration by means of semantic annotations. 
These annotations are used to identify both semantic and structural conflicts that 
can be solved in a semi-automatic way.  
The Tran et al. work [76] suggests the extension of the modeling approaches 
that must interoperate to specify the information related to a MDD process. 
The proposal presented by Agostinho et al. [85] introduces an interoperability 
framework for business networks, which is based on UML for the definition of 
the involved metamodels. An interesting feature of this approach is the use of 
UML profiles to manage model heterogeneities and to obtain an appropriate 
model mapping. This work refers to those transformations that imply a structural 
change of the involved constructs as model altering morphisms. 
3.2.3. Interoperability Verification  
Radjenovic and Paige in [86] present an interoperability approach that is based 
on an initial identification of the issues that may prevent an appropriate model 
integration. This work considers both structural and behavioral interoperability 
conflicts. The detection of interoperability issues is performed by means of the 
transformation of the involved metamodels into a proprietary graph 
representation, which is called SMILE-X.  
The proposal presented by Polgár et al. [87] indicates the need for 
interoperability in a common development process. In this approach, a reference 
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ontology is used to verify whether or not the involved modeling approaches are in 
conformance with the target development process. 
3.2.4. Pivot Metamodel 
The differences between a pivot metamodel and a weaving metamodel are related 
to their definition and use. A weaving metamodel is instantiated to represent 
links among constructs of the involved metamodels. From these weaving models, 
specific M2M transformation rules can be inferred according to a specific 
transformation approach, such as ATL [80], QVT [59], or ETL [88]. However, 
weaving models do not participate in the execution of the transformation rules. 
By contrast, a pivot metamodel can be a pre-defined representation of concepts 
(or constructs) for the interoperability domain or can be generated from the 
metamodels of the modeling approaches that must interoperate. Also, a pivot 
metamodel can be instantiated during the transformation process generating an 
intermediate pivot model. 
The proposal presented in [9] by Bruneliere et al. defines a pivot metamodel 
to solve conflicts related to the heterogeneity among metamodels of modeling 
tools. This proposal is also based on current metamodeling standards and 
modeling tools. 
The DUALLY approach presented by Crnkovic et al. [89] shows that the 
use of a pivot metamodel reduces the complexity of the necessary transformation 
rules. These rules can also be automatically inferred from the pivot metamodel 
definition.  
The proposals presented by Ziemann et al. [90] and Jankovic et al. [91] are 
related to enterprise modeling. They use the POP* metamodel [92] as pivot 
metamodel. According to these proposals, the involved modeling approaches must 
be mapped to the POP* metamodel to determine common interrelation points. 
Similar approaches are presented by Baumgart [93] in the domain of embedded 
systems, and by Mahé [94] for visualization tools.  
Berger in [95] considers the definition of a pivot metamodel that comprises 
all the conceptual constructs related to the modeling approaches that must 
interoperate. This pivot metamodel (defined as generic metamodel in the paper) is 
used as an interface among the metamodels of the involved modeling languages, 
which isolate the mappings from the metamodel heterogeneities. Later, by means 
of a set of pre-defined patterns, a model weaving among the involved metamodels 
is automatically generated to perform model-to-model transformations.  
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Vallecillo in [96] proposes the generation of a global model for the 
combination of different modeling approaches. The generation of this global 
metamodel is based on a viewpoint unification, which intends to comprise the 
benefits related to three metamodel integration techniques: metamodel extension, 
metamodel merge, and language embedding. The use of a common model 
obtained by the integration of the involved modeling approaches is also presented 
in the proposal of Coutinho et al. [97], which is related to organizational 
modeling.  
In [98], Moreno and Vallecillo propose a web development interoperability 
framework, which is centered on a generic metamodel for web development 
methods. Thus, by means of QVT transformations, the modeling approaches 
related to the different development method must be mapped to the reference 
metamodel. Evidently, due to the use of QVT, the proposal requires that the 
involved modeling approaches be defined in MOF-compliant metamodels.  
Diskin et al. [99] propose the generation of a pivot metamodel, which only 
indicates overlaps among different modeling approaches. This overlap metamodel 
reduces the complexity related to the definition of a big metamodel that covers all 
the modeling constructs of the involved modeling approaches. However, this 
proposal is still theoretical and is not supported by tools or standards.  
In the work presented by Biehl et al. [100], the relevance of defining a bridge 
between technical spaces is clearly stated. This technical bridge is oriented to 
translating the metamodels of the involved modeling tools into equivalent 
representations that are defined using a common metamodeling language, i.e., this 
solves technical interoperability conflicts. Later, structural bridges are defined in 
the common interoperability space to perform M2M transformations among the 
metamodels generated by the technical bridges. A similar approach is defined by 
Jouault and  Guéguen in [101]. In this approach, concrete modeling tools are 
translated into equivalent metamodeling representations, which are defined with 
a common metamodeling language. The resultant metamodel is called virtual tool. 
A similar view is presented by Bambrilla et al. [102], whose work proposes the 
translation of Domain-Specific Languages (DSL) to equivalent MOF 
representations. 
In addition, in a previous work presented by Lukácsy et al. in [103], the 
outputs generated by different information sources are transformed into 
equivalent models (called interface models) to perform interoperability among 
web services. These interface models are expressed in a UML-like language. An 
improvement to this kind of service-oriented works is presented by Tran et al. in 
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[76]. In this paper, the authors propose a reverse-engineering mechanism to 
automatically infer model representation from services’ views. The inference 
models are integrated in a view-based modeling framework to perform integration 
of services. These models are also used to generate code in other implementation 
platforms by following a MDD process.  
The ModelBus approach presented by Hein et al. [104] is oriented to tool 
interoperability among nodes that participate in a common development scenario. 
The interoperability is performed by means of a repository of models and 
modeling services (such as model transformation and model verification services). 
This approach is based on the original idea of model bus presented in [105], 
which indicates two important aspects that must be considered to achieve the 
MDD interoperability: the functional connectivity (related to metamodel 
heterogeneity), and the protocol connectivity (related to technical heterogeneity). 
3.2.5. Pivot Ontology 
Höfferer in [106] presents an interesting analysis related to the use of ontologies 
and metamodels to achieve the model-driven interoperability. Even though this 
work is framed in the context of business-process modeling, the analysis and 
conclusions obtained can be generalized to any model-interoperability approach. 
The Sunindyo et al. proposal [107] uses a common bus to perform the model-
driven interoperability (such as in [104]). This proposal uses ontology mappings 
to identify common semantic links among different modeling approaches; the 
definition of these links is guided by a process for automatic discovery of the 
involved process models. 
Roser and Bauer present in [74] an approach that uses an ontology 
specification (based on OntoMT) as an intermediate model for managing the 
heterogeneities and similarities among the metamodels of the involved modeling 
languages. It is also used to reuse the information of already defined M2M 
transformations, and to reduce the complexity related to changes in the versions 
of the involved metamodels. This approach distinguishes two kinds of model 
transformations: 1) mappings, which are horizontal model transformations 
defined at the same abstraction level; and 2) refinement transformations, which 
imply a change from a higher (less detailed) abstraction level to a lower (more 
detailed) abstraction level.  
Other ontology-based approaches are the defined by Berre et al. [108], which 
is related to service interoperability; and the proposal presented in [109] by 
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Barnickel and Fluegge. This last work proposes the idea of semantic mediation at 
the domain level to improve the efficiency and the effectiveness of the ontology-
based interoperability. The semantic mediation defines a pivot ontology for each 
involved domain, which groups a set of conceptual schemas. According to these 
authors, this approach provides a balanced interoperability solution, which is at a 
middle point between defining ontologies and mappings for each conceptual 
schema and the definition of a common pivot ontology. 
Opdahl in [110] presents a modeling approach that is framed in the context 
of business processes. It facilitates language interoperability by applying the 
Unified Enterprise Modeling Language (UEML) [111]. This approach requires 
the translation of the involved DSMLs into the equivalent UEML representation.  
Also in the context of business processes, the proposal presented by Costa et 
al. [112] provides a model-based platform for the enterprise interoperability. This 
proposal uses a reference ontology to identify semantic equivalences among the 
information (messages) that must interoperate. This information (defined in a 
XML format) is extended with annotations to manage heterogeneities in relation 
to the reference ontology, which are used to perform appropriate model-to-model 
transformations. 
3.2.6. Threats to Validity 
There are three main aspects in describing the validity of a study: construct 
validity, internal validity, and external validity.  
The main threat to the construct validity was identified: 
• Selected databases are not representative to our study. To minimize this 
threat, we selected the most representative electronic databases for the 
software engineering field (IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library, Springer 
Link, Science Direct, and Google Scholar).  
The main threat to the internal validity was identified: 
• The systematic review was performed by only two people. To mitigate this 
threat, the people that performed the systematic review had knowledge about 
conducting a review and interoperability of MDD approaches.  
The main threat to the external validity was identified: 
• The results obtained cannot be replicated by other people. To mitigate this 
threat, we detailed the review protocol; we systematically conducted the 
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review following this protocol; and we used the facilities that electronic 
databases provide to perform the search.  
Table 1. Summary of the studies analyzed in the systematic review 
Author Year MH US TS AP IV ME PA AD 
Agostinho [85] 2011 Y Y N N N Y N Bussiness Networks 
Barnickel [109] 2010 Y N N N N N O Services 
Baumgart [93] 2010 Y N N N N N M Embeeded Systems 
Berger [95] 2010 Y N Y N N N M General 
Berre [108] 2009 Y Y N N N N N Services 
Biehl [100] 2010 Y Y Y N N N M Tool Interoperability 
Brambilla [102] 2008 N Y Y Y N N N Migration DSL to MOF  
Brunelière [9] 2010 Y Y Y Y N N M General (modeling tools) 
Costa [112] 2007 Y N Y N N Y O Bussiness Processes 
Coutinho [97] 2009 Y Y Y Y N N M Organizational Modeling 
Crnkovic [89] 2009 N Y Y Y N N M Component Models 
Diskin [99] 2010 Y N N Y Y N M General 
Fabro [79] 2009 N N Y N N N N General 
Guerra [82] 2011 Y N Y Y Y N N General 
Hein [104] 2009 Y Y Y Y N N M Tool Interoperability 
Höfferer [106] 2007 Y N N N N N O Bussiness Processes 
Jankovic [91] 2007 N N N Y N N M Enterprise Modeling 
Joualt [101] 2009 Y N N Y N N M Tool Interoperability 
Kappel [78] 2011 Y Y Y Y Y N N General 
Klar [81] 2008 N Y Y Y N N N RE 
Lukácsy [103] 2007 Y N Y N N N M Services 
Mahé [94] 2010 Y N Y N N N M Visualization Tools 
Milanovic [84] 2009 Y Y Y Y Y N O General 
Moreno [98] 2008 Y Y Y N N N M Web Development Tools 
Opdahl [110] 2010 Y N Y N N N O WebMl and UML 
Polgar [87] 2009 Y Y Y Y Y N O MDD 
Radjenovic [86] 2010 Y N Y Y Y N N General 
Roser [74] 2007 Y N Y N N N O General 
Seifert [83] 2010 N N N Y N Y N Tool Interoperability 
Sunindyo [107] 2010 Y N Y Y N N O Signal Engineering 
Tran [76] 2008 Y Y Y Y N Y N Services 
Vallecillo [96] 2010 Y N N N N Y M General 
Ziemann [90] 2007 Y N Y Y N N M Enterprise Modeling 
Table 1 shows a summary of the primary studies analyzed by indicating the 
results obtained for the features that are involved in the data extraction strategy, 
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which correspond to the following: Management of heterogeneity (MH), Use of 
Standards (US), Tool support (TS), Application Process (AP), Interoperability 
Verification (IV), Meta-Extensions (ME), Pivot Artifact (PA), and Application 
Domain (AD). In the table, letters Y and N mean Yes and No respectively. In 
the PA column, the letter O means Ontology and the letter M means Metamodel.  
3.3. A Common Interoperability Framework 
This section analyzes the results of the review in terms of a common 
interoperability framework for MDD processes. There is no consensus in the 
terminology used by the proposals. For instance, the concept of pivot metamodel 
is called global model [96], generic metamodel [95], or overlap model [99]. Thus, 
a first challenge to confront is the alignment of concepts using a common 
terminology. With the proposed interoperability framework, we provide a first 
contribution in this direction. The general schema of this framework is presented 
in Figure 9. 
An important aspect considered in this framework is the use of a pivot 
artifact. According to the review, 17 approaches (51.5% of the approaches) use a 
pivot metamodel and 7 approaches (21.2%) use a pivot ontology, which 
correspond to 72,7% of the total approaches analyzed. The use of a pivot artifact 
is oriented to managing structural heterogeneities through the definition of 
semantic links (weavings). We recommend the use of pivot metamodels for this 
purpose since the definition of weavings among metamodels and ontologies (also 
called lifting [113]) implies additional complexity. The work in [78] discusses in 
more detail the differences of using metamodel and ontology as pivots of 
interoperability processes. Furthermore, we consider the use of ontologies to be 
more appropriate for discovering semantic equivalences among modeling 
approaches, which can be used in the automatic generation of the pivot artifact 
and weavings. Nevertheless, this requires that the modeling approaches involved 
be supported by a standard ontological specification, which is another important 
challenge to be confronted in the MDD domain [78]. 
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Figure 9. MDD-oriented Interoperability Framework 
The use of modeling weavings is another important aspect to be considered in 
the framework, which separates the identification of semantic links from the final 
implementation of M2M transformations. The model weaving approach is put in 
practice by 21 (63.6%) of the analyzed approaches. 
The use of a common interoperability space with a unique metamodeling 
language is an aspect that is considered by all the analyzed approaches. This may 
imply the redefinition of metamodels (or specific tools’ interchange formats) from 
their original specification to the format used in the interoperability space. 
Hence, specific bridges, such as the ones presented in [100, 101], become 
necessary. 
Also, we want to remark that only 4 proposals [76, 83-85] (12,1% of the 
approaches) indicate the need for defining modeling extensions to properly 
perform the model interoperability. We consider the use of metamodel extensions 
to be an important instrument in integrating specific MDD information in the 
involved modeling languages. Without these extensions, the necessary 
transformations cannot be totally automated, and human intervention is required. 
This is a time-consuming and error-prone task. These extensions also prevent the 
loss of necessary MDD information when the transformation of models is 
performed. 
The verification of the interoperability is another aspect that has been 
partially tackled by the analyzed approaches. Only 6 approaches (18.2%) consider 
some kind of verification mechanism. These mechanisms are mainly focused on 
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an appropriate specification of mappings and model transformations 
(interoperability specification). However, none of the analyzed approaches 
consider the verification of the interoperability execution, i.e., the proper 
instantiation of the involved artifacts. In a real context, the defined models may 
contain errors or may not provide all the information necessary to perform the 
interoperability tasks, such as the execution of M2M transformations.  
3.4. Conclusions  
The results obtained from the systematic review clearly demonstrate that 
interoperability related to model-driven approaches is a hot research topic, which 
has received special attention over the last five years.  
From the results obtained, redundancy in the works analyzed can be observed 
since different approaches tackle similar issues but are not related to each other. 
The systematic review presented here can be used as a reference point to contrast 
specific contributions with current approaches. Specifically for those novel 
interoperability approaches that focus on supporting MDD processes. In this 
context, we have defined a common interoperability framework for MDD, which 
is based on the results of this revision.  
Despite the numerous interoperability approaches found, there still are 
important challenges that must be tackled, such as consensus in the terminology 
and concepts used, definition of mechanisms to facilitate or even automate the 
semantic mapping definition, appropriate mechanisms to guarantee correct 
interoperability definition and execution, or the definition and appropriate 
application of adequate support standards.  
The conclusions obtained from the analysis of the different model-driven 
interoperability approaches are used for the definition of the MDD 
interoperability model and the interoperability process that are presented in the 
next chapter. Also, the performed systematic review has been relevant for the 
definition of the different interoperability artifacts that participate in our 








The definition of sound interoperability mechanisms to reuse knowledge and 
share ideas in the Model-Driven Development community is an important 
challenge to be faced during the next years. This kind of interoperability that is 
centered on model-driven techniques to combine different modeling approaches in 
a common development process is what we called MDD interoperability.  
Several benefits can be obtained from MDD interoperability, for instance, 
the collaboration of MDD approaches related to different domains  (such as 
software requirements, system design, business process, etc.), and the integration 
of different MDD tools and technologies (such as model compilers, or quality-
assurance approaches).  
This chapter presents a big picture about the aspects that we have considered 
to face this challenge, thus obtaining a specific process to support the intended 
MDD interoperability. The proposed process is based on a particular MDD 
interoperability model, which conceptualize the elements that are necessary to 
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In the current software context, the necessity of count with interoperability 
mechanisms at the different stages of a software development process is a 
growing trend. For instance, we can observe interoperability in web applications 
where different web services must be coordinated to perform a specific operation. 
Also, interoperability becomes necessary in development scenarios where 
geographically-distributed software factories are developing different components 
of a same software product [9].  
According to the IEEE Standard Computer Dictionary [114], the 
interoperability is defined as the ability of two or more systems or components to 
exchange information and to use the information that has been exchanged.  
In literature, it is possible to find several model-driven interoperability 
proposals, such as [115-118] (Chapter III shows a detailed analysis of the related 
work). The ideas defined in these proposals can be projected over the model-
driven development contexts, where models (instead of programming code) are 
the key artifacts that must interoperate across the development process. This kind 
of model-driven interoperability that is focused on the interchange of modeling 
information (coming from different modeling approaches) throughout a common 
development process is what we called MDD interoperability. 
Next, we present an MDD interoperability model and a set of challenges that 
we have faced to achieve the automatic MDD interoperability. For the 
application of the proposed MDD interoperability model a specific process has 
been defined. Thus, the stages and the interoperability artifacts involved in this 
MDD interoperability process are introduced at the end of this chapter. 
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.1 presents our 
MDD interoperability model. Section 4.2 presents the challenges that we have 
faced to obtain the proposed MDD interoperability. 4.3 Introduces the process to 
complete and put into practice the proposed MDD interoperability model. 
Finally, Section 4.4 presents our conclusions. 
4.1. An MDD Interoperability Model 
Model-based proposals related to the context of information systems and tool 
interoperability state different levels [119] to achieve an appropriate 
interoperability framework, such as [120], [118], [116], and [121]. These 
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proposals have several common aspects by presenting similar interoperability 
levels. In particular, we have centered our attention on the LISI (Levels of 
Information Systems Interoperability) [118] and LCIM (Levels of Conceptual 
Interoperability Models) [116] because of their generic applicability, general 
acceptation, and maturity level. From the interoperability models presented in 
these two approaches, we have defined our specific MDD interoperability model.  
The LISI approach proposes an interoperability model comprised of 5 levels 
(from 0 to 4). Level 0 (isolated interoperability) corresponds to a manual 
interoperability, where the interoperation tasks must be performed manually by 
the system users. Level 4 (enterprise interoperability) indicates that data and 
services are automatically interchanged by different applications in a transparent 
way for the system users.  
The levels defined in the LISI model are transversally divided in four 
interoperability attributes called PAID, which correspond to Procedures, 
Applications, Infrastructure, and Data. Table 2 summarizes the LISI reference 
model. 
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Isolated Manual 0 
Access 
Congtrol 
N/A Independent Private 
The LCIM approach is related to modeling and simulation, and, hence, it is 
closer to the model-driven development domain. Modeling aspects related to 
LCIM have a direct correspondence to the modeling tasks involved in MDD 
processes. Simulation corresponds to the execution of the modeled systems, 
therefore, it can be considered equivalent to the model compilation tasks that are 
involved in MDD processes. 
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The LCIM proposal states seven interoperability levels (from 0 to 6). Level 0 
corresponds to the non-interoperability level (the same as the LISI proposal). 
Level 6 corresponds to the conceptual interoperability. In this level, 
interoperability among software systems is achieved by means of the definition of 
mappings among the conceptual models that describe the involved systems. In 
other words, conceptual interoperability is achieved through the meta-
specification of the software systems. Figure 10 shows the levels defined for the 
LCIM model. 
 
Figure 10. LCIM Model 
If we project the LCIM ideas to the MDD context, we can state that to 
achieve conceptual interoperability in MDD process, it is necessary to define 
mappings among the involved MDD languages. To perform these mappings it is 
necessary to consider syntax, semantics, and technical aspects that are related to 
modeling languages definition, which corresponds to the levels 1, 2, and 3 of the 
LCIM approach.  
The levels 4 and 5 (Pragmatic and Dynamic interoperability) of the LCIM 
approach are related to operation of information systems and management of 
systems’ data in time. In a MDD context, these levels would be related to the 
evolution of the MDD models defined and their changes according to new system 
requirements. In this thesis, these interoperability levels are not considered since 
they are more related to model synchronization and model evolution, which are 
topics that are out of the scope of the developed work.  However, these are two 
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interesting aspects that can be considered for future research in order to improve 
the MDD interoperability. 
Thus, adopting the ideas proposed from the LISI and LCIM proposals, we 
have defined MDD interoperability as the interchange of modeling information 
among different modeling approaches that participate in a common model-driven 
development process. This MDD interoperability is comprised by semantic, 
syntactic, and technical interoperability (Levels of the LCIM proposal).  
To automating MDD interoperability we have adopted the properties 
proposed by the LISI approach, which are the following:  
• An appropriate interoperability Procedure, which indicates the elements that 
must be defined, and the steps that must be performed to interchange the 
modeling information. 
• The Applications that manage the modeling information, which provide the 
features to automate interchange of models. 
• The interoperability Infrastructure, which is related to the communication 
mechanisms among applications to assure the correct interchange of 
information, and to prevent the loss of modeling information when the 
interchange process is performed.  
• The Data (modeling information) must be specified in a standard format, 
which can be interpreted by different modeling tools with independency of 
implementation platforms and development contexts. 
In summary, the interoperability model defined (see Figure 11) states MDD 
interoperability in terms of Technical, Semantic, and Syntactic interoperability. 
Also, MDD interoperability can be automated by providing a concrete solution 
for Procedure, Application, Infrastructure, and Data properties. 
In relation to syntactic interoperability, different modeling approaches have 
defined a particular syntax (abstract and concrete) to represent their modeling 
elements (conceptual constructs). This syntax is focused on supporting  the 
semantics [48] of the modeling languages involved. 
For the specification of the abstract syntax, it is possible to find standardized 
approaches, such as the Meta-object-Facility (MOF) [38]. The MOF approach 
provides suitable support for the generation of model-oriented technologies, such 
as model editors, and model transformation tools. This abstract syntax 
specification is performed by means of a metamodel definition, which represents 
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the different conceptual constructs (with their properties), the relationships that 
exist among the constructs, and a set of rules to manage the constructs’ 
interaction.  
From the metamodels that formalize the abstract syntax of modeling 
languages, the concrete syntax can be specified by using tools such as the Eclipse 
Graphical Modeling Framework (GMF) [50]. However, a standard for defining 
the concrete syntax related to a modeling language has not yet been defined. 
 
Figure 11. MDD Interoperability Model 
The semantics related to modeling approaches is usually specified by means 
of textual representations, for instance, the UML specification [122] and the i* 
framework [123]. In a MDD approach, we consider that the semantics is implicit 
in the mappings defined between the conceptual constructs and the 
corresponding software representations, which are used to perform the model-
compilation process. However, there is a lack of an appropriate standard for the 
definition of the semantics related to modeling languages. 
Thus, since only the abstract syntax of modeling languages is supported by 
standards that can be computationally interpreted, we propose the metamodels 
that formalize this abstract syntax as the starting point to support interoperability 
in MDD processes. From these metamodels, specific mappings can be defined 
(among the conceptual constructs of the involved modeling languages) to obtain 
semantic interoperability.  
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Technical interoperability can be achieved by using the interchange format 
defined for the open-source implementations of the metamodeling tools. For 
instance, the interchange mechanism implemented for the Eclipse UML2 tools is 
based on the XML specification [124]. This interchange mechanism is the XML 
Metadata Interchange (XMI) [40], which has been defined for the UML 
specification. 
Thus, for automating MDD interoperability it is necessary: 1) to establish an 
appropriate Procedure to generate the interoperability artifacts; 2) to indicate or 
implement the Applications that are necessary to manipulate the models and 
perform the model interchange; 3) to state the Infrastructure that will be used to 
communicate the Applications; and 4) to define the format used for the modeling 
Data representation.  
We have chosen open-source applications to support automatic MDD 
interoperability. In particular, we have considered the modeling tools developed 
in the context of the Eclipse Modeling Project [125], such as the Eclipse 
Modeling Framework (EMF) [57] and the Eclipse UML2 Project [126]. For the 
infrastructure, we have considered the XML implementation for the EMF tools, 
and the XMI specification related to the Eclipse UML2 models. The EMOF 
(EMF) and UML (Eclipse UML2) specifications provide the formats that are 
used to represent the modeling data. Thus, the applications, infrastructure, and 
data format are supported by current technologies, tools, and standards.  
However, there is no a standard procedure that can be used to perform 
automatic MDD interoperability. Therefore we have defined a particular process, 
which indicates the steps and tasks that must be performed to automate the 
MDD interoperability. Figure 12 shows the proposed MDD interoperability 
model instantiated according to the defined process, and the considered standards 
and tools. 
The process proposed for automating the MDD interoperability is center on 
the automatic interchange of modeling information, which can be performed by 
means of the integration of the modeling needs related to the target MDD 
approach into the involved modeling languages. To perform this integration, we 
consider that it is possible to represent the conceptual constructs that are 
required by specific MDD approaches (that are represented trough proprietary 
DSMLs) starting from conceptual constructs of already-existing modeling 
languages.  
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Figure 12. MDD Interoperability Model Instantiated 
For an appropriate representation of the specific MDD constructs, the 
constructs of the target modeling languages are customized to fix differences or 
to add new properties in the context of the MDD approach. This is, to define 
modeling language extensions. For the implementation of the required modeling 
language extensions, we use the UML profile extension mechanism since it is a 
standardized extension mechanism that has been improved according to the 
UML experience, and it is based in the MOF metamodeling standard. Therefore, 
the fundamentals related to UML profile extensions can be generalized to any 
modeling language that uses a MOF metamodel to formalize its abstract syntax. 
In addition, UML profile is a lightweight extension mechanism that does not 
alter the target metamodel, and, hence, the defined extensions do not affect the 
compatibility with the technologies that are based on the original specification of 
the modeling language customized.   
By analyzing the previous background and related work (see Chapter II and 
Chapter III), three challenges must be faced to support modeling language 
integration.  Following, these challenges and the solutions proposed to solve them 
are detailed. 
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4.2. Challenges for Integration of Modeling Languages  
The first of the three challenges that must be solved for modeling language 
integration is to indicate the modeling artifact that will be used as starting point 
for this integration. The second challenge is related to define an appropriate 
mechanism to indicate the semantic equivalences between the involved modeling 
languages. Finally, the third challenge is to automate the generation of the 
required metamodel extensions in order to reduce the potential errors and 
complexity that a manual modeling language customization involves. 
4.2.1. First challenge: Establish the starting point 
For solving this first challenge, we have considered the definition (or selection) of 
the metamodels that are related to the involved modeling languages as starting 
point. These metamodels are the artifacts were equivalences among the modeling 
languages can be identified and the required extensions can be defined.  
Metamodels provide good support to formalize the abstract syntax of 
modeling languages, which is essential to perform an appropriate integration of 
modeling languages. Also, in the current MDD context, metamodels are widely 
used for development of technologies and modeling languages. Thus, it has sense 
to consider an element that is commonly used by MDD-oriented approaches as 
starting point of a MDD interoperability process.  
The paper presented by Selic in  [17] indicates a set of elements that must be 
considered for an appropriate metamodel specification. These elements are the 
following:  
• The set of conceptual constructs related to the modeling language, which are 
defined as classes (metaclasses) of the metamodel. 
• The set of relationships that exist among the different conceptual constructs. 
• The set constraints that manage the interaction among the different 
conceptual constructs, which are necessary to define valid models (instances 
of the metamodel). 
• The notation related to each conceptual construct when corresponds. 
• The meaning of the conceptual constructs defined. 
For the specification of the involved metamodels we propose the use of the 
MOF metamodeling standard [38]. The use of MOF facilitates the definition of 
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UML profiles for the implementation of modeling language extensions. Also, 
MOF is a suitable alternative for the specification of the required metamodels 
due to the following reasons:  
• MOF is supported by a standardized interchange format (XMI [40]) . 
• There exist different open-source metamodeling tools based on the MOF 
specification such as the Eclipse projects EMF [57] and UML2 [126]. 
• MOF is used by current model-to-model transformation technologies such as 
ATL [80] or QVT [59] 
• There are many metamodel specifications based on MOF that can be used as 
reference modeling approaches. 
• The use of MOF as common metamodeling language prevents the notation 
inconsistencies (at metamodel level) and facilitates the identification of 
equivalences between the different constructs.  
However, there is an important lack of MOF for the appropriate metamodel 
specification, which is the impossibility of indicate the notation (concrete syntax) 
and meaning (semantics) of the defined constructs [48]. The MOF metamodels 
only specify the abstract syntax of the corresponding modeling languages. 
Therefore, the notation and meaning of the constructs must be documented in a 
separated way. This information is relevant for the correct metamodel 
specification and it is helpful to understand the defined metamodels. Also, the 
notation and semantics are relevant for the appropriate implementation of MDD 
tools, such as modeling tools and model compilers. 
The MOF specification provides two alternatives for metamodel definition, 
i.e., two metamodeling languages. The first of these languages is the complete set 
of constructs of the MOF specification, which is called CMOF (Complete-
MOF). The second alternative corresponds to a subset of the MOF constructs, 
which provide essential metamodeling facilities. This second metamodeling 
language is called EMOF (Essential-MOF).  
The metamodeling capabilities that are provided by EMOF are closer to the 
extension capabilities provided by UML profiles. By contrast, CMOF provides a 
set of metamodeling facilities that cannot be represented by means of UML 
profile extensions, for instance, n-ary associations, or property redefinition. 
Therefore, we consider the use of EMOF to specify the metamodels of the 
involved modeling languages.  
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Once the corresponding EMOF metamodels are specified, or selected in the 
case of already existing EMOF metamodels, the equivalences between 
metamodels must be indicated. These equivalences are used to identify the 
necessary metamodel extensions. At this point, the second challenge that must be 
faced arises. 
4.2.2. Second challenge: Identify Semantic Equivalences and 
Solve Integration Issues 
This challenge involves the appropriate identification of semantic equivalences 
between the constructs related to a source and a target modeling language. In the 
context of our interoperability proposal, the source modeling language 
corresponds to the DSML that represent the constructs of the MDD approach 
involved, and the target modeling language is the pre-existing modeling language 
that will be customized with the specific MDD syntax. This identification of 
semantic equivalences can be performed by means of a mapping (or semantic 
links) between the constructs of the source metamodel and the target metamodel. 
Thus, this mapping guides the identification of the necessary extensions to 
integrate into the target metamodel the abstract syntax of the source metamodel. 
However, certain structural differences between the involved metamodels may 
prevent the appropriate mapping specification, and, hence, they prevent the 
correct identification of the required metamodel extensions. This situation is 
presented in works such as [17] and [19]. These works propose systematic 
approaches for the generation of UML profiles starting from metamodel 
mappings. However, due to structural differences that are present in the involved 
metamodels, the final UML profile generation cannot be completely automated. 
These structural differences also affect the completeness of the obtained UML 
profile, which cannot customize the target modeling language with all the 
modeling information required.  
Therefore, to solve this challenge, we propose the definition of a pivot 
metamodel that allows the structural differences to be fixed, and an appropriate 
mapping specification to be obtained. This pivot metamodel is called Integration 
Metamodel [127] since it provides the necessary information to perform the 
appropriate integration of modeling languages.  
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4.2.3. Third challenge: Automatic Generation of Metamodel 
Extensions 
Finally, the third challenge is related to how to automate the generation of the 
required metamodel extensions from the defined metamodels and the metamodel 
mappings. This is, to automate the generation of the required UML profile. The 
automatic generation of the required metamodel extensions prevents the potential 
inconsistencies between the syntax of the source and target metamodel that a 
manual specification may produce. In addition, the effort in the implementation 
of the UML profiles is considerably reduced due to the automatic generation 
since it is not necessary to known specific details related to the correct UML 
profile specification or deal with complexity of large metamodels. The benefits 
obtained from the automatic UML profile generation are very relevant since, 
according to Selic in [17], the lack of knowledge about the features of the UML 
profile specification has produced that many of the existing UML profiles 
definitions be invalid or of poor quality.  
In general terms, the metamodel extensions that must be implemented in the 
UML profile can be automatically identified by comparing the source and target 
metamodels according to the semantic equivalences identified (defined in the 
metamodel mappings). Thus, the extensions are the additional modeling 
information that is necessary to fix the differences that exist between the target 
and source metamodel. For instance, if in the source metamodel there is a 
property that cannot be mapped to the target metamodel, then the UML profile 
extends the target metamodel with this non-mapped property.  
Thus, a UML profile can be automatically generated by considering all the 
possible metamodel differences, and, for each one of these, to define specific rules 
that generate the necessary UML profile extensions. 
Finally, the process for MDD interoperability is defined by considering the 
solutions proposed to solve the three challenges presented. This MDD 
interoperability process is detailed in the next section. 
4.3. The MDD Interoperability Process 
In this section, we introduce the process to achieve and automate interoperability 
in model-driven development, which is comprised by the following 4 steps: 1) 
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Definition of Modeling Language Metamodels; 2) Definition of Integration 
Metamodel; 3) Automatic UML Profile Generation; and 4) Generation of Model-
Interchange Mechanisms. 
The modeling language integration is the core of the MDD interoperability 
process proposed. It automates the generation of the necessary metamodel 
extensions and guides the specification of appropriate mappings, which are the 
main artifacts to perform the automatic model interchange. Thus, the first 3 steps 
of the interoperability process are related to perform the integration of the 
modeling languages involved. Figure 13 shows a general schema of the MDD 
interoperability process proposed, which is defined according to the BPMN 
notation [128]. 
 
Figure 13. MDD Interoperability Process 
In the definition of this interoperability process, different works have been 
considered. Some of these works are: definition of UML profiles using DSML 
metamodels [1, 19, 51, 54], correct use of metamodels in software engineering 
[129], UML profile implementations1, interchange between UML profiles and 
DSMLs [130], and new UML profile features that are introduced in UML 
[131]. The 4 steps that comprise the interoperability process are detailed below:  
• Step 1: Definition of Modeling Language Metamodels. The first step of the 
process corresponds to the starting point proposed as solution of the first 
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integration challenge presented in the previous section, which is the 
specification or selection of the EMOF metamodels of the involved modeling 
languages.  
• Step 2: Definition of Integration Metamodel. The second step is the 
definition of an Integration Metamodel to identify the equivalences between 
the metamodels involved and to fix the mapping issues that are produced by 
structural differences that may exist.  
• Step 3: Automatic UML Profile Generation. This step considers the 
automatic generation of the UML profile that implements the metamodel 
extensions that are required to customize the abstract syntax of a target 
modeling language with the modeling information of the MDD approach 
involved.  
• Step 4: Generation of Model-Interchange Mechanisms. This step considers 
the generation of the necessary model transformations rules to automatically 
obtain from the models that are defined with the customized modeling 
language appropriate inputs (models) for specific MDD tools, such as model 
compilers. The interchange mechanisms also transform MDD models into 
equivalent representation using the customized modeling language. This is a 
bidirectional interchange of models. 
The different artifacts that are involved in the application of the proposed 
interoperability process are defined to facilitate the validation and verification in 
each step. Some of the validation and verification facilities that can be obtained 
are the following: 
• It is possible to verify the abstract syntax related to the modeling languages 
thar must interoperate by means of the metamodels that are involved in the 
interoperability process. Also, the definition of metamodels by means of a 
standard metamodeling language (EMOF) facilitates the verification of the 
abstract syntax specified in relation to the supported semantics of the 
corresponding modeling languages. 
• The construction of an Integration Metamodel facilitates the definition of 
specific rules for automatic UML profile generation. It allows the definition 
of verification mechanism that assure the correct application of these rules, 
and, hence, the correct generation of the resultant UML profile  
• The interchange of models is based on specific model-to-model 
transformation rules, which are based on the generated metamodel extensions 
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and mappings. This allows the implementation of validation mechanisms to 
assure that the metamodel extensions and the defined models are defined 
according to the specification of the MDD approach involved. 
4.4. Conclusions 
In this chapter, we propose a specific MDD interoperability model, which is used 
as reference to identify the necessary tools, and artifacts to support the automatic 
MDD interoperability.  
The different elements considered in the proposed MDD interoperability 
model have been instantiated by using the current model-based technologies. To 
complete the proposed interoperability model, we have defined a specific process, 
which indicates how the different elements of the proposed model can be 
coordinated to support the automatic interoperability in an MDD context.  
Thus, the obtained MDD interoperability process is aligned with current 
modeling standards and MDD-oriented technologies, such as, modeling languages 
specification using metamodels, metamodels extensions mechanisms that are 
implemented as UML profiles, and interchange mechanisms that are 
implemented through models transformations. Also, time and errors related to 
manual specification of metamodel extensions and transformation rules are 
reduced by means of the automatic generation of the interoperability artifacts 
involved.  
The structure proposed for the interoperability process is also a suitable 
reference for other metamodel extension mechanisms or proposals for model 
interchange. This structure is easily adaptable to different MDD-oriented 
technologies. For instance, the UML profile generation rules can be changed to 
implement the required extensions with a different extension mechanism. The 
work presented by Bruck et al. in [33] introduces different approaches for the 
definition of metamodel extensions and provides a comparative summary about 
the approaches that are presented. 
The adaptation to potential changes that the involved modeling languages 
may suffer is also improved by the proposed interoperability process. Changes in 
the modeling languages directly impact in the defined metamodels. With the 
application of the proposed process, these changes are automatically propagated 
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to the interoperability artifacts (metamodels extensions, and mappings). This is 
very important, especially when the involved modeling languages are comprised 
by a big number of conceptual constructs, which are permanently changing. In 
this context, the manual identification of the impact that a change in the 
modeling languages has over the defined extensions and model transformation 
rules can be a titanic labor, which demands a lot of time and is very error prone.  
Finally, the steps 2, 3, and 4 of the MDD interoperability process are based 
on original contributions that were created in the context of this thesis to tackle 
different interoperability challenges. These steps correspond to the Definition of 
an Integration Metamodel, the automatic generation of a UML Profile, and the 
Generation of model-interchange mechanisms. These three steps of the MDD 
interoperability process are detailed in the following chapters, which provide the 







In the context of MDD-oriented solutions, a modeling language with a precise 
semantics is a mandatory requirement. Nowadays, there are several MDD 
approaches that have defined proprietary Domain Specific Modeling Languages 
(DSML) to satisfy their modeling needs. However, there is an alternative 
modeling solution that considers the customization of existing modeling languages 
with the modeling needs of a specific MDD approach. Certain approaches 
provide alternatives to perform this customization by means of metamodel 
extension mechanisms. But, generally speaking, it is not possible to assure that 
the resultant extensions be properly defined according to the modeling standards, 
and that the customized modeling language includes all the expressiveness of the 
original DSML.  
This chapter presents a solution to tackle the issues that may prevent a correct 
modeling language customization. This solution is based on a systematic 
approach to generate a specific DSML metamodel, called Integration 
Metamodel, which is used to automatically obtain a set of lightweight metamodel 
extensions that are implemented in a UML profile. As a result, a modeling 
language customized with the modeling needs of a specific MDD approach is 
obtained in accordance to the OMG modeling standards. 
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Generally speaking, the elaboration of UML profiles is a manual and intuitive 
task, which is performed without following a rigorous and well-defined process. 
This situation is motivated by the lack of a standard that specifies the correct way 
for the definition UML profiles and metamodel extensions [31]. For this reason, 
many of the existing UML profiles are invalid or of poor quality [17]. To avoid 
this situation, some works propose a more methodical solution that consists in the 
definition of a UML profile from the metamodel that describes the conceptual 
constructs required by MDD approaches. In other words, the UML profile is 
generated from a DSML metamodel [17]. This UML profile generation schema 
is based on the identification of the equivalences (correspondences) that exist 
between the source modeling language (which corresponds to a proprietary 
DSML) and the modeling language to be customized. The identification of 
equivalences is performed by means of a mapping between the different elements 
(classes, association, attributes, etc.) of the metamodel related to the source 
modeling language and the corresponding constructs of the metamodel of the 
target modeling language. Later, the identified equivalences are used to guide the 
correct definition of the required extension over the metamodel of the target 
modeling language through a UML profile implementation. 
Additionally, from the experience acquired in the academic and industrial 
application of the OO-Method MDD approach [12], and the integration of OO-
Method with other modeling approaches [132], we have identified three main 
requirements that must be fulfilled to obtain a proper process for the application 
of UML profiles in different MDD contexts: 
• The UML profile definition must be automatic to reduce the complexity 
related to the correct UML profile specification, reduce the time that a 
manual definition requires, and to prevent the introduction of human errors. 
In particular, the two former risk factors (time and errors) are especially 
relevant in a MDD industrial context, where time costs money, and mistakes 
in implementation directly impact on customers’ satisfaction.  
• The UML profile must be easily adapted to the evolution of the MDD 
approaches since these are continuously changing in order to introduce new 
features that provide an appropriate support to the application domain and 
users’ needs. 
• The UML profile must integrate all the modeling expressiveness and 
precision that is required by the involved MDD approach in the target 
modeling language to provide a proper modeling framework for the involved 
MDD development process. 
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Certain proposals state that identification of equivalences between the source 
and target modeling language can be used to partially automate the UML profile 
generation [19, 54]. However, none of these approaches support the requirements 
mentioned above. In particular, these proposals cannot provide a totally 
automated solution for the generation of a complete UML profile since, in real 
MDD approaches, certain structural differences between the corresponding 
source and target metamodels may appear. These differences prevent the 
automated identification of all the metamodel extensions that must be 
implemented.  
The automatic UML profile generation takes special relevance when the 
involved modeling languages have a large number of conceptual constructs. In 
this context, manual approach to determine the impact that the metamodel 
extensions have in the rest of related constructs and to assure the correct 
identification of all the required extensions is not suitable. The manual 
specification of a UML profile is a very error-prone and high time-consuming 
task [19].  
This chapter presents the proposal defined in the context of this thesis to solve 
the structural differences that prevent the automatic identification of required 
metamodel extensions. This proposal is based on the definition of a specific 
metamodel that is named Integration Metamodel. The Integration Metamodel is 
defined from the metamodel of the source modeling language (the one related to 
the MDD approach) according to a set of specific rules by following a systematic 
approach. The structure of the Integration Metamodel allows a perfect 
integration with the metamodel of the target modeling language. The generation 
of this Integration Metamodel also implies the specification of the all the 
mapping information that is required to automatically generate a UML profile 
with all the modeling expressiveness and precision that the source modeling 
language has.  This proposal has been defined by considering the different 
requirements presented before to provide a suitable approach that can be applied 
in different MDD contexts. Thus, it is possible to obtain an adequate input for an 
automated UML profile generation, which corresponds to the step 3 of the 
MDD interoperability process (see Chapter IV).  
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.1 presents a brief 
background related to UML profiles definition. Section 5.2 explains why an 
Integration Metamodel is needed for the integration of modeling languages. 
Section 5.3 presents a systematic approach to obtain an Integration Metamodel. 
Section 5.4 presents a set of guidelines for the implementation of an Integration 
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Metamodel using current MDD technologies. Section 5.5 shows the benefits of 
the Integration Metamodel for the automatic profile generation. Finally, Section 
5.6 presents our conclusions. 
5.1. Background 
In the literature related to defining UML profiles, two main working schemata 
can be observed: 1) the intuitive definition of the UML profile from scratch; and 
2) the definition of a UML profile starting from a metamodel specification (a 
DSML metamodel). Although, different related works refer to the DSML 
metamodel used as source for the UML profile definition as domain model, in 
this chapter, the term source metamodel is used to avoid confusions between the 
concepts of model and metamodel. In addition, the metamodel of the modeling 
language to be extended is identified as target metamodel. 
For the integration of modeling languages considered in this thesis, the 
second working schema has been selected, because it provides a methodological 
solution that provides more automation possibilities. In the brackground chapter 
(Chapter II) is presented a set of works related to this working schema. In 
general terms, all these works consider the UML metamodel as target 
metamodel, and not explore the generation of UML profiles for different 
modeling approaches. Also, all the analyzed works have some limitations to 
achieve a completely automated UML profile generation. These limitations come 
from the structural differences between the source metamodel and the target 
metamodel (UML metamodel in the related works). These differences prevent the 
definition of an adequate identification of equivalences between the two 
metamodels (pattern identification, mappings, etc.). This causes the resulting 
UML profile to provide different modeling expressiveness than the source 
DSML in the target modeling language and also it prevents the automatic UML 
profile generation. The next section briefly explains the relevance of having a 
correct mapping to automatically generate an adequate UML profile. 
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5.2. Improving the Integration of Modeling Languages 
According to the background described above, the main problems in generating a 
UML profile from a source metamodel (related to a specific DSML) are the 
structural differences between the source metamodel and the metamodel of the 
modeling language to be extended (target metamodel). For this reason, the 
interoperability process proposed in this thesis requires the definition of a specific 
metamodel that has an appropriate structure and mapping to automatically 
generate the required metamodel extensions. This specific metamodel is called 
Integration Metamodel.  
The Integration Metamodel has been specially formulated to automate the 
generation a UML Profile that integrates into a target modeling language all the 
modeling expressiveness of a source modeling language. In addition, the 
definition of an Integration Metamodel facilitates the generation of a correct 
UML profile, and reduces the effort related to manage the changes that can occur 
in the involved modeling languages.  
The Integration Metamodel is a special DSML metamodel defined to 
automate the integration of a source metamodel (source DSML) into a target 
metamodel (target modeling language). The Integration Metamodel is defined 
from the source metamodel, and represents the same abstract syntax as the 
original metamodel. The main difference between the Integration Metamodel and 
the source metamodel is its structure since it is defined to obtain an appropriate 
mapping to the target metamodel. This mapping allows the automatic 
identification of the required metamodel extensions to be performed. The 
Integration Metamodel has the following features: 
• It is defined according to the EMOF modeling capabilities that are defined in 
the MOF (Meta Object Facility) specification [38].  
• It is mapped to the target metamodel by taking into account: Classes, 
Attributes, Associations, Enumerations, Enumeration Literals, and Data 
Types. 
• All the classes from the Integration Metamodel are mapped to classes of the 
target metamodel. This assures the conceptual constructs of the source 
modeling language can be represented from the conceptual constructs of the 
target modeling language.   
• The mapping information is specified by means of a mapping model that is 
based on a specific EMOF metamodel. Thus, all the information needed to 
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generate a UML profile is specified in XMI files that are defined according 
to the OMG Standards and can be processes by model-to-model 
transformation technologies.  
During the Integration Metamodel definition, the original structure of the 
source metamodel may be redefined. This redefinition is performed without 
altering the abstract syntax represented in the source metamodel. This is 
illustrated by the example presented in Figure 14, which is oriented to integrate 
the abstract syntax presented in an example DSML metamodel (source 

























Figure 14. DSML metamodel example 
Figure 14 shows a DSML metamodel that represents a binary association 
between classes. In this metamodel, the class (metaclass) DMClass represents 
classes of a model, and the class DMAssociation represents binary associations. 
The class DMAssociation has two associations that represent the two participant 
classes, participant1 and participant2. This class also has four attributes to specify 
the lower and upper bound of each participant (association ends), these are: 
part1Lower and part1Upper for participant1, and part2Lower and part2Upper 
for participant2.  In the two classes of the DSML metamodel, attributes for the 
generic representation of properties are defined. These attributes are newAttr1 for 
the class DMClass and newAttr2 for the class DMAssociation. 
As Figure 14 shows, the DSML metamodel is mapped to the corresponding 
classes of the UML metamodel in order to define the equivalences 
(correspondences) that exist between the two metamodels. The mapping of the 
example (see Figure 14) indicates that the DMClass is mapped to the classes 
Class and Property. The mapping between DMClass and Class is clear because 
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both metaclasses represent classes of a model. The mapping between DMClass 
and Property is defined because, in UML, the participant classes of an association 
are represented by object-valued properties, where the types of these properties 
correspond to the related classes. 
This mapping 1:2 (one construct of the source metamodel is mapped to two 
construct of the target metamodel) does not allow the automatic identification 
the extensions that are required to generate the corresponding UML profile. 
With this mapping, it is impossible to know if the attribute newAttr1 (from 
DMCLass) must be considered to extend the class Property (by means of a 
tagged valued defined in the generated UML profile). Or by contrast, it is only an 
attribute related to the syntax of a class and must not be considered to extend the 
class Property for the correct representation of an association end.  
The class DMAssociation presents a similar issue because this class is mapped 
to the UML class Association, but the properties related to cardinality are 
mapped to the UML class MultiplicityElement. In this case is impossible to 
determine if the properties related to cardinality must be considered, or not, to 
extend the class Association, which implies the generation of the corresponding 
tagged values. 
The classes that participate in an association relationship are represented by 
two associations in the DSML metamodel (association participant1 and 
participant2), while, in the UML metamodel, this is represented by only one 
association (association memberEnd). With this mapping is impossible to know, 
in an automated way, if a new constraint is necessary to restrict the cardinality of 
the association memberEnd. Also, it is impossible to determine if a new 
association is necessary in the UML class Association to properly represent the 
participant classes according to the DSML syntax.  
Furthermore, the type related to these associations that represent the 
participant classes is different in each metamodel. In the DSML metamodel the 
type corresponds to a class (metaclass DMClass), while in the UML metamodel 
the type corresponds to a property (metaclass Property). This difference cannot 
be directly managed by UML profile extensions because the tagged values cannot 
redefine UML properties to change the related type.  
The proposal to solve these mapping issues is to restructure the DSML 
metamodel to align it with the UML metamodel, thereby obtaining the 
corresponding Integration Metamodel. Figure 15 shows the Integration 
Metamodel defined for the presented example.  

























Figure 15. Integration Metamodel related to a binary association between classes 
The elements of the Integration Metamodel that are mapped to UML 
elements are considered equivalent elements of the Integration Metamodel 
because these elements have correspondence (equivalence) in the mapped UML 
element. For instance in Figure 15, the class DMAssociation is equivalent to the 
UML class Association, and the attribute DMAssociationEnd.lower is equivalent 
to the UML attribute MultiplicityElement.lower. 
In the Integration Metamodel presented in Figure 15, it can be observed that 
the conflicts related to the mapping of the class DMClass are solved by the 
definition of a new class called DMAssociationEnd, which is equivalent to the 
UML class Property. Thus, with the mapping obtained for the Integration 
Metamodel, it is clear that the attribute newAttr1 is only involved in the 
representation of classes and it must not be considered to extend the class 
Property. 
The new class DMAssociationEnd represents the participant classes of the 
association identified by means of the association type. The association 
memberEnd with cardinality [2..2] assures that an association only has two 
participants. Thus, the resultant Integration Metamodel represents the same 
abstract syntax as the DSML metamodel.  
In order to facilitate the definition of the Integration Metamodel, a 
systematic approach to obtain the Integration Metamodel from an source 
metamodel has been defined [127].  This systematic approach is presented in the 
next section. 
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5.3. Systematic Definition of an Integration Metamodel 
As the previous example has demonstrated, the identification of problematic 
mappings is important for the correct specifications of equivalences between the 
DSML and UML, and the final identification of the required UML metamodel 
extensions. However, performing a manual analysis for each defined mapping is 
not a suitable approach, especially in modeling languages with a large amount of 
conceptual constructs. In order to simplify this task, the identification can be 
automatically performed through a set of rules that establish specific constraints 
that must be fulfilled for a correct Integration Metamodel specification. These 
constraints guarantee a correct identification of the required UML extensions: 
• Rule 1: All the classes from the Integration Metamodel must be mapped. 
This assures that the conceptual constructs of the source DSML can be 
represented from the conceptual constructs of the target modeling language.  
• Rule 2: The mapping is defined between elements of the same type (classes 
with classes, attributes with attributes, and so on). 
• Rule 3: An element from the Integration Metamodel is only mapped to one 
element of the target metamodel. These are X:1 mappings (with X greater 
than 0). For instance, many classes of the source DSML metamodel can be 
mapped to one class of the target metamodel. In this situation, the mapping 
rule is also accomplished because each class of the Integration Metamodel is 
only mapped to one class. However, two properties of a class of the 
Integration Metamodel cannot be mapped to the same property in the target 
metamodel. It is important to note that the many-to-many mappings that may 
exist between the original DSML metamodel and the target metamodel are 
transformed into X:1 mappings during the generation of the Integration 
Metamodel.  
• Rule 4: If the properties (attributes and associations) of a class A from the 
Integration Metamodel are mapped to properties of a class B of the target 
metamodel, then the class A is mapped to the class B or a specialization of it.  
Figure 15 shows this situation can be observed in the mapping defined for 
the class DMAssociationEnd (from the Integration Metamodel), since the 
properties of this class are mapped to properties of the UML class 
MultiplicityElement, while the class DMAssociationEnd is mapped to the 
UML class Property, which is an specialization of MultiplicityElement. In 
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other words, a property is also a multiplicity element; therefore, the attributes 
of the class MultiplicityElement are also attributes of the class Property. 
These four rules are the core of the systematic approach proposed for the 
Integration metamodel generation (see Figure 16). This systematic approach is 
composed of the following four steps: 
• Step 1: Define the DSML metamodel related to the MDD approach, which 
corresponds to the source metamodel of the integration process. The 
definition of this metamodel must be elaborated according to the EMOF 
modeling capabilities [14]. EMOF provides a set of essential metamodeling 
constructs, and corresponds to a subset of the MOF specification. By using 
EMOF, the resultant DSML metamodel properties do not have features that 
are not supported by UML profiles. In the context of this thesis, the 
metamodel definition is performed within the first step of the MDD 
interoperability process. Thus, this initial step is not required when the 
systematic approach for the generation of the Integration Metamodel is 
applied in the MDD interoperability process (see Chapter IV). 
• Step 2: Perform the mapping between the defined source metamodel and the 
metamodel of the target modeling language (for instance, the UML 
metamodel used in the example of Figure 14). The mapping must take into 
account: classes, properties (attributes and associations), enumerations, 
enumeration literals, and data types.  
• Step 3: Verify that the OCL rules of the source metamodel do not produce 
conflicts with the OCL rules of the target metamodel. This validation is 
performed taking into account the OCL rules defined in the classes of the 
source metamodel and the equivalent classes of target metamodel (according 
to the mapping defined in Step 2). Since the OCL rules can be 
computationally interpreted, this validation can be automated by using works 
such as [133].  
• Step 4: Fix mapping problems. Identify the elements whose mappings violate 
the constraints defined for a correct Integration Metamodel specification and 
modify its structure in order to fix them. The structure modification must 
consider the semantics that is supported by the corresponding elements of the 
source metamodel and the mapped elements in the target metamodel. This 
modification can imply the creation of new elements, or the modification of 
existing element. Then, for the new elements that are defined and the 
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elements that are modified, repeat the all steps of the systematic approach 
starting from the Step 2. 
 
Figure 16. Systematic Approach for Integration Metamodel Definition 
The systematic approach presented is iterative and finishes when all the 
mapping problems are solved. Figure 17 shows how the mapping problems that 
are present in the DSML metamodel presented in Figure 14 are solved to obtain 
the Integration Metamodel presented in Figure 15.  
Fourth Step: Fix mapping problems
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Figure 17. Fixing mapping problems for Integration Metamodel definition 
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In the Figure 17-A, it can be observed that the mapping defined for the class 
DMClass is indicating that exist double equivalence with the classes Class and 
Property of the UML metamodel. According to the Rule 3 of the set of rules 
defined for a correct Integration Metamodel specification, this 1:2 mapping is 
conflictive and must be fixed to perform an automatic UML profile generation. 
To perform this fixing, it is necessary to precisely indicate which part of the 
syntax of the class DMClass corresponds to the mapped classes of the UML 
metamodel. To do this, the original structure of the class DMClass is divided in 
two classes (one class per each mapped class of the target metamodel). Thus, a 
new class DMAssociationEnd is defined to indicate which part of the syntax of 
the class DMCLass is related to the UML class Property. The identification of 
this syntax is performed by considering the original semantics that is related to 
the construct DMClass, which, in this case, corresponds to the semantics of an 
association end.  Furthermore, the association type between the generated class 
DMAssociationEnd and the class DMClass is defined to indicate the relationship 
that exists between these two classes. This relationship is also implicit in the 
original semantics of the construct DMClass.  
Summarizing, in the original DSML Metamodel, the semantics supported by 
the class DMClass is the one related to class definition, but also, the semantics 
related to an association end definition. Thus, to fix the mapping problems, the 
abstract syntax related to the semantics of association end definition was 
separated from the class DMClass and explicitly specified by means of the new 
class DMAssociationEnd and the association type.  
In figure Figure 17-B the situation is similar to that presented in figure 
Figure 17-A. Here, the class DMAssociation is mapped to the class Association 
of the UML metamodel, but the properties of the class DMAssociation are 
mapped to a different UML class than Association. These properties are mapped 
to the UML class MultiplicityElement, which is not a specialization of the class 
Association. According to the Rule 4 related to a correct Integration Metamodel 
specification, this is an incorrect mapping and it must be fixed. In addition, 
according to the Rule 3, it is incorrect that two attributes of the class 
DMAssociation be mapped to one attribute of the class MultiplicityElement. 
Thus, to fix this mapping problems, the attributes related to association end 
cardinality are placed in a new class named DMAssociationEnd, which is 
mapped to the class MultiplicityElement. And the association memberEnd is 
defined to indicate the two association ends that are related to an association.  
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Figure 17-C shows that the new metaclasses defined to solve the mapping 
problems related to the classes DMClass and DMAssociation, are representing 
the same conceptual construct, the ends of an association. Therefore, the results 
obtained in Figure 17-A and Figure 17-B are combined to obtain an appropriate 
structure for the Integration Metamodel. 
Finally, the second step of the systematic approach presented must be applied 
over the new class obtained (DMAssociationEnd) as well as the modified classes 
(DMClass and DMAssciation) in order to obtain the final Integration Metamodel 
(presented above in Figure 15). 
It is important to remark that the systematic approach presented for the 
definition of the Integration Metamodel is iterative and finishes when all the 
mapping problems are solved.  
Each time that the application of the fourth step of the systematic approach 
implies a change in the original DSML metamodel (such as in the example), then 
a mapping between the modified elements (the resultant Integration Metamodel) 
and the original elements (the DSML metamodel) is specified. This mapping 
information is used to validate that the resultant Integration Metamodel 
represents the same syntax as the original DSML metamodel. This validation 
consist into determine if, according to the mapping obtained, there could exist 
instances of the source metamodel that cannot have an equivalent representation 
with an instance of the Integration Metamodel; i.e., all modeling alternatives of 
the MDD approach must be supported by the Integration Metamodel. 
Table 3. Mapping obtained from the Integration Metamodel generation 
Integration Metamodel DSML Metamodel 
DMClass DMClass 
  .newAttr1   .newAttr1 
DMAssociation DMAssociation 
  .newAttr2   .newAttr2 
  .memberEnd(1).lower   .part1Lower 
  .memberEnd(1).upper   .part1Upper 
  .memberEnd(2).lower   .part2Lower 
  .memberEnd(2).upper   .part2Upper 
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The generated mapping also allows the generation of mechanisms to 
transform an instance of the Integration Metamodel into an instance of the source 
metamodel (the DSML metamodel in the example). This mapping information is 
very valuable for the generation of the interchange mechanisms in the application 
of the interoperability process, which corresponds to the step four of this process. 
The mapping information obtained for the example is presented in Table 3. 
This Table shows that the first and second instances of the association 
memberEnd represent the first and second participant classes of an association. 
The obtained Integration Metamodel is the input required for the automatic 
UML profile generation (see Chapter 3), which corresponds to the third step of 
the MDD interoperability process proposed in this thesis. 
5.4. Implementing the Integration Metamodel 
The definition of the Integration Metamodel must be performed with a tool that 
supports the XMI standard [40]. Thus, it is possible to generate an XML [124] 
representation of the different MOF constructs that are involved in the 
metamodel definition. With this, a specific Integration Metamodel definition can 
be processes by different MDD technologies and tools based on the MOF 
specification, such as ATL or QVT model-to-model transformation technologies.  
In general terms, most of the current UML tools support the XMI 
specification. However, it is important to mention that tool providers usually 
make modifications to the official XMI specification to introduce proprietary 
modeling features. For instance the XMI output that generates the UML tool 
provided by Rational tools differs from the XMI output generated by the 
Poseidon UML tool [132]. In this thesis, we have used the Eclipse UML2 Tool 
[2], which is an open-source project defined for the implementation of the UML 
standard, and, hence, it is compatible with the XMI specification for UML. We 
have chosen this UML tool because according to our experience this tool 
provides an XMI output that fulfills with the official XMI specification. 
Additionally, this tool has exportation facilities that allow the defined models to 
be exported as Ecore [2] models, which is the open-source implementation of the 
EMOF specification. Ecore is compatible with different open-source MDD 
technologies such as Eclipse ATL for the implementation of model-to-model 
transformations, or Eclipse EMF and Eclipse GMF for the implementation of 
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specific model editors. Furthermore, different MDD projects have been 
implemented by using these open-source technologies. For instance, all the tools 
developed in the context of the Eclipse Model Development Tools [134]. Thus, 
the use of open-source technologies that implement the current modeling 
standards facilitates the interchange of knowledge within the MDD community.  
5.5. Benefits of the Integration Metamodel  
The use of an Integration Metamodel for UML profile generation provides a set 
of benefits in relation to a direct transformation of the source metamodel or to 
the manual and intuitive UML profile definition. The most relevant benefits 
related to using an Integration Metamodel to generate UML profiles are 
following: 
• The definition of an Integration Metamodel is more intuitive than the direct 
definition of a UML Profile. The Integration Metamodel definition is at 
the same abstraction level that the source metamodel. The Integration 
Metamodel is defined by using the same metamodeling language as the source 
metamodel (EMOF), which prevent the syntactical conflicts. Additionally, 
since the Integration Metamodel is defined independently of the UML profile 
implementation, it is not mandatory to understand the concepts involved in a 
UML profile definition; for instance, how to define stereotypes or the correct 
definition of extension relationships. 
• The Integration Metamodel helps to isolate the complexity related to a UML 
profile design decisions. All these design decisions that are involved in a 
correct UML profile generation are defined in the transformation rules 
involved in the automated UML profile generation. Thus, the use of the 
Integration Metamodel helps to encapsulate the complexity related to the 
correct UML profile definition, but also, prevents the potential errors that a 
manual and intuitive UML profile specification should generate. 
Additionally, the effort to introduce changes in the UML profile (for 
instance, as a result of improvements performed to an MDD approach) is 
considerably reduced.  
• The Integration Metamodel provides a precise specification for the automatic 
UML profile generation. The metamodel is defined according the MOF 
specification that can be processes by model-to-model technologies, and it 
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provides a structure that allows an appropriate mapping definition for the 
automatic UML profile generation. This is an important advantage of the 
Integration Metamodel vs. a direct mapping between the metamodels that are 
involved in the integration process. A direct mapping does not always provide 
enough information to automatically identify the required metamodel 
extensions [18, 135].  
• The Integration Metamodel allows the identification of required metamodel 
extensions independently of the target extension mechanism.  The structure of 
the Integration Metamodel and the related mapping to the target metamodel 
allow the automatic identification of the required extensions before the 
generation of the corresponding UML profile. This facilitates the verification 
of the final UML profile, which can be contrasted with the identified 
metamodel extensions. It also can be used to validate the correct definition of 
the involved transformation rules. In addition, it is possible to use the 
Integration Metamodel specification to automatically obtain different 
implementation of the required extensions, such as, for the generation of 
heavyweight extensions, or the automatic merge of the identified extensions 
directly in the target metamodel specification. 
 
Figure 18. Example of a Integration Metamodel transformation 
To exemplify the benefits mentioned above, a briefly transformation exercise 
is performed over the hypothetical modeling situation that is presented in Figure 
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18. This figure shows a subset of a generic Integration Metamodel and the 
correspondent UML profile that is generated in the transformation of it. In the 
generated UML profile, the stereotypes Stereotype1 and Stereotype2 represent the 
classes Class1 and Class2, respectively.  
The transformation presented in Figure 18-A has been carried out according 
to the following two transformation rules2: 
“One Stereotype for each class of the Integration Metamodel. The stereotype 
extends the target class according to the mapping defined". 
“Define one generalization between two stereotypes that represent equivalent 
classes that are associated with a generalization in the Integration metamodel and 
that are referencing the same UML class. The extension relationship related to 
the child stereotype is not defined since it is implicit in the generalization 
relationship”. 
In Figure 18-B, the mapping defined for the Integration Metamodel 
presented in Figure 18-A has been changed. This change generates a different 
profile according to the following transformation rule: 
“If there is a new generalization relationship between two classes from the 
Integration Metamodel that are equivalent to different classes of the UML2 
Superstructure, the generalization relationship is not represented in the profile, 
the extensions of each stereotype to the correspondent UML class are defined, 
and the inherited non-equivalent properties are duplicated” 
In Figure 18-B it is possible to observe that a single change is introduced in 
the Integration Metamodel: the mapping of the class Class2 is changed to a 
different UML class (Fig. 5-B). However, this change produces the following 
four changes in the resultant UML profile:  
1. The generalization relationship is dropped 
2. The UML class UMLClass2 is imported 
3. The extension for Stereotype2 is defined 
4. The property property1 is added to the Stereotype2  
                                                 
2 The complete set of transformation rules for the UML profile generation is 
presented in Chapter VI 
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This basic example shows that it is more intuitive and simple to change a 
mapping in the Integration Metamodel than to directly perform the required 
changes in the target metamodel. This is because it is not necessary to know 
implementation aspects of the UML profiles, the complexity related to the 
generation of the new UML profile according to the changes performed is 
encapsulated in the transformation rules, Furthermore, one simple change in the 
Integration Metamodel may involve many changes in the UML profile; for 
instance, in the presented example, one change in the Integration Metamodel has 
produced four changes in the corresponding UML profile. Also, the effort to 
obtain a new profile definition once the change has been performed is 
considerably reduced because the automatic execution of the transformation rules.  
It is important to note that in an Integration Metamodel designed for real 
MDD solution, the impact of changes in the MDD approach can be even much 
greater than the presented example. This justifies the additional effort necessary 
to define the Integration Metamodel in order to automate the UML profile 
generation and reduce the time and potential errors that a manual definition 
involves. 
5.6. Conclusions 
In this chapter, an Integration Metamodel that improves the automatic 
generation of a UML profile has been introduced. The main purpose of this 
metamodel is the integration of the abstract syntax that is related to a source 
modeling language into a target modeling languages by means of the automatic 
generation of the necessary metamodel extensions. These extensions are 
implemented through a UML profile definition.  
The Integration Metamodel reduces the effort of implementing the necessary 
UML profile and facilitates the adaptation of generated UML profiles to the 
evolution of the MDD approach involved. In addition, the proposed systematic 
approach facilitates the generation of the Integration Metamodel from the 
DSML metamodel of the MDD approach. 
Apart from to the benefits mentioned, the Integration Metamodel can also be 
used as a mechanism to share knowledge between different MDD approaches 
because the structure and the mappings of the Integration Metamodel are aligned 
with the target metamodel, which can be a standardized modeling language. 
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Therefore, a better understanding of the semantics and design decisions involved 
in different proprietary MDD approaches can be achieved taking the target 
modeling language as reference. It is important to note that the concepts and 
ideas presented in this chapter can also be applied to improve those MDD 





According to our experience, the use of UML profiles is a recommended 
strategy to customize modeling languages in order to integrate specific modeling 
aspects. This integration allows existing modeling technologies to interoperate each 
other in the application of specific MDD approaches. However, in the literature 
related to UML profile construction; it is not possible to find a standardized 
UML profile generation process.  
Therefore, this chapter presents a process defined to integrate a particular 
DSML into a target modeling language through the automatic generation of a 
UML profile. This process facilitates the correct use of existing modeling 
languages in a specific MDD context and provides a solution to take advantage 
of the benefits of standardized modeling languages and proprietary DSMLs. 
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An appropriate modeling language is one of the most important concerns for 
Model-Driven Development (MDD) approaches [1]. To obtain modeling 
languages that are adequate, different MDD approaches have defined their own 
Domain-Specific Modeling Languages (DSML) in order to represent their 
particular modeling needs. Two of the benefits that the use of DSMLs provide to 
MDD approaches are: (1) a correct and precise representation of the conceptual 
constructs related to the application domain, and (2) simplification of the 
implementation of tools oriented to improving the modeling tasks, development, 
and maintenance of generated software solutions. 
Nowadays, different modeling languages are arising as standard (or de-facto 
standard) proposals for general-purpose modeling (such as UML) or for the 
application in specific modeling domains (such as i* for requirement modeling). 
This has motivated that many MDD approaches integrate their modeling needs 
into these pre-defined modeling languages in order to use them as DSML. To 
perform this integration, the use of the metamodel extension mechanisms is the 
most suitable strategy by considering the current MDD standards and 
technologies. With the use of existing modeling proposals, especially those 
standardized proposals, the MDD approaches could achieve a larger market 
(greater number of potential users), take advantage of the existing modeling and 
MDD technologies, and reduce the learning curve [17, 33, 54]. In addition, the 
standard modeling languages can be used as a mechanism to interchange ideas 
and theories among different research communities. 
We focus on the use of UML profiles as metamodel extension mechanism 
since UML profile is a lightweight extension mechanisms that do not alters the 
original metamodel specification of the extended modeling language. In addition, 
UML profile has a standard specification [122], it has a standard interchange 
format [40] (XMI specification for UML profiles [40]), and it has tools 
supporting [126]. Currently, there are many definitions of UML profiles that are 
associated to MDD approaches [43]. Generally speaking, these profile definitions 
are manually elaborated in a straightforward way and without a standardized 
process because a standard that specifies how the UML extensions must be 
defined does not currently exist [31]. For this reason, many of the existing UML 
profiles are invalid or of poor quality [17]. In addition, the manual definition of a 
UML profile is an error-prone and time-consuming task [19]. These two risk 
factors (time and error) must be avoided, especially in MDD approaches that are 
applied to industrial context, where time costs money and mistakes in 
implementation directly impact on customer satisfaction.  
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To avoid the risks described above, some works related to UML profile 
elaboration have defined proposals to achieve a semi-automated profile generation 
[19, 54]. For the generation of the UML profile, these proposals use as input the 
metamodel that describes the conceptual constructs related to the DSML of an 
MDD approach (the DSML Metamodel). However, none of these proposals 
provide a sound solution for the automatic generation of a complete UML profile. 
This is because, in real MDD solutions, structural differences between the 
DSML metamodel and the UML Metamodel, which prevent the automated 
identification of the extensions that must be performed in UML, may be found.  
This chapter introduces a solution for a completely automated UML profile 
generation using as input the Integration Metamodel [8] related to a MDD 
approach. The details about Integration metamodel rationale and formulation are 
presented in Chapter V. The automatic UML profile generation presented in this 
chapter is part of the interoperability process that has been presented in Chapter 
IV.  
Thus, this chapter shows how the required metamodel extensions can be 
automatically identified and details the transformation rules to obtain the UML 
Profile that implements these extensions. Additionally, in order to exemplify how 
the automatic UML generation can be used to integrate existing modeling 
approaches and proprietary DSMLs in a unique MDD solution, a brief example 
that is based on the integration of the industrial implementation of the OO-
Method approach [12, 16] and UML is presented. 
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.1 shows the 
background related to UML profile generation. Section 6.2 introduces the 
proposed process. Section 6.3 details the automatic UML profile generation. 
Finally, Section 6.5 presents our conclusions and further work. 
6.1. Background 
The UML profile is an extension mechanism that is specified in the UML 
Infrastructure [131], which is oriented to adapt existing MOF metamodels to 
specific platforms, domains, business objects, or software process modeling. In 
the context of this thesis, the UML profiles are used to integrate the modeling 
needs of MDD approaches in target modeling languages.  
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In the literature related to the definition of UML profiles for MDD 
approaches, two main working schemas can be observed: 1) the definition of the 
UML profile from scratch; and 2) the definition of the UML profile starting 
from a DSML Metamodel [17], which is the metamodel that describes the 
conceptual constructs required by a MDD approach. For the automatic UML 
profile generation presented in this chapter, the second working schema has been 
selected since it provides a methodological solution that has more automation 
possibilities. In Chapter II is presented a detailed analysis of the current 
approaches for generation of UML profiles from DSML metamodels.  
In general terms, the analyzed works are only based on the UML metamodel 
as target metamodel, and they are centered on representing those modeling 
elements that are required by the MDD approach and that do not exist in UML 
using the generated UML Profile. However, this focus is not enough to generate 
a correct UML profile because there are other elements that must be considered 
for a correct UML profile definition. These other elements are: 1) the 
representation of the differences that exist between elements of the DSML, and 
corresponding elements that already exist in the target metamodel, and 2) the 
definition of rules oriented to validate the correct use of the UML profile in order 
to produce correct conceptual models. 
Even when these additional considerations are omitted, none of the existing 
approaches for UML profile generation provide a sound transformation process 
to automatically obtain a complete UML profile. The main limitation of these 
approaches comes from the structural differences between the source DSML 
metamodel and the target metamodel. If these structural differences are solved, 
then the UML Profile generation can be automated. The Integration Metamodel 
presented in Chapter V presents a solution to solve these structural problems, 
which consists of the transformation of the DSML metamodel into a new 
metamodel called Integration Metamodel. This Integration Metamodel provides 
an adequate input to automate the integration of the abstract syntax that is 
represented in a source DSML metamodel into a target Metamodel. Thus the 
automatic UML profile generation that is presented in this chapter is based on 
this solution.  
The UML profile generation is a process that is comprised by two steps: 1) 
the comparison of the metamodels to obtain the required metamodel extensions; 
and 2) The transformation of the Integration Metamodel into the corresponding 
UML profile. These steps are graphically represented in Figure 19 and are 
detailed in the following sections. 
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Figure 19. Automatic UML Profile Generation Process 
6.2. Identification of Metamodel Extensions 
The identification of the metamodel extensions that must be defined in the target 
metamodel is performed through a comparison between the Integration 
Metamodel and the target metamodel. To perform this comparison, the mapping 
information defined in the Integration Metamodel is used.  
It is important to remark that in spite of the metamodel comparison is 
oriented to identify the metamodel extension that must be implemented in the 
final UML profile, this step is performed with independence of the aspects 
involved in the UML profile definition.  
The comparison between the Integration Metamodel and the target 
Metamodel considers the following elements: 
• The identification of new elements, which are the elements from the 
Integration Metamodel that are not equivalent to elements of the target 
metamodel. These elements can be attributes, associations, enumerations, 
literal values, and data types. 
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• The identification of differences in type or cardinality of equivalent 
properties, which correspond to attributes or associations that have 
equivalence in the target metamodel.  
The identification of new elements is very simple to be performed; these are 
the elements of the Integration Metamodel that are not mapped to the target 
metamodel. The detection of differences in cardinality of equivalent properties is 
also very simple to detect. In this case the cardinalities established for equivalent 
properties are compared to the cardinalities of the mapped elements of the target 
metamodel. However, the identification of differences in type of equivalent 
properties requires additional explanation to properly understand how it must be 
performed.  
In an EMOF metamodel, the type of a property can be stated by the 
following elements:  
1. By a class of the metamodel, when the property corresponds to an association 
end. 
2. By an enumeration or data type, when the property corresponds to an 
attribute. 
 
For an association end, a type difference exists when the class related to the type 
of the source association end differs from the class related to the type of the 
target association end. Figure 20 shows an example of an equivalent association 
without difference type. In this figure, the type of the source association end 
(association1) is given by the class Class1. According to the defined mapping, the 
type of association1 is the same than TMassociation1 since Class1, which is the 
type of association1, is equivalent to TMClass1, which is the type of 
TMassociation1.   
 
Figure 20. Example of an equivalent association without type difference 
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However, if Class1 is mapped to a different target class, then a difference 
type between the source and target association ends is present. Figure 21 










Figure 21. Example of an equivalent association with type difference 
For the identification of differences in equivalent attributes, the data types 
and the enumerations must be considered. For the specification of data types, 
there are two alternatives:  
1. The use of the primitive types that are implicit in the MOF specification, 
which are: Integer, Boolean, String, UnlimitedNatural. 
2. The definition of new data types, which can be equivalent to primitive types 
or to specific data types of the target metamodel. 
 
Figure 22. Example of mapping of equivalent attributes 
Figure 22 shows an example Integration Metamodel that has the class 
Class1. This class has the three attributes attr1, attr2, attr3, which are 
equivalent to the attributes TMattr1, TMattr2, TMattr3 of the target 
metamodel. According to the mapping presented, for the attributes attr1 and 
TMattr1, there is not a type difference because both attributes are defined with 
the primitive type Integer. Between the attributes attr2 and TMattr2 there is a 
type difference because attr2 has the primitive type String while TMattr2 has 
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the primitive type Boolean. Finally, for the attributes attr3 and TMattr3, seems 
that there is a type difference because the name of the type related to attr3 (Date) 
differs from the name of the type related to TMattr2 (DateInfo).  However, since 
the data type Date is equivalent to DateInfo according to the defined mapping, 
we consider that these two data types are equivalent, and, hence, there are not 
differences in the type of the two association ends involved.  
For equivalent attributes that are specified by means of enumerations, the 
criteria that must be used for the identification of type differences is similar to 
the one applied to data types and associations (association ends). It is necessary to 
use the mapping information to determine if the enumerations that are related to 
source and target elements are equivalent. Figure 23 exemplifies this situation.  
  
Figure 23. Example of enumeration mappings 
In the Integration Metamodel that is presented in Figure 23, there are three 
different enumerations, which correspond to the types of the three attributes that 
are defined in the class Class1. In this figure it can be observed that there are not 
type differences for the equivalent attribute attr1 because the enumerations 
related to the types of the source and target attributes are equivalent (Enum1 is 
equivalent to TMEnum1). For the attribute attr2, which is equivalent to 
TMattr2, there is a type difference; the type of attr2 (Enum2) is not equivalent 
to the type of TMattr2 (TMEnum3). For the equivalent attribute attr3 the type 
difference is really clear since the type related to this attribute is an enumeration 
while the type related to the target attribute is a primitive type. 
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Figure 24. Example of extension identification from new attributes and cardinality 
differences 
Figure 24 exemplifies how the differences that exist between the Integration 
Metamodel and the target metamodel allow the correct identification of the 
metamodel extensions that must be implemented in the final UML profile. In 
this figure, two kinds of differences are shown: new attributes, and cardinality 
differences in equivalent attributes. 
Figure 24 shows an Integration Metamodel with a class named Class1 that is 
mapped to the class TMClass1 of the target metamodel. The attributes attr1 and 
attr2 of the Integration Metamodel are equivalent to the attributes TMattr1 and 
TMattr2 of the target metamodel. These two attributes present cardinality 
differences in relation to the mapped attributes of the target metamodel. Also, the 
attribute attr3 of the Integration Metamodel has no equivalence in the target 
metamodel; therefore, we consider this attribute as a new attribute. With this 
mapping, the UML profile that is shown at the right of the figure is obtained. In 
the resultant UML profile, the stereotype Class1 is defined to represent the 
corresponding class of the Integration Metamodel, which is extending the target 
class TMClass1.  
In the stereotype that is defined in the UML profile, the cardinality 
difference that exist between Class1.attr1 and TMClass1.attr1 is solved by 
means of a OCL constraint that increases the lower bound cardinality of the 
attribute TMattr1 of the target metamodel. A similar OCL rule is defined to 
constraint the difference of the lower bound cardinality of the attribute TMattr2. 
Finally the new attribute attr3 is represented by means of the tagged value attr3 
in the stereotype Class1. 
With these three extensions (the two OCL rules and the tagged value 
defined) the difference that exist between the Integration metamodel and the 
target metamodel are solved. This is, the abstract syntax that is represented in the 
Integration Metamodel has been integrated into the target metamodel. 
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If we apply the extension identification to the Integration Metamodel 
presented as example in Chapter V, the comparison results presented in Figure 
25 are obtained.  In this figure, the mappings and new elements that present 
differences are enumerated from 1 to 4. In the comparison results, the identified 
differences are shown by indicating (when necessary) the values for the 
Integration Metamodel element (I.M.) and the UML element (UML). 
The mapping information defined in the Integration Metamodel allows the 
identification of type differences. For instance, in the case of 
DMAssociationEnd.type and Property.type, the type is different because 
DMClass is not equivalent to Type.  
 
Figure 25. Metamodel Comparison Results 
The cardinality differences are identified by analyzing the lower and upper 
bound of the equivalent properties and the referenced UML properties. This is 
the case of the equivalent properties DMAssociation.memberEnd and 
DMAssociationEnd.type. The differences identified in the comparison of 
metamodels indicate the extensions that must be introduced into the target 
metamodel in order to correctly represent the modeling needs of the related 
MDD approach. Thus, Table 4 shows the required extensions according to the 
results presented in Figure 25. In this table, the column Target Element shows 
the element of the target metamodel that must be extended (customized), and 
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column Extension shows the metamodel extension (customization) that is 
necessary to solve the differences identified. 
Table 4. Metamodel Extensions Identified 
Target Element Extension 
DMClass.newAttr1 Change attribute type from Integer to String 
DMAssociation.memberEnd Change the upper bound cardinality from many to 2 
DMAssociation Create the attribute newAttr2 with type String 
DMAssociationEnd.type 
Change lower bound cardinality from 0 to 1 
Change the association type from Type to DMClass 
6.3. Integration Metamodel Transformation 
The second step of the automatic UML profile generation defines a set of rules to 
automatically transform the Integration Metamodel and the metamodel 
extensions previously obtained in the corresponding UML profile. These 
transformation rules are defined considering that the new elements and the 
extensions identified during the metamodel comparison must be represented in 
the generated UML profile. Also, the transformation rules take into account the 
automatic generation of constraints to assure the correct application of the 
generated extensions.  
The mapping information between the Integration Metamodel and the target 
metamodel extended with the generated UML profile is also automatically 
obtained during the Integration metamodel transformation. This mapping is 
essential to transform models defined with the extended modeling language 
(target modeling language) into equivalent models based on the source metamodel 
(the metamodel of the reference MDD approach). 
In order to show how the Integration Metamodel can be transformed into the 
corresponding UML profile and the corresponding mapping is obtained, the 
required transformation rules are described below. These transformation rules are 
separated by the different EMOF conceptual constructs. The possible modeling 
situations are analyzed for each construct, according to the Integration 
Metamodel features. A figure that exemplifies the application of the 
transformation rules in a generic way is also presented.  
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6.3.1. Classes 
Rule 1: One Stereotype for each equivalent class. The stereotype extends the 
referenced class of the target metamodel, and its name is equal to the equivalent 
class name. Figure 26 exemplifies this rule. 
If the name of the equivalent class is equal to the name of the target class, 
then a prefix is used in the generated stereotype to differentiate the resultant 
stereotype and the extended class. 
This first transformation rule is the most relevant because it involves the 
generation of the stereotypes, which are the main constructs of the UML profile. 
The rest of transformation rules are applied according to the results obtained by 
this first rule. 
 
Figure 26. Generic transformation example for Rule 1 
Constraint: At the end of the UML profile generation, if there is only one 
stereotype that extends a class of the target metamodel, then the stereotype 
extension must be defined as required. This constraint is defined because, in the 
DSML context, the target class only has the semantics of the involved equivalent 
class (see the transformation of Class3 in Figure 26).  
Mapping: The equivalent class will be mapped to the corresponding stereotype 
generated by the transformation rule (see Figure 27). 
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Figure 27. Mapping obtained for the example related to Rule 1 
6.3.2. Properties 
In EMOF, the properties represent attributes of a class (metaclass) or references 
(associations) between the classes. The main difference between an attribute and 
an association is that an attribute represents a data-valued property, while an 
association is an object-valued property. In other words, in an association, the 
type is given by another class of the model that represents the related class. These 
differences are taken into account in the definition of the involved transformation 
rules. 
Rule 2: One tagged value for each new property. The tagged value must have the 
same type and cardinality as the new property. The name of the tagged value 
must be the name of the new property. In the case of an association, the tagged 
value must have the same aggregation kind as the new property. The application 
of this rule can be observed in Figure 28 for the association Class1.rolClass2. 
Mapping: The new property of the Integration Metamodel is mapped to the 
tagged value generated in the UML profile (see Figure 29). 
Rule 3: One OCL constraint if the lower bound of an equivalent property is 
higher than the lower bound of the referenced property: 
self.[property]->size() >= [newLowerBound] 
Rule 4: One OCL constraint if the upper bound of an equivalent property is 
lower than the upper bound of the referenced property: 
self.[property]->size() <= [newUpperBound] 
As Figure 28 shows, rules 3 and 4 are applied to the Class2.roleClass3 and 
Class3.roleClass1, respectively. 
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Constraint: For rules 3 and 4, an OCL constraint is defined to validate that the 
corresponding stereotype is applied each time that the involved association is 
established. Thus, the type of the referenced association is restricted to the 
stereotype that represents the type of the equivalent association:  
self.[equivalentAssociation]->isStereotyped∗([newType]) 
This validation is also applied if the type of an equivalent association is 
changed by a specialization of the original type (see Class2.rolClass3 in Figure 
28).  
 
Figure 28. Generic example for the transformation rules 2 to 4 
                                                 
∗ The OCL operation isStereotyped is not part of the OMG specification and is only 
used to simplify the OCL rules presented. In the application of the integration process, 
this operation must be implemented according to the target UML tool. 
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Mapping: For rules 3 and 4, the equivalent properties of the Integration 
Metamodel are mapped to the corresponding properties of the target metamodel 
according to the original mapping defined for the Integration Metamodel and the 
target metamodel (see Figure 29). 
 
Figure 29. Mapping obtained for the transformation example related to rules 2 to 4 
Even though an extension relationship represents a refinement of a class in a 
way similar to a generalization relationship, its semantics is represented as a 
special kind of association and not as a generalization. For this reason, a tagged 
value cannot redefine properties. Therefore, when the differences that exist 
between an equivalent property and the referenced property cannot be 
represented using OCL constraints, a tagged value that replaces the referenced 
property is created. In this case, the MDD process must only consider the new 
tagged value defined and not the property of the target metamodel that was 
originally referenced. 
Rule 5: One tagged value that replaces a property of the target metamodel when 
one of the following conditions holds:  
• The type of equivalent property is different than the type of the referenced 
property, and the new type is not a specialization of the original type or a 
stereotype that extends the original type (see Class1.attr3 in Figure 30). 
• The upper bound of the equivalent property is higher than the upper bound 
of the referenced property (see Class1.attr2 in Figure 30).  
• The lower bound of the equivalent property is lower than the lower bound of 
the referenced property (see Class1.attr1 in Figure 30).  
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Figure 30. Generic example for transformation rule 5. 
 
Figure 31. Mapping obtained for the transformation example related to Rule 5 
6.3.3. Enumerations 
The enumerations are used to specify a customized set of values that can be 
represented by an attribute of a class. Graphically, the enumerations are 
represented as a class. However, the enumeration is a specialization of a Classifier 
and not of a Class. Hence, an enumeration is not a class of the metamodel and it 
cannot be extended by a stereotype. This difference is considered in the following 
transformation rule. 
Rule 6: One enumeration for each new enumeration or equivalent enumeration 
with new literal values. In the case of an equivalent enumeration, the generated 
enumeration replaces the original enumeration, and the involved equivalent 
attributes are considered as new attributes (Rule 2). This replacement is performed 
due to the referenced enumeration of the target metamodel cannot be extended 
with a stereotype in order to include the new literal values. Figure 32 shows the 
application of this rule for Enum2 (equivalent enumeration) and Enum3 (new 
enumeration).  
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Constraint: One OCL constraint for each attribute whose type corresponds to an 
equivalent enumeration that has fewer alternatives (literal values) than the 
referenced enumeration (see Class1.attr1 and Enum1 in Figure 32).   
self.[attribute] <> #[nonMappedLiteralValue] 
This constraint avoids the use of invalid alternatives (non-referenced literal 
values) that are defined in the referenced enumeration.  
 
Figure 32. Generic example for transformation rule 6. 
Mapping: The enumeration and corresponding literal values of the Integration 
Metamodel are mapped to the enumeration and literal values generated by the 
execution of the transformation rule. For equivalent enumerations that does not 
present new literal values, the resultant mapping is the same as the originally 
defined for the Integration Metamodel. 
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Figure 33. Mapping obtained for the transformation example related to Rule 6 
6.3.4. Generalizations 
The generalization relationships have interesting features that must be considered 
in the generation of the related stereotypes. Two of the main features that must 
be considered are the following:  
1. Stereotypes are a special kind of class; therefore, it is possible to define a 
generalization between stereotypes 
2. The extension association between a stereotype and its related class is a 
specialization of Association; therefore, the extension relationship can be 
inherited.  
These two features are considered in the definition of the transformation rules 
related to the generalizations, which are presented below. 
Rule 7: Define one generalization between two stereotypes that represent 
equivalent classes that are associated with a new generalization and that are 
referencing the same target class. The extension related to the child stereotype is 
not defined since it is implicit in the generalization relationship. Figure 34 shows 
the application of this rule for the generalization defined between the classes 
Class1 and Class3. 
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Rule 8: If there is a new generalization between two equivalent classes that are 
referencing different classes of the target metamodel, the generalization 
relationship is not represented in the UML profile. In this case, the extensions of 
each stereotype to the corresponding class are defined, and the inherited 
properties (attributes and associations) are duplicated (see the generalization 
between classes Class3 and Class4 in Figure 34). If the generalization is 
represented, then the child stereotype will be able to extend the class of the target 
metamodel that is extended by the father stereotype. This could produce a 
modeling error since, according to the mapping information, the child stereotype 
is referencing (extends) a different class.  
 
Figure 34. Generic example for transformation rules 7, 8 and 9. 
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Rule 9: If there is an equivalent generalization between two equivalent classes, the 
generalization relationship is not represented in the UML profile, and only the 
extensions of each stereotype are defined to the corresponding class of the target 
metamodel. In this way, the generalization defined in the target metamodel is 
used instead of the equivalent generalization (see the generalization between 
classes Class1 and Class2 in Figure 34). 
Note that an equivalent generalization represents a generalization that 
already exists in the target metamodel. The equivalent generalizations are 
automatically identified through the participant classes of the Integration 
Metamodel that are equivalent to the classes that participate in the generalization 
of the target metamodel. 
 
Figure 35. Mapping obtained for the transformation example related to rules 7 to 9 
Mapping: After the application of the transformation rules 7 to 9, the 
generalization relationships of the Integration Metamodel are not mapped to the 
corresponding relationships in the target metamodel nor the generated UML 
profile. The equivalences that exist between the generalization in the Integration 
Metamodel and the extended target metamodel are automatically inferred. The 
mapping for classes and attributes must be defined according to the rules 
previously presented for classes and attributes according to the corresponding 
modeling situation. The only especial situation is related to the Rule 9 that 
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requires the definition of new attributes (tagged values) in the generated UML 
profile. In this case, it must be defined a mapping between the inherited 
properties of the related child class and the attributes generated by the 
transformation rule. Figure 35 shows the mapping obtained for the generic 
example presented in Figure 34 that is related to rules 7 to 9. Even though in 
Figure 35 are indicated the equivalences between generalization of the 
Integration Metamodel and the target metamodel extended with the generated 
UML profile, this is only to facilitate the understanding of the resultant mapping 
since, as mentioned before, this mapping is not really obtained from the UML 
profile generation. 
 
6.3.5. OCL Rules 
The OCL rules defined in the Integration Metamodel manage the interactions 
between the different constructs of the source DSML. Therefore, these rules 
must be included in the generated UML profile.  
 
Figure 36. Generic example for Rule 10 
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Rule 10: The OCL rules defined in the classes of the Integration Metamodel 
must be included in the stereotypes generated from these classes. The elements 
referenced in the rules must be changed by the corresponding classes of the target 
metamodel and the stereotypes that were generated in the Integration Metamodel 
transformation process. Figure 36 shows an example of the application of this 
transformation rule. 
Mapping: The application of the transformation rule number 10 does not imply 
the generation of new mapping information. However, it requires the mapping 
information that is generated from the other transformation rules for its correct 
application. 
 
6.3.6. Data Types 
Rule 11: The UML profile specification does not directly support the definition 
of data types; however, it is possible to import specific model elements in the 
UML profile by means of a model library. Thus, the new data types defined in the 
Integration Metamodel are defined in a separate model library that is imported in 
the UML profile generated. 
The equivalent data types that have differences in relation to the referenced 
data types are considered as new data types. Since the data types are classifiers, 
they cannot be extended using stereotypes. 
Rule 11 is the last rule defined for the transformation of the Integration 
Metamodel in the equivalent UML profile. Figure 37 exemplifies the application 
of this transformation rule in a generic example. 
Mapping: The equivalent attributes that are related to equivalent data types that 
present differences must be mapped to the corresponding attributes (tagged 
values) defined in the UML profile. The data types of the integration metamodel 
do not require to be mapped to the target metamodel extended with the UML 
profile. The mapping obtained from the Integration Metamodel transformation 
assures that all mapped properties have a correct correspondence of type with the 
corresponding properties of the target metamodel and the UML profile 
generated. Figure 38 shows the mapping obtained for the transformation 
example presented in Figure 37. 
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Figure 37. Generic example for Rule 11 
 
Figure 38. Mapping obtained for the example related to Rule 11 
6.4. Applying the Transformation Rules 
The eleven transformation rules that are presented above allow the automatic 
transformation of an Integration Metamodel into the corresponding UML profile. 
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Figure 39 presents the UML profile obtained after applying the proposed 
transformation rules to the example Integration Metamodel and the results 
obtained from the comparison between the example Integration metamodel and 
the target metamodel (UML metamodel in the example). 
 
Figure 39. UML profile generated for the example Integration Metamodel 
In addition to the UML profile, the transformation of the Integration 
Metamodel also generates new mapping information that takes into account the 
generated UML profile elements (stereotypes, tagged values, etc.). This new 
mapping provides the equivalence between the Integration Metamodel and the 
UML Metamodel (target metamodel) extended with the generated UML profile. 
Figure 40 shows this new mapping information for the UML profile presented 
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in Figure 39. According to the obtained mapping, all the constructs and 
properties that are present in the Integration Metamodel (that represents the 
source DSML) have a direct correspondence in the extended metamodel (the 
UML metamodel). 
 
Figure 40. Mapping generated for the UML profile presented in Figure 39 
The generated UML profile together with the obtained mapping definition 
can be used to interchange extended models (that are related to the target 
metamodel) and DSML models (that are related to the source metamodel) [136]. 
In the proposed example, this model interchange can be used to take advantage of 
the modeling benefits (tools, knowledge, notation, etc.) that a standard modeling 
language such as UML provides to support a specific MDD process.  
6.5. Conclusions 
This chapter presents a solution for the automatic generation of a UML profile 
from the metamodel that represents the DSML related to a MDD approach.  
The proposed solution tackles an important topic that has not yet received 
the required attention: the correct definition of UML profiles for MDD solutions. 
Even though the number of UML profile solutions has increased, the number of 
publications related to a correct UML profile definition is very limited [17] (see 
Background in Chapter II). In order to obtain this correct definition, the 
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proposed transformations are focused on three main elements. These elements are 
the following:  
1. The generation of those modeling elements defined in the source DSML that 
are not present in the target modeling language. This is oriented to obtain a 
sound representation of the models required by a specific MDD approach by 
using an existing modeling approach that is customized with the generated 
UML profile. 
2. The management of differences that could exist between elements of the 
source DSML that are equivalent with elements of the target modeling 
language. This aspect is very relevant, since not only is necessary to 
extend/customize the target modeling languages with the additional features 
that are present in the proprietary DSML, but also, it is important to manage 
those differences between the participant modeling languages that could 
prevent an appropriate definition of the required models. 
3. The generation of constraints to assure that the application of the generated 
UML profile follows the DSML specification. This is a very important point 
that is not considered by most of the current UML profile proposals. The 
definition of the structural features that are required by the MDD approach 
in the generated UML profile do not guarantee the correct generation of 
models with the customized modeling language. It is also important to assure 
that the defined extensions are well applied to obtain properly defined models 
in the context of the MDD approach. This is achieved by means the 
generation of specific constraints for each extension generated.  
It is important to note that the transformation rules that are defined in this 
chapter are just one possible solution for the complete generation of a correct 
UML profile. Variations of these transformation rules can be defined depending 
on different design decisions.  
The following chapter explains how the interchange of models is performed 
by using the artifacts obtained from the Integration Metamodel definition and the 








Nowadays, the modeling approaches related to MDD proposals are considered 
isolated modeling alternatives. These are not developed to interchange 
information with other modeling approaches, which prevent their re-use in 
different MDD processes or their application to different development scenarios 
(with different modeling abstraction levels). In this chapter, we show how this 
MDD reality can change, by means of a proposal that generates model-to-model 
transformation mechanisms to automatically interchange information among 
different modeling approaches. The generation of these transformation 
mechanisms is performed by means of the artifacts generated from the first three 
steps of the proposed MDD interoperability process. Thus, the proposal presented 
in this chapter shows how proprietary DSMLs and the customized modeling 
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One of the most important concerns when elaborating a Model-Driven 
Development (MDD) solution [1] is the specification of a modeling language that 
allows the required software products to be represented at the conceptual level 
without ambiguity. Among the different choices that exist for the definition of an 
adequate modeling language, there are two alternatives that appear to be the most 
suitable. The first of these is the creation of a Domain-Specific Modeling 
Language (DSML) [3] that is tailor-made for the MDD approach. . The second 
alternative is the customization of previously-existing modeling languages by 
means of extensions defined in the corresponding metamodels, which represent 
the abstract syntax related to the semantics required for the MDD proposal [17]. 
In this thesis, we have considered the definition of these extensions by means of 
the standard metamodel extension mechanisms that is proposed by OMG [34], 
the UML profile [51]. 
This chapter presents the proposal defined to automatically generate 
mechanisms for the interchange of models related to proprietary DSMLs and 
customized modeling languages. Thus, it would be possible to take advantage of 
the existing MDD tools for those models that can be represented by customized 
modeling languages and only to implement new tools for those MDD tasks that 
are related to specific aspects of the MDD approach, such as model compilers. It 
would also be possible to implement specific modeling tools for those features 
that are outside of the scope of existing tools.  
The interchange proposal is based on the definition of an Integration 
Metamodel and the automatic generation of a UML profile from the defined 
Integration Metamodel, which correspond to the steps 2 and 3 of the proposed 
MDD interoperability process (these steps are detailed in Chapter V and Chapter 
VI of this thesis). All the information required to generate the interchange 
mechanisms is obtained from these two steps of the process. For explanation 
purposes, the proposed interchange approach is applied to the same example 
presented in previous chapters, which is related to the customization of the UML 
association according to a binary relationship defined in a simplified DSML 
metamodel.  Finally, a brief model compilation example is presented to show the 
application of this interchange proposal by means of the application of a hybrid 
modeling schema that integrates OO-Method and UML tools.  
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 7.1 presents the 
background related to UML profiles and DSMLs. Section 7.2 presents our 
proposal for model interchange. Section 7.3 presents how to apply the 
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interchange proposal. Section 7.4 presents a brief discussion about the proposal, 
and finally, Section 7.5 presents our conclusions. 
7.1. Background 
This section briefly introduces the aspects that are relevant to the definition of 
DSMLs and UML profiles. This background is specially focused on those aspects 
that can be used to perform an interchange between proprietary DSML models 
and models that are customized with UML profiles. 
7.1.1.  Domain-Specific Modeling Languages 
A Domain-Specific Modeling Language (DSML) represents the semantics of the 
constructs required for the definition of the conceptual models involved in a 
MDD solution. For the construction of a DSML, a common strategy is to define 
a metamodel to represent the abstract syntax of the required conceptual 
constructs [48]. For the elaboration of this DSML Metamodel, one of the most 
interesting alternatives is the use of the Essential Meta Object Facility (EMOF) 
standard defined by OMG [34]. EMOF is an essential set of metamodeling 
constructs, which is defined within the Meta Object Facility (MOF) specification 
[38]. In the context of this work, the use of EMOF, instead of the Complete 
MOF specification (CMOF or simply MOF), takes special relevance because the 
metamodeling capabilities provided by EMOF are very close to the extension 
capabilities that the UML profiles provide. Therefore, by using EMOF, the 
features of the resultant DSML metamodels can be represented as UML profiles 
extensions. By contrast, the complete MOF specification provides a set of 
metamodeling capabilities that cannot be expressed as UML profiles extensions. 
An example of this is that in MOF-based metamodel is possible the redefinition 
of properties, which is not part of the EMOF specification. In the context 
metamodeling extensions [33], the properties redefinition corresponds to a heavy-
weight extension mechanism because implies a change in the extended 
metamodel: a property of the target metamodel is redefined (changed) by a 
property of the defined metamodel extension. However, since the UML profile is 
a light-weight extension mechanism, it cannot change the extended metamodel, 
and therefore, the properties defined as UML profile extensions cannot redefine 
properties that already exist in the target metamodel.  
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Another benefit of using EMOF is that it has a standardized XMI definition 
[40]. The benefit of using an XMI standardized definition for EMOF 
metamodels is that it facilitates the interchange and validation of the defined 
metamodels and support from existing metamodeling tools, such as Eclipse 
Modeling Framework (EMF) project [57], can be obtained. EMF is an Eclipse 
project that provides an open-source implementation of the EMOF standard, 
which is called Ecore. In addition, by means of tools like Eclipse GMF [50] and 
Eclipse ATL [58, 80], specific model editors and model transformations can be 
defined over Ecore metamodels [57]. 
7.1.2. UML Profiles 
The UML profile extension mechanism is part of the UML specification and it is 
defined inside of the UML Infrastructure [35]. It defines the mechanisms used 
to adapt existing MOF-based metamodels to specific platforms, domains, 
business objects, or software process modeling. Since this extension mechanism is 
a part of the UML standard, it can be supported by UML tools. Additionally, the 
UML profile definitions and can be interchanged by means XMI specification. 
These features are relevant advantages of the UML profile over other metamodel 
customization mechanisms, which are have not a standard specification and 
interchange format. Hence, other extension mechanisms proposed are not 
supported by generic modeling tools (such as UML modeling tools) and cannot 
interoperate with different MDD technologies.  
Generally speaking, UML profiles are manually elaborated without a well-
defined process. This situation is motivated by the lack of a standard that 
specifies how the UML extensions must be defined [31]. For this reason, many of 
the existing UML profiles are invalid or of poor quality [17]. To avoid this 
situation, some works propose a more methodical solution that consists in the 
definition of a UML profile from the metamodel that describes the conceptual 
constructs required by MDD approaches. In other words, the UML profile is 
generated from a DSML metamodel [17, 51, 54]. This UML profile generation 
schema is based on the identification of the equivalences (correspondences) that 
exist between the source DSML and the target modeling language. This 
identification of equivalences is performed by means of a mapping between the 
different elements (classes, association, attributes, etc.) of the source DSML 
metamodel and the corresponding elements of the metamodel related to the 
target modeling language. Later, the identified equivalences are used to guide the 
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correct definition of the required extension over the target metamodel through 
the UML profile implementation. 
Certain proposals state that these equivalences can be used to partially 
automate the UML profile generation [19, 54]. However, these proposals cannot 
provide a totally automated solution for the generation of a complete UML 
profile. This occurs because, in real MDD approaches, certain structural 
differences between the source DSML metamodel and the target metamodel may 
appear. This prevents the automated identification of all the extensions that must 
be performed in the target metamodel.  
The Integration Metamodel proposal presented in Chapter V, which 
corresponds to the second step of the MDD interoperability process proposed in 
this thesis, defines a solution to solve these structural differences in order to 
obtain an adequate input for an automated UML profile generation. In addition, 
considering that the UML profile is generated from the DSML metamodel, 
during the generation of the UML profile also can be obtained the information of 
the equivalences (mapping) between the extended metamodel (target metamodel 
extended with the generated UML profile) and the source DSML metamodel. 
With this mapping information, models that are defined using the generated 
UML profile can be automatically transformed into the equivalent models related 
to the source metamodel, and vice versa. The interchange proposal presented in 
this chapter is based on this idea.  
7.2. Model Interchange Proposal 
Our interchange proposal is based on the outputs obtained from the application 
of the Step 2 and Step 3 of the MDD interoperability process proposed in this 
thesis, which correspond to the Integration Metamodel Definition, and the 
Automatic UML Profile Generation. In particular, the core elements for the 
automatic generation of model-to-model transformation are the Integration 
Metamodel, the generated UML profile, and the resultant mapping information. 
Thus, the generated transformation rules can automatically transform an instance 
of the target metamodel (extended/customized metamodel) into an equivalent 
instance of the source DSML metamodel and vice versa. In order to understand 
how the model-to-model interchange is performed, the same example used in 
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previous chapters will be used, which corresponds to a simplified version of a 
binary association and its integration into the UML metamodel.  
For this example, the corresponding Integration Metamodel and mapping are 
defined (Step 2 of the interoperability process). This special metamodel allows the 
abstract syntax represented in a source metamodel to be automatically integrated 
into a target metamodel by means of an automatic UML profile generation 
process (Step 3 of the interoperability process). Additionally, from the application 
of the UML profile generation process, a specific mapping between the 
Integration Metamodel and the UML metamodel extended with the generated 
UML profile is also generated.  
From the first mapping obtained, the mapping between the source 
metamodel and the Integration Metamodel, a bidirectional correspondence is 
obtained between the involved metamodels. Therefore it is possible to know how 
an element of the Integration Metamodel can be transformed in the 
corresponding element(s) of the source metamodel and vice versa. The same 
occurs for the mapping automatically obtained in the UML profile generation. 
This is the mapping between the Integration Metamodel and the customized 
target metamodel. 
Thus, we obtain that our interchange proposal is based on two model 
transformations (see Figure 41), which are performed using the two mappings 
obtained. These model transformations require the metamodel extensions that are 
implemented in the generated UML profile to be executed. The model 
transformations use the Integration Metamodel as a pivot metamodel that is used 
to go from an instance of the source metamodel to an instance of the target 
metamodel and vice versa.  
For instance, to transform an instance of the target metamodel extended with 
the generated UML profile into an instance of the source metamodel, the 
mapping obtained from the UML profile generation is used to generate an 
instance of the Integration Metamodel (intermediate model). Next, from this 
intermediate model, a new transformation is performed by applying the mapping 
obtained from the Integration Metamodel definition. With this last 
transformation, an instance of the source metamodel that is equivalent to the 
input instance of the target metamodel is obtained. Figure 41 shows the general 
schema of the interchange proposal. 
Figure 42 exemplifies this interchange proposal with a brief model-to-model 
transformation that is related to the metamodels and mappings obtained from the 
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example related to the integration of a binary association and the UML 
metamodel (presented in the previous chapters). This example represents an 
association many-to-many between the classes Passenger and Flight. The models 
that participate in this example are the UML model that is extended with the 
generated UML profile (in the upper side of the figure), the intermediate model 
(in the middle of the image), and the DSML model (in the lower side of the 
image).  
 
Figure 41. Schema of the Modeling Languages Interchange Proposal 
It is important to point that the aim of the interchange proposal is to 
guarantee the transformation of an instance of the target metamodel into an 
instance of the source metamodel without losing modeling information. In this 
example this means to transform an instance of the target UML metamodel into 
an instance of the source DSML metamodel. Additionally, as we can observe in 
Figure 41, the interchange is based on bidirectional mappings, and, hence, it is 
also possible to perform the opposite transformation, which is, the transformation 
of an instance of the source DSML metamodel into an equivalent instance of the 
UML metamodel. 
However, it is probable that the target metamodel be a more general language 
(in relation to the source metamodel) with a greater number of constructs. In fact, 
this is what we propose as basic for the application of the interoperability 
approach. Therefore, it is very possible that the model generated from the 
transformation of an instance of the source metamodel be an incomplete instance 
of the target metamodel, which must be refined to obtain an adequate (complete) 
instance of the target metamodel. This situation can be observed in the presented 
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metamodel, the name of the association is not a relevant property. It is neither 
considered in the mappings nor in the interchange process. However, the 
association in UML requires an appropriate identification, which is performed by 
its name. Thus, a transformation of an instance of the source metamodel, using 
the mapping presented in the example, requires a refinement to specify the name 
related to each generated association.  
 
Figure 42. Interchange proposal application example 
A recommended strategy for the implementation of the required model 
transformations is the use of model-to-model transformation technologies such as 
QVT or ATL. Thus, an interesting open-source implementation alternative is the 
Eclipse ATL project, which performs model transformations by means of a 
mapping that is defined between Ecore metamodels (EMF Project)[57]. In 
addition, the Eclipse ATL project also provides support to perform 
transformations over metamodels defined with the UML2 tools, which are part 
of the Eclipse UML2 project [126]. 
The proposal of Abouzahra et al. presented in [130] shows a practical 
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extended with a UML profile into another target model. To perform this 
transformation, the manual definition of a mapping between the UML profile 
and the metamodel related to the target model is required. In our proposal, this 
mapping corresponds to the mapping between the UML profile and the 
Integration Metamodel, which is automatically obtained. Thus, the Abouzahra et 
al. proposal could be an interesting open-source solution to implement the 
transformations between the UML model and the intermediate model that is 
presented in the interchange proposal. However, it is still necessary to implement 
the transformations to obtain the DSML model from the intermediate model, and 
vice versa. 
Nevertheless, it is important to remark that for the implementation of the 
interchange proposal can be used other transformation alternatives, which are 
different than model-to-model transformations, for instance, by means of XSLT 
transformations.  
The next section shows how has been applied the interchange proposal in the 
industrial implementation of the OO-method approach, and presents a brief 
example of its application. 
7.3. Applying the Interchange Proposal 
The proposed interchange proposal has been applied to an industrial MDD 
solution that is called OlivaNova (the Programming Machine) [62], which has 
been developed by CARE Technologies [64]. Olivanova corresponds to the 
industrial implementation of the OO-Method approach [12, 16]. Olivanova has 
been selected because it already has a suite of MDD tools that are based on the 
OO-Method DSML. Thus, by applying our interchange proposal to Olivanova, 
UML-based tools can be integrated with the existing Olivanova technology.  
In the suite of Olivanova tools, there are two tools that are oriented to 
interchange UML and OO-Method models. These tools are the OO-Method 
XMI importer, which transforms an UML model into an OO-Method model, 
and the OO-Method XMI exporter, which transforms an OO-Method model into 
an UML model. The transformations performed by these tools are implemented 
through XSLT transformations. 
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It is important to mention that these two interchange tools correspond to the 
initial effort to obtain an interoperability mechanism for MMD approaches and 
UML, which is the starting point for developing the interoperability approach 
presented in this thesis. 
However, the interchange provided by these interchange tools is limited by 
the UML modeling capabilities because the UML constructs do not provide all 
the precision required by the OO-Method conceptual model. In order to solve 
this problem, a UML profile that extends UML with the precision required by 
OO-Method has been defined using the first three steps of the interoperability 
process proposed. The mapping information obtained during the generation of 
the UML profile has been used to extend the OO-Method interchange tools in 
order to improve the interchange between UML and OO-Method models. In 
order to perform this improvement, the transformations required by the 
interchange proposal are implemented by means of XSLT transformations. This 
implementation decision has been taken because the OO-Method interchange 
tools are originally based on XSLT. Thus, it is not necessary to implement a 
completely new interchange tools, and only the new interchange aspects are 
included in the current implementation. This also demonstrates the platform 
independency that the proposed interchange approach has since it not only can be 
implemented by using tools based on model-to-model transformation technologies 
(such as ATL or QVT).  
The platform independency of the proposed interchange approach is a very 
important point if we consider that the objective is to achieve the interoperation 
of different modeling language, which can have tool supporting implemented 
with different platforms and technologies.  
The implementation schema that is used to apply the interchange proposal in 
the Olivanova technology is presented in Figure 43. According to this schema, 
the OO-Method metamodel is used as input for the UML profile generation 
process.  
Figure 43 shows that the UML profile generation process also generates the 
mappings required to perform the model transformation involved in the 
interchange of UML and OO-Method models. It is important to note that the 
mapping between the Integration Metamodel and the UML metamodel is 
automatically generated during the automatic UML profile generation process.  
In the importation process, the XMI importer tool uses as input the XMI 
definition of the UML model (extended with the generated UML profile) and 
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generates as output an equivalent OO-Method model, which is represented in 
XML format according to a specific DTD. The exportation process performs the 
opposite transformation, it takes as input the XML representation of an OO-
Method model and generates as output an equivalent UML model. Therefore, the 
XMI definition of the UML model can be used by UML-based tools, and the 
XML definition of the OO-Method model can be used by the different Olivanova 
tools and by the Olivanova model compilers. 
 
Figure 43. Schema for the implementation of the interchange proposal in OO-Method 
and UML 
The interchange between OO-Method and UML is centered on the OO-
Method object model, which is similar to the UML class model. Therefore, the 
interchange tools are focused on transforming an OO-Method object model into 
an UML class model, and vice versa. However, the OO-Method object model is 
only one of the diagrams involved in the definition of the OO-Method conceptual 
model, which is used by the Olivanova technology to automatically generate 
software applications throw a MDD process. There are other diagrams involved 
in the definition of the OO-Method conceptual model, for instance, the 
Presentation Model, which allows the user interface of the generated applications 
to be defined. 
The object model has been selected for the interchange between OO-Method 
and UML because it is the core diagram for the definition of the OO-Method 
conceptual model. In addition, due to its proximity with the UML class model, it 
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could be more intuitive for defining the OO-Method object model using UML 
tools for those customers that already have experience in UML. 
 
 
Figure 44. UML model extended with the OO-Method UML profile 
 
Figure 44 shows a UML model that has been defined using the UML profile 
generated to represent the concepts of the OO-Method association. The 
generation of this UML profile is detailed in the next chapter, where the 
integration of UML and OO-Method is presented. The UML model describes 
the same example presented in Figure 42 (an association between the classes 
Passenger and Flight). Figure 44 also shows the description of the UML model 
in a tree view, where the application of the different stereotypes can be observed.  
It is important to note that even though the OO-Method association is a 
binary association as the example presented in the UML profile generation 
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process, the OO-Method association requires additional properties that are not 
defined in that simplified example. 
The UML model presented in Figure 44 has been specified using the Eclipse 
UML2 tool. This figure shows some of the OO-Method concepts that do not 
exist in UML, for instance, the concept of shared event that is represented by the 
stereotype sharedEvent. The shared events are services that are defined to manage 
the creation or destruction of links between instances of associated classes. Figure 
44 also shows that the representation of the OO-Method class is performed by 
the stereotype oOmClass. 
Later, this UML model is transformed into an equivalent OO-Method object 
model by means of the XMI importer tool (see Figure 45). 
 
Figure 45. XMI importer application example  
The XMI importer tool uses the mapping information obtained in the 
generation of the OO-Method profile (see Figure 43) to perform the 
transformations presented in the interchange proposal (see Figure 41). 
 
…….
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Figure 46. OO-Method presentation model  
The presentation model can be defined from the obtained OO-Method object 
model using the OO-Method presentation model editor, which is based on the 
OO-Method DSML. Figure 46 shows a screenshot of this tool, which presents a 
partial view of the presentation model related to the imported UML model. This 
figure shows that the executable application will have two Population Interaction 
Units (PIU) to represent the instances related to each class of the model. A PIU 
represents an entry-point for the application, through the presentation of a set of 
instances of a class. An instance can be selected, and the corresponding set of 
actions and/or navigations specified in the presentation model are offered to the 
user. More details can be found in [12]. 
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Figure 47 shows a screenshot of the application that is generated from the 
imported UML class model and the defined OO-Method presentation model. 
This figure also shows that the association between the classes (defined in the 
UML model) is used to implement the navigation between related instances. 
 
Figure 48. Functional size report generated for the application generated from the 
example UML model  
Finally, the imported UML model can also be used to obtain other software 
products; for instance, to obtain the functional size of the modeled application 
with the OO-Method function points tools [137-139] in order to estimate the 
cost of the generated application. Figure 48 shows a general view of the report of 
function points that has been automatically generated from the example UML 
model. This report presents the functional size obtained by a measurement 
procedure defined according to the IFPUG FPA standard [140]. 
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7.4. Comparing the Model Interchange Approach 
Nowadays, the use of model transformations directed by metamodels mappings 
seems to be the most appropriate way for the interchange of models that are 
related to model-based technologies. In this context, certain works have proposed 
alternatives to facilitate the definition of the required mappings and 
transformations, such as [22]. This work presents a proposal to perform an 
automatic metamodel matching. The metamodel matching is obtained by means 
of the transformation of the participant metamodels into directed labeled graphs. 
The generated labeled graphs are compared by using a similarity algorithm to 
identify the equivalences between the different meta-elements, which correspond 
to the resultant metamodels matching. The obtained matching is used to 
transform models based on the source metamodel into equivalent models based on 
the target metamodel. This transformation can be performed by means of model 
transformation languages such as QVT. However, these kinds of approaches 
based on the direct transformation of source models into target models do not 
consider those elements of the source metamodel that have no representation in 
the target metamodel. Therefore, there is a high probability of lost modeling 
information in the transformation process. In addition, the precision of the 
proposed similarity identification algorithm is negatively affected by larger size 
metamodels, such as the UML metamodel that is considered in our example. 
If we consider that one of the main objectives of the proposed approach is the 
interoperability of proprietary DSML and more general modeling languages, it is 
very common to find modeling elements in the proprietary DSMLs that are not 
present in more general modeling languages that are not centered on model 
compilation tasks. This is produced by the nature of proprietary DSMLs and 
generic modeling languages.  
A modeling language that covers a domain in generic way, such as i* for 
organizational analysis, provides a general vision of the constructs that are 
necessary for representing the target domain. However, at difference of 
proprietary DSML related to MDD approaches, these modeling languages are 
not centered on those details that are necessary to perform an appropriate model 
compilation process. This situation is clearly observed in general-purpose 
modeling languages, which are defined for their application into different 
domains.  By contrast, a proprietary DSML related to an MDD approach is 
oriented to a specific domain, and it introduces particular modeling elements for a 
precise representation of the required software products in the domain context. 
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Thus, the compilation of the models defined with these DSMLs can be 
performed in an automatic way.  
This gap between specific DSMLs for MDD approaches and generic 
modeling languages produces the loss of the specific MDD details when the 
DSML models are transformed. With the proposal presented in this chapter, we 
provide a solution to face the loss of modeling information during the 
transformation of DSML models. Thus, it is possible to obtain a complete 
integration of particular DSMLs and existing modeling languages through the 
bidirectional interchange of models. This solution is centered into the automatic 
generation of a UML profile that introduces into the more general modeling 
language those specific elements of the DSML that are lost in a direct model 
transformation process.  
Proposals such as [130] state that it is possible to automate the interchange of  
models extended with a UML profile and DSML models by means of model 
transformations. However, this proposal requires the manual definition of a 
mapping between the participant metamodels. Since this mapping is defined 
independently of the definition of the UML profile, there exists the risk that the 
obtained mapping does not reflect the equivalences between the participant 
metamodels in a correct way. In our proposal this risk is avoided because the 
mapping is obtained during the UML profile generation. In addition, the 
complexity related to the correct design of a UML profile is encapsulated in the 
transformation of the Integration Metamodel [135]. Therefore, the mapping 
obtained from this transformation provides a correct identification of the 
equivalences between the generated UML profile and the DSML metamodel 
(using the Integration Metamodel as intermediate model).  
7.5. Conclusions 
In this chapter, an interchange proposal to obtain a hybrid modeling schema for 
the interoperation of modeling languages is presented. Thus, if we consider that 
the main resource in MDD technologies are the models, then, by applying the 
proposed interchange approach, it will be possible to achieve the interoperability 
in MDD processes.  In addition, the tools related to existing modeling languages 
can be reused in the application of specific MDD solutions, thereby reducing the 
effort of implementing specific MDD tools.  
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For the application of this interchange approach, the previous steps of the 
proposed MDD interoperability (Integration Metamodel definition and UML 
Profile Generation) process play a fundamental role. In these steps, the artifacts 
and mapping information to automatically generate the interchange mechanisms 
are obtained.  
This chapter also shows the application of the interchange proposal to a 
specific MDD approach, presenting an implementation schema that has been 
used to obtain the interoperability of UML in the OO-Method development 
process. In particular, the industrial implementation of OO-method, which is 
called Olivanova The Programming Machine. Thus, this implementation 
schema shows that it is possible to combine the use of generic and specific 
modeling tools for defining the conceptual models that are required by specific 
MDD approaches. But also, the application of specific MDD tools based on the 
proprietary DSML metamodels to automatically obtain different software 
products from models defined with a customized modeling language. In 
particular, the presented example briefly shows the application of UML in the 
OO-Method MDD development process, and how these customized UML 
models can be automatically compiled by using the Olivanova technology. 
 Some of the benefits for OO-method and UML that can be achieved with 
the presented implementation schema are: 
1. The commercial structure defined for the OO-Method approach (such as the 
cost estimation based on functional size measurement) can be used by UML 
users.  
2. The different tools based on the specific OO-Method DSML can be used in 
transparent way over extended UML models. This can be observed in the 
OO-Method model compiler [62], and functional size measurement tools 
[137, 138]. 
3. The users of the generated UML profile can easily migrate from UML tools 
to OO-Method tools. In this way, UML users that have already adopted the 
OO-Method approach can take advantage of the improved functionalities that 
the specific OO-Method modeling tools provide. 
These benefits can be generalized to other MDD approaches that apply the 
proposed approach to interoperate with standard modeling languages and their 
supporting tools. 
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In the next chapters, the application of the proposed interoperability 
approach is detailed over two scenarios. These interoperability scenarios are the 
following:  
1. The interoperability of UML in the OO-Method development process 
2. The interoperability of i* in the OO-method development process. 
It is important to remark that the development of these two interoperability 
scenarios were relevant to improve and obtain the final interoperability approach 








Even though OMG in the Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) specification 
recommends the use of UML for model-driven developments, the lack of 
semantic precision in UML has led to different model-driven approaches 
proposing their own domain-specific modeling languages in order to introduce 
their modeling needs.  
This chapter presents an interoperability scenario that is focused on the 
application of UML models into MDD processes. In particular, we face the 
customization of the UML association in order to facilitate its application in the 
OO-Method development process. To do this, the interoperability approach 
proposed in this thesis is applied. At the end of this chapter, we briefly present 
how the results obtained from the development of this interoperability scenario are 
used to generate software products through the industrial model compiler related 
to the OO-Method approach. 
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8.1. Introduction  
The Model Driven Development (MDD) approach has achieved great relevance 
in the software industry, improving the software development process and 
reducing the cost of the developed applications [2]. In this context, one of the 
most widely used approaches is the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) [10, 11, 
141], defined by OMG [34]. The MDA approach recommends the use of UML 
to define the conceptual models involved in MDD processes. However, UML is 
defined as a general purpose language with a flexible semantics that does not 
provide enough precision to define models that can be automatically transformed 
into complete software representations.  
As states Milicev in [142], the association is one of the key constructs in 
UML for which a fully unambiguous semantics still does not exist. In early 
versions of UML, many authors have reported this issue, for instance, Graham et 
al. in [143] and Snoeck et al. in [144]. In the most recent versions of UML 
(UML 2.0 and above), this semantics has been somewhat improved, but some 
precision problems still persist. This situation is clearly reported by Albert et al. 
in [145] and Gueheneuc et al. in [146]. For instance, the behavior related to 
creation, deletion, or update of association instances, or a complete semantics for 
the aggregation relationships are not clearly specified [31].  
In order to provide an effective solution for interoperating UML and MDD 
processes, this chapter shows the application of the MDD interoperability 
approach proposed in this thesis. This application allows the UML syntax 
(proposed in the UML specification) to be adapted to the modeling needs of a 
specific MDD approach. In particular, we advocate on showing how to extend 
(customize) the abstract syntax of the UML constructs that are related to 
specifying association relationships among classes.  
For the application of the interoperability approach, we have inherited the 
modeling aspects related the OO-Method approach [16]. We consider that this is 
a suitable option for demonstrating the effectiveness of our proposal since OO-
Method is an object-oriented MDD method that has been successfully applied to 
the software industry3.  
                                                 
3 The industrial implementation of OO-Method has been successfully applied in several companies such as 
Toshiba, Daimler-Chrysler, and Repsol.   
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Thus this chapter makes a twofold contribution:  
1. It shows how a correct integration of the syntax that supports the proposed 
semantics can be performed by the application of the proposed 
interoperability process 
2. It presents an industrially-tested semantics that can be used as a reference for 
the application of the UML association in MDD environments 
The chapter also exemplifies how to obtain a final software product from a 
UML model that has been extended with the generated UML profile. This model 
compilation is performed using the industrial solution that implements the OO-
Method approach [63] and the interchange tools that were implemented by 
applying the interchange approach proposed in Chapter VII.  
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 8.2 presents a 
background of the concepts and technologies involved. Section 8.3 introduces the 
semantics adopted in this interoperability scenario to improve the UML 
association for MDD processes. Section 8.4 shows how the customization of the 
UML association is performed. Section 8.5 presents a model compilation example 
related to a UML model that has been extended with the proposed semantics. 
Finally, Section 8.6 presents our conclusions.  
8.2. The applicability of the UML association in MDD 
Processes 
This section is centered on the need of customizing the UML specification for its 
appropriate application in MDD processes. Specifically, we show why the UML 
association must be adapted for this purpose. 
In general terms, UML specifications include association definitions that do 
not achieve a consensus for a unified semantic definition. Several works have 
appeared highlighting the drawbacks of the language and trying to answer many 
important questions concerning associations. For instance, the works presented 
by Diskin and Dingel [147],  Genova et al. [148], and Milicév [142]. With 
regard to the UML1.4 specification [149], Henderson-Sellers et al. have 
presented different works [150-152] searching for answers to some relevant 
questions, such as the directionality of associations or the special meaning of 
aggregation and composition. Special attention to the whole-part properties of the 
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association has been given by Barbier and Belloir et al. in [153] and [154]. Also, 
in [155], Stevens tries to clarify some confusing concepts regarding associations 
(without using formalizations), such as the use of tuple for defining links, some 
complex questions of the multiplicity definition, or the static and dynamic notion 
of associations. This last concept is also discussed by Genova et al. in [148], 
where the authors propose a new classification for associations. With regard to 
most recent versions of the UML specification (UML 2.x), it is recognized that 
the association definition has been improved, but some problems still persist 
[145, 146]. For instance, Diskin in [147] presents a framework to formally 
explain several confusing notions of associations and detects some flaws in the 
association part of the UML metamodel. In [143], Graham et al. center on newer 
concepts that are related to association ends in order to improve the 
expressiveness of the UML association. In addition, such as France et al. clearly 
state in [31], there exists a well-known gap between the conceptual 
representation of the UML association and its correct implementation in final 
software products, which is a relevant issue for the correct application of UML in 
MDD processes. This situation is also present in some implementation proposals 
for the UML association such as the proposed by Akehurst et al. [156] and 
Gessenharter et al. [157], where elements represented at the implementation level 
have no correspondence at the conceptual level. In our proposal, we have centered 
our attention on a MDD approach called OO-Method.  
The OO-Method approach puts into practice most of the ideas presented in 
the analyzed works [14]. However, unlike most of the works that just focus on 
specific parts of the association definition, OO-Method provides a holistic view of 
the association.  For instance, some works just face the composition definition, 
which is a subtype of the association; others focus on the notation for specifying 
associations; and others on the alternatives to implement associations. Instead, 
OO-Method integrates all these aspects to obtain a complete association 
specification. Moreover, even though some of the analyzed proposals have a 
certain level of technology support, they are mostly applied at the theoretical and 
academic levels. In contrast, the OO-Method approach has been successfully 
applied to the software industry, which demonstrates the effectiveness of this 
approach to support real software development projects. Thus, the rigorous 
semantics of the OO-Method association encourages the use of this approach to 
explain how this relevant UML construct can be customized for effective MDD 
application. 
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In the OO-method approach, the class model is the core of the OO-Method 
conceptual model; the rest of the models involved are defined starting from 
elements of the class model. The constructs involved in the specification of 
associations among classes are defined within the OO-Method class model. 
Moreover, the correct specification of the different modeling aspects of the 
association is probably one of the most important and complex parts of the OO-
Method class model. For this reason, the OO-Method association has been chosen 
to apply the interoperability approach presented in this thesis. 
Thus, by integrating the modeling aspects of the OO-Method association into 
UML, we obtain an extended UML association that provides appropriate 
modeling information for its application in the OO-Method MDD process. To 
perform this integration according to the MDA guide [10] and the latest UML 
specification [35, 122], the definition of a UML profile is the more suitable 
option. In this context, the application of our MDD interoperability approach 
that is based on the UML profile generation is a recommended alternative to 
achieve the UML and OO-Method interoperability.  
8.3. The Semantics Proposed to Customize the UML 
Association 
This section introduces the semantics proposed to customize the UML 
association, which is inherited from the OO-Method approach. However, since 
many concepts in OO-Method already exist in the UML specification, we only 
focus on the aspects that meaningfully contribute to improving the UML 
association in the context of the MDD development process. Marin, et al. in 
[158] show a detailed case study of the OO-method approach, where the 
modeling flexibility of the OO-Method association semantics can be observed. 
In the OO-Method context, an association is defined as a structural 
relationship between classes that represents connections (links) between the 
objects of these classes (participant classes). OO-Method associations are binary, 
so they only have one or two participant classes (one class in the recursive 
associations). Thus, the association concept used in this chapter always refers to 
binary associations.  
The association ends are the endpoints of an association, which connect the 
association to its participant classes. The name of an association end corresponds 
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to the role of that end (the task that the participant class plays in the association). 
The association ends are characterized by the multiplicity property, which 
specifies the maximum/minimum number of objects that can/must be connected 
to an object of the opposite end. The relevant concepts that must be added to 
UML for appropriate definition of associations according to the OO-Method 
approach are: 
• Unique identification for class instances (objects). 
• Precise behavior for aggregation and composition concepts. 
• Precise behavior related to creation, deletion and update of links. 
 
Figure 49. Example UML model 
Figure 49 shows a brief UML model that is used throughout this chapter to 
illustrate our proposal. This model was defined using the Eclipse UML2 tool 
[126]. It shows an association between the classes Passenger and Flight, and an 
aggregation between these two classes and the class Reservation. A passenger can 
make a reservation for a specific flight, or can take a flight without a previous 
reservation. The association between the classes Passenger and Flight indicates 
those passengers that actually flew. Thus, a passenger with a reservation may not 
be related to a flight, for instance, if the passenger misses the flight.  
Following, the specific modeling features that are integrated into UML are 
presented. 
8.3.1. Object Identification 
In UML, it is not possible to uniquely identify the objects participating in an 
association when the model is instantiated, since the UML specification does not 
define a mechanism for the identification of class instances. It is interesting to 
observe that, even though the correct identification of objects is a relevant issue 
for correcting compilation of the association, proposals that deal with the 
compilation of the UML association usually omit this feature [156, 157]. To 
solve this problem, the concept of Identification Function is introduced in the 
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The Identification Function corresponds to a set of structural properties that 
allows the unique identification of class instances. Thus, the Identification 
Function is specified by means of a set of attributes (one or more) owned by a 
class. In the example shown in Figure 49, the attribute id_passenger is a clear 
candidate to conform the Identification Function of the class Passenger; the same 
is true for the attribute flight_number of the class Flight. The Identification 
Function is specified by adding the Boolean property isIdentifier to the 
specification of class attributes. Thus, isIdentifier is set to TRUE when a class 
attribute participates in the Identification Function of the owning class. 
Figure 50 shows how the Identification Function is used for the 
identification of the objects participating in an association, and how this feature 















Figure 50.   Example of Identification Function in the association 
8.3.2. Aggregation and Composition 
In order to make the semantics of the aggregation concept more precise, we 
adopt the following UML assertion: “An association may represent an 
aggregation (i.e., a whole/part relationship). In this case, the association-end 
attached to the whole element is designated, and the other association-end of the 
association represents the parts of the aggregation. Only binary associations may 
be aggregations”.  
In OO-Method, this definition is extended with additional semantics. Thus, 
the property of Identification Dependency of the whole with regard to the part is 
introduced to represent the dependency that exists between composite (whole) 
and component (part) classes. This dependency is discussed in works such as the 
presented by Barbier et al. in [153].  
The identification dependency implies that the identifier of the composite 
class is built using the identifier of the component classes (and, if necessary by 
adding some attribute of the composite class). According to UML, the lower 
cardinality of the association end related to the component class must be 1, that 
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is, [1..x] cardinality. However, to guarantee the correct compilation of the 
identification dependency in the OO-Method development process, the upper 
cardinality of the association end related to the component classes is constrained 
to 1, that is, [1..1] cardinality. This constraint is defined since [1..*] cardinality 
implies that the identification function of the composite class must be conformed 
by a multi-valued attribute. However, the target implementation platforms of the 
OO-Method approach are based on relational databases that do not provide 
support for multi-valued attributes, such as SQL Server.  
In the aggregation example presented in Figure 49, the component classes 
are Flight and Passenger (with cardinality [1..1]) and the composite class is 
Reservation (with cardinality [0..*]). The Identification Function of Reservation 
is composed by the attribute id_passenger from Passenger and  flight_number 
from Flight4.  
An aggregation can be specialized in a composition (composite aggregation in 
UML), which presents additional features. These features are the following:  
• A part must be included in, at most, one composite at a time.  
• If a composite is deleted/modified, all its parts are deleted/modified with it. 
• There is an identification dependency of the part with regard to the whole. 
Thus, for the composition, the cardinality related to the composite class must 
be [1..1]. Note that the identification dependency of composition is opposite 
to the identification dependency of the aggregation. 
8.3.3. Creation, Deletion, and Modification of Links  
The creation, deletion, and modification of links are only required in dynamic 
associations. In OO-Method, an association is dynamic when the two participant 
association ends are defined as dynamic. Otherwise, the association is not 
dynamic since the links established cannot change throughout the whole life of 
the participant objects. Figure 51 exemplifies this situation for a non-dynamic 
association.  
Figure 51 shows an association between the classes A and B. The association 
end related to class A is static, and the association end related to class B is 
                                                 
4 The specification of the identification function for the class Reservation is not required, since it can be 
automatically inferred from the aggregated classes during the model compilation process. 
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dynamic. In T1, a new instance of class B (named b1) is created. The instance b1 
is linked with the two existing instances a1 and a2 of class A. In T2, the 
instance b2 is created and is also associated with a1 and a2 (changing the set of 
links that are defined for a1 and a2). These links can be performed because the 
association end RoleB is dynamic. In T3, a new instance of class A (named a3) is 
created, and it is associated with b1 and b2. However, a3 cannot be linked to 
these two instances of class B because the association end RoleA is static, and the 
links defined in the creation of the instances b1 and b2 cannot change during 
their lives. Furthermore, this implies that the links established between the 
instances of classes A and B during the creation of the instance b1 and b2 cannot 




















Figure 51.   Example of association temporality 
In a UML model, a dynamic association can be represented as a binary 
association where the property readOnly of the two involved association ends are 
set as false. Thus, a dynamic association implies that the links established between 
instances related to the two participant ends can be changed (inserted, deleted, or 
updated) during the life of the participant objects.  
In UML, it is necessary to manually define (in the participant classes) 
operations to represent the management (creation, deletion, and modification) of 
links. These operations must include the specification of the related behavior, 
which can be specified using different languages, such as natural language, Action 
Semantics [159], or the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [37]. For the 
definition of these operations, it must be taken into account that the management 
of links simultaneously affects properties of the two participant classes of the 
association. Therefore, the involved operations must be simultaneously executed 
in the participant classes.  It is possible to observe that the definition of these 
operations is not trivial, and, hence, the manual definition of the behavior that is 
related to these operations makes the correct specification of the associations 
difficult and error-prone, which is of great relevance when this specification is 
interpreted by an automatic model compiler. To face this issue, certain works 
[156, 157] have proposed a direct implementation of operations related to 
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controlling the associations’ behavior. In these proposals, the operations related to 
the management of links are represented at the implementation level 
(programming code). Nevertheless, since these operations do not have 
representation at the conceptual level, customization of the behavior related to 
links management cannot be performed in the UML model.  
Thus, our proposal introduces the concept of shared event to represent these 
linking management operations. A shared event is a special kind of operation that 
defines the behavior related to dynamic associations. It is owned by the two 
participant classes, and its definition can be separately customized in each 
participant class. Thus, a shared event has a definition that is distributed between 
the classes that participate in the association. Events of this kind always require 
two input parameters, either linked objects or objects to be linked. A shared event 
can be of three types: 
• Insert Event: creates a link between an object at one end of the association 
and an object at the opposite end. 
• Delete Event: removes an existing link between an object at one end of the 
association and a related object at the opposite end. 
• Edit Event: changes an existing link between an object at one end of the 
association and a related object at the opposite end.  
The types of shared events depend on the cardinality of the association ends. 
Cardinality [1..1] in an association end prevents an existing link from being 
deleted or a new link from being created, that is, the execution of an insert or 
delete event is not possible. In this case, a link is established during the creation 
of an object at the opposite end, and it can only be deleted when one of the 
participant objects is deleted. Hence, the dynamic association can only be 
managed by an edit shared event because the only option is to change the existing 
link for another one. Thus, the edit shared event has the effect of a simultaneous 
execution of an insert and deletion event, which prevents the violation of the 
association cardinality. In any other case, the dynamic associations are managed 
by the insert and delete events.  
The behavior of a shared event can be customized by defining preconditions 
and post-conditions, which must be specified by means of well-formed, first-order 
logic formulas. The case study presented in [158] provides more detailed 
examples about the customization and integration of shared events in more 
complex services. 
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8.4. Integration of the Proposed Semantics into UML 
In this section, we integrate the semantics proposed (in the previous section) into 
UML by applying the first three steps of the MDD interoperability process (see 
Chapter IV). By means of this Integration Process, we obtain the following 
outputs:  
1. A specific metamodel that defines the abstract syntax required for 
representing the proposed association semantics. 
2. The UML profile that integrates our proposal into UML.  
3. The set of mappings to perform the automatic generation of model 
interchange mechanisms. 
The metamodel that represents the required abstract syntax is defined as an 
Integration Metamodel [127] according to the second step of the integration 
process (see Chapter V). In this case, we have directly defined an Integration 
Metamodel for the proposed semantics, since there is no a previous EMOF 
metamodel for the OO-Method industrial approach. The implemented OO-
method tools are based in a XML definition that is not based on a standard 
metamodel specification. In other words, the metamodel related to the industrial 
OO-Method approach is implicit in the OO-method compilation process, but is 
not explicit in a formal specification that could be computationally interpreted, 
such as an Ecore file [57]. This is one of the reasons of why the interchange tools 
for the industrial OO-Method technology are implemented by means of XSLT 
transformations. 
The Integration Metamodel defined for the proposed semantics allows the 
related abstract syntax to be integrated into UML by means of a UML profile 
that is automatically generated [135]. This generation is performed according to 
the third step of the proposed interoperability approach (see Chapter 5), which is 
oriented to obtain the corresponding UML Profile from the Integration 
Metamodel.  
Finally, the interchange mechanisms are automatically generated from the 
mappings obtained during the generation of the UML profile.  
8.4.1. Integration Metamodel definition 
Since the industrial OO-Method approach has not a standard metamodel 
definition, we have directly defined the Integration Metamodel to support the 
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abstract syntax related to the proposed OO-Method semantics. In other words, 
we have applied the first and second step of the interoperability approach at the 
same time.  
According to the Integration Metamodel specification (see Chapter V), there 
are four conditions that an Integration Metamodel must hold for the automatic 
generation of the metamodel extensions. These are the following: 
• All the classes from the Integration Metamodel are mapped to class of the 
UML Metamodel. This assures that the constructs from the MDD approach 
can be represented from the UML constructs.  
• The mapping is defined between elements of the same type (classes with 
classes, attributes with attributes, and so on). 
• An element from the Integration Metamodel is only mapped to one element 
of the UML Metamodel. 
• If the properties of a class A from the Integration Metamodel are mapped to 
properties of a class B of the UML metamodel, then the class A is mapped to 
the class B or a specialization of it. 
Figure 52 shows the Integration Metamodel that describes the abstract 
syntax for the semantics introduced in section 8.3. This corresponds to a subset 
of the whole metamodel that is necessary to describe the abstract syntax of the 
industrial implementation of the OO-Method MDD approach.  
The Integration Metamodel presented has been specified using the Eclipse 
UML2 Tool [126] since it provides automatic generation of EMF metamodels 
from the defined UML2 metamodels. EMF [160] is the Eclipse Modeling 
Framework, which is based on the EMOF specification. Also, the generated 
EMF metamodels are tagged with additional information to automatically obtain 
model editors that have interpreters for the defined OCL rules and that support 
UML profile extensions. Additionally, the Eclipse UML2 project provides a 
complete implementation of the UML metamodel, which is defined according to 
the official UML specification. This facilitates that the artifacts involved in the 
application of our proposal fulfill the OMG standards. 
According to the defined Integration Metamodel (Figure 52), the classes can 
own data-valued attributes (class DataValuedAttribute) or object-valued attributes 
(class ObjectValuedAttributes). The data-valued attributes are the typical class 
attributes, such as the name of the passenger in the UML example (Figure 49). 
In the class DataValuedAttribute, the attribute isIdentifier indicates whether the 
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data-valued attribute participates as (part of) the identifier of its owning class 
(isIdentifier = True), and the attribute nullsAllowed specifies whether the data-
valued attribute can take null values. 
 
Figure 52. : The Integration Metamodel of the proposed association semantics 
A data-valued attribute that participates as an identifier of a class cannot take 
null values (nullsAllowed = False). An object-valued attribute represents an 
association end, such as the passenger and flight related to a reservation in the 
UML example of Figure 49, and it is related to the association by means of the 
association memberEnd. In the context of binary associations, the object-valued 
attributes must always have an opposite association end (association opposite). In 
the class ObjectValuedAttributes, the attribute aggregation indicates (if necessary) 
the kind of association (aggregation, composition, or none) related to the 
association end. The class related to an association end is indicated by the 
association type. In an object-valued attribute the attribute isStatic indicates if the 
association end is static (isStatic = True) or dynamic (isStatic = False). The name 
of the object-valued attribute (which is inherited from the class NamedElement) 
indicates the role name of the corresponding association end. The class 
NamedElement and the related inheritance hierarchy are not represented to 
simplify the Integration Metamodel diagram since all the classes defined are 
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nullsAllowed : Boolean = false
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Table 5 shows the OCL rules that object-valued attributes must fulfill to 
ensure that the cardinality constraint related to the Identification Dependency 
feature of aggregation and composition is not violated. 
Table 5.  OCL constraints for association ends 
Description 
If the attribute aggregation of an association end holds the value #aggregation, then the 
opposite end must have cardinality [1..1]. 
Context ObjectValuedAttribute 
OCL 
self.aggregation = #aggregation implies self.opposite.lowerValue = 1 and 
self.opposite.upperValue = 1 
Description 
If the attribute aggregation of an association end holds the value #composition, this end 
must have cardinality [1..1]. 
Context ObjectValuedAttribute 
OCL 
self.aggregation = #composition implies self.lowerValue = 1 and  
self.upperValue = 1 
The definition of a shared event is distributed between the classes that 
participate in the association because a shared event simultaneously changes 
properties of the participant objects. To support this semantics, in the Integration 
Metamodel a shared event is represented as two dependent events, which are 
related by means of the association opposite. Table 6 shows the OCL constraints 
defined for shared events. 
A shared event must always participate in an association and is only related to 
one object-valued attribute. This is represented by the association associationEnd 
with the cardinality [1..1]. 
The association ownedParameter (inherited from Service) represents the 
parameters of a shared event. One of the two parameters that are required by a 
shared event (the two participant objects) is the object that executes the service, 
whose type corresponds to the class that owns the service. However, this 
parameter does not need to be defined in the model because it is implicit in the 
semantics of the service and it can be inferred from the association owningClass. 
The second parameter required by a shared event (the participant object of the 
opposite association end) is identified by the association reqParameter.  
According to the Integration Process, to complete the definition of the 
Integration Metamodel it is necessary to identify the equivalences between this 
metamodel and the UML metamodel. 0 presents these equivalences.  
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Table 6. : OCL constraints for shared events 
Description Shared events can only be defined when both association ends are dynamic. 
Context ObjectValuedAttribute 
OCL 
self.temporality = #static or self.opposite.temporality = #static  
implies self.sharedEvent->isEmpty() 
Description 
Only the shared event editEvent can be defined for dynamic associations when one of the 
association ends has cardinality [1..1]. 
Context ObjectValuedAttribute 
OCL 
((self.temporality = #dynamic) and (self.opposite.temporality = #dynamic) and  
(self.lowerValue = 1) and (self.upperValue = 1)) implies  
self.sharedEvent.kind = #editEvent and self.sharedEvent->size() = 1 
Description 
The insert and delete shared events must be defined for dynamic associations when both 
association ends have cardinality [x..*]. 
Context ObjectValuedAttribute 
OCL 
((self.temporality = #dynamic) and (self.opposite.temporality = #dynamic) and  
(self.upperValue > 1) and (self.opposite.upperValue > 1)) implies  
self.sharedEvent->size() = 2 and self.sharedEvent->exists(se | se.kind = #insertEvent) and 
self.sharedEvent->exists(se | se.kind = #deleteEvent) 
Description 
A shared event requires an opposite shared event with the same name and kind, except in 
the case of recursive associations. 
Context SharedEvent 
OCL 
self.associationEnd.type <> self.associationEnd.opposite.type implies  
self.opposite->notEmpty() and  
self.kind = sel.opposite.kind and self.name = self.opposite.name 
Description In recursive associations, a shared event does not have an opposite event. 
Context SharedEvent 
OCL 
(self.associationEnd.type = self.associationEnd.opposite.type) implies  
self.opposite->isEmpty() 
Description A shared event cannot be opposite to itself. 
Context SharedEvent 
OCL self.opposite->notEmpty() implies self <> self.opposite 
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Table 7. Equivalences between the Integration Metamodel and the UML Metamodel 
Integration Metamodel UML Metamodel Integration Metamodel UML Metamodel 
AggregationKind AggregationKind ObjectValuedAttribute Property 
  .none   .none   .type   .type 
.aggregation   .shared   .association   .association 
  .composition   .composite   .opposite   .opposite 
Association Association   .aggregation   .aggregation 
  .memberEnd   .memberEnd   .isStatic   .isReadOnly 
Attribute Property   .upperValue   .upper 
  .owningClass   .class   .lowerValue   .lower 
Class Class Parameter Parameter 
  .ownedAttribute   .ownedAttribute   .direction   .direction 
  .ownedService   .ownedOperation   .service   .operation 
DataType DataType   .type   .type 
DataValuedAttribute Property Service Operation 
  .type   .type   .owningClass   .class 
DirectionKind ParameterDirectionKind   .ownedParameter   .ownedParameter 
  .in   .in SharedEvent Operation 
  .out   .out Type Type 
8.4.2. UML Profile Generation 
The third step of the Integration Process involves the generation of the UML 
profile. It requires a comparison between the Integration Metamodel and the 
target Metamodel (UML metamodel in the example) to identify the structural 
differences that exist between these two metamodels. These differences 
correspond to the metamodel extensions that must be implemented in the UML 
profile generation. With regard to the conditions established for the Integration 
Metamodel definition and the mapping information presented in 0, this second 
step of the process is automatically performed. This prevents the extra time, 
effort, and potential errors that are involved in a manual identification of the 
required extensions. Table 8 summarizes the results of this comparison for the 
presented example.  
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Table 8.  Comparison between the Integration Metamodel and the UML Metamodel 
Integration Metamodel Difference 
Association  
  .memberEnd lower bound (IM = 2; UML = *) 
DataValuedAttribute  
  .type type (IM = DataType; UML = Type) 
  .isIdentifier new  
  .nullsAllowed new  
ObjectValuedAttribute  
  .type type (IM = Class; UML = Type) 
  .association lower bound (IM = 1; UML = 0) 
  .opposite lower bound (IM = 1; UML  = 0) 
  .sharedEvent new  
SharedEvent  
  .kind new  
  .opposite new  
  .reqParameter new  
  .associationEnd new  
SharedEventKind new  
In Table 8, the column Integration Metamodel shows the elements of the 
Integration Metamodel that differ from the UML metamodel elements, and the 
column Difference shows what the differences are by indicating the values that 
differ for the Integration Metamodel element (IM) and the UML metamodel 
element (UML). The word new in the column Difference indicates when the 
Integration Metamodel introduces an element that does not exist in the UML 
metamodel. Thus, the elements that must be introduced into UML to solve the 
identified differences are the extensions that must be defined in the UML profile.  
After the metamodel comparison has been performed, the final UML profile 
is automatically generated (see Figure 53).  The UML profile generation is 
performed by means of the set of transformation rules presented in Chapter VI, 
which are applied over the Integration Metamodel defined. These rules are 
applied taking into account the equivalences presented in 0 and the differences 
presented in Table 8.  




Figure 53. UML Profile generated from the defined Integration Metamodel 
The main features of the transformation rules that are related to the UML 
profile generation are the following: 
• Equivalent classes of the Integration Metamodel are transformed into 
stereotypes that extend the corresponding UML class identified in 0. If the 
class of the Integration Metamodel has the same name as the corresponding 
UML class, then a prefix is added to differentiate the name of the stereotype 
from the name of the extended class. In the example, the prefix OOm is used. 
For instance, the class Association of the Integration Metamodel generates 
the stereotype OOmAssociation (prefix + class name). 
• The new properties (attributes and associations) that are identified in the 
metamodel comparison (see Table 8) are represented as tagged values. For 
instance, the attribute isIdentifier of the class DataValuedAttribute is defined 
as a tagged value in the stereotype DataValuedAttribute (see Figure 53). 
• Differences between equivalent properties are managed with OCL 
constraints. For instance, the lower bound difference of the associations 
opposite and association of the class ObjectValuedAttribute (see Table 8) are 
managed with an OCL rule with the following structure:  
 self.[property]->size() >= [newLowerBound] 
The OCL rules are defined in the stereotypes that are generated from the 
involved classes; in this case, the stereotype ObjectValuedAttribute.  
• The generated stereotypes have all the constraints defined in the transformed 
classes. For each constraint, the elements of the Integration Metamodel are 
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elements of the generated UML profile in the case of new elements. For 
instance, the first OCL rule defined in Table 5 is defined in the stereotype 
ObjectValuedAttribute as follows: 
 self.aggregation = #shared implies 
 self.opposite.lower = 1 and self.opposite.upper = 1 
In the presented OCL rules, the elements written in italics indicate the UML 
elements that are used to replace the corresponding Integration Metamodel 
elements according to the equivalences presented in 0. 
8.5. Compiling the Extended UML Association  
Figure 54 shows the example UML model extended with the generated UML 
profile, where the application of the different stereotypes can be observed. The 
services for the management of links between objects are defined as shared events 
by means of the stereotype sharedEvent, the service new_association is defined as 





new_association( flight : Flight )






new_association( passenger : Passenger )





 [0..*]  [0..*]
reservation
passenger




 { readOnly }
 [0..*]
 
Figure 54. Example UML model extended with the generated UML profile 
Once the UML model is correctly specified, it is compiled with the OO-
Method model compilation technology [62] by using the specific interchange 
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proposal presented in Chapter 6 [18, 132], which is based on the generated 
UML profile and the mapping information obtained during the application of the 
interoperability process. In the compilation of the UML model, default services 
for the creation, deletion, and edition of instances are automatically created for 
each class. These default services are not created for those classes that already 
have these kinds of services defined in the UML model.  
It is important to remark that the extensions introduced in the UML model 
provide a precise definition for the association at conceptual level, which allows 
the independency of the business-logic layer from the implementation platform. 
With regard to this independence, the OO-Method compilation technology can 
generate applications for different implementation platforms from the same 
UML model. For instance, from an OO-Method model, the industrial OO-
Method implementation can currently generate software products in .Net, and 
J2EE developing platforms, and Oracle, SQL Server, DB2, and PostgreSQL 
database servers. The case study presented in [158] shows how the target 
platform is selected by using a specific configuration tool for the model 
compilation process. Figure 55 shows an screenshot of the configuration tool for 
the compilation process, where the different compilation alternatives that the 
Olivanova technology provides for the imported UML model can be observed. 
 
Figure 55. Compilation alternatives provided by the Olivanova technology 
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Next, the generated application is briefly explained considering the aspects 
related to the compilation of the object identification, the compilation of the 
aggregation, and the compilation of the shared events. 
8.5.1. Compilation of the object identification 
The Identification Function has a direct impact on the database generated in the 
compilation of the UML model (see Figure 56). In this database, the 
identification function of each class is transformed into a primary key of the table 
that corresponds to the compiled class. In addition, the table 
TM_PassengerFlight (not present in the UML model) has been automatically 
generated for the implementation of the many-to-many association that exists 
between the classes Passenger and Flight.   
 
Figure 56. Diagram of the SQL database generated from the example UML model  
8.5.2. Compilation of the Aggregation 
In the example, the class Reservation is aggregated by Flight and Passenger. The 
aggregation implies the identification dependency of the whole with regard to the 
part. Figure 56 shows that to implement the identification dependency, the 
primary key of the table Reservation is comprised of the primary keys of the 
tables Passenger and Flight. This implementation is automatically inferred by the 
model compilation process from the defined aggregation relationships. In 
addition, the cardinality [1..1] in the component side is mandatory according to 
the semantics proposed for the identification dependency.  
The cardinality [1..1], which is defined for the association ends related to the 
classes Flight and Passenger, implies that a reservation must always be related to 
a flight and a passenger. Thus, the links between a reservation and the 
corresponding passenger and flight must be created at the same time as the 
creation of the reservation. This particular semantics of the aggregation must be 
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considered in the compilation of the service that creates instances of the class 
Reservation. Figure 57 shows a screenshot of the application generated from the 
UML model, which is related to the execution of the service for creation of new 
reservations.  
 
Figure 57. Execution of the service that creates new instances of the class Reservation 
Figure 57-A shows the form related to the execution of the service, and 
Figure 57-B shows the result of the execution, which indicates the flight and the 
passenger linked during the creation of the reservation. The navigation 
alternatives have been inferred from the associations defined in the UML model.  
Figure 57-A also shows that the service for the creation of an instance of the 
class Reservation has three inbound arguments: the date of the reservation 
(defined in the UML model) and the flight and passenger related to the new 
reservation (inferred from the aggregations relationships).  
8.5.3. Compilation of shared events 
Figure 58 shows a screenshot of the application related to the execution of the 
shared event del_association (executed from an instance of Passenger). This 
shared event has two input arguments: the identifiers of the linked passenger and 
flight. The execution of the shared event del_association destroys a link that exists 
between the selected objects (the input arguments).  

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Specific behavior for the management of links is defined at the conceptual 
level by means of the customization of the defined shared events. Thus, in the 
shared event del_association, we define the precondition: a link between a 
passenger and a flight cannot be destroyed if there already exists a reservation 
related to these two objects. 
 
Class Passenger (UML Model Fragment)
Delete Shared Event 
Execution ResultExistent link between 
passenger 1 and flight 101
Input Argument Flight
This input argument is 
automatically inferred 
from the owning class
Delete Shared Event 
Precondition
 
Figure 58. : Execution of the service del_association with a precondition 
Figure 58 shows that the execution of the service del_association (from an 
instance of the class Passenger) does not fulfill the precondition because there 
already exists a reservation for the selected passenger and flight; therefore, an 
error-message form is displayed. This situation shows the relevance of the 
Identification Function, since the identifiers of the instances of the classes 
Passenger and Flight are used in the detection of pre-existent links.  
8.6. Conclusions 
This chapter has presented two main contributions. The first of these is the 
application of the proposed process to interoperate UML and MDD approaches 
in order to allow the automatic compilation of UML models by using existing 
MDD technologies. In particular, we advocate customizing the semantics of the 
UML association with a precise semantics that is obtained from the industrial 
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implementation of the OO-Method approach [12]. The abstract syntax that 
supports this semantics is defined using an Integration Metamodel [127], which 
allows the automatic generation of a UML profile that integrates the conceptual 
constructs and properties required for the proposed semantics into UML. This 
reduces the complexity related to the correct specification of UML extensions, 
providing an advantage over a manual UML profile specification, which is a 
time-consuming and error-prone task [17]. Furthermore, the proposed process 
takes advantage of the OMG standards and existing open-source tools such as 
[80, 126, 134], which facilitate the interchange of knowledge within the MDD 
community.  
The second main contribution of this paper is the semantics proposed for the 
UML association and the UML extensions generated to support this semantics. 
These extensions provide the capability of precisely representing the structure 
and behavior of the association at the conceptual level, which can be used to 
automatically obtain a software product in different implementation platforms. 
This distinguishes our proposal from others that provide a direct implementation 
of the UML association in a specific language [156, 157], which require a 
specific behavior for the associations to be defined directly in the code. Thus, the 
proposed association modeling representation can be used as a reference by 
different MDD approaches.  
The interoperability scenario that is presented in this chapter is based on the 
integration of two modeling approaches that are in the same abstraction level, but 
also, that share a very similar metamodeling structure. The two considered 
approaches are related to class model representations. Hence, this first scenario 
could seem trivial to perceive the real potential of the proposed integration 
approach.  
Therefore, in order to stress the proposed integration approach, we have 
defined a second interoperability scenario, which is oriented to integrate two 
modeling approaches that are in a different abstraction levels and application 
domains. These modeling approaches are: 1) the i* framework, which is related to 
the organizational analysis domain; and 2) the OO-Method approach, which is 
related to the software system modeling.  
This new interoperability scenario is focused on show how the proposed 
integration approach can be applied in a more complex integration situation, 
which demonstrates the potential of the proposal in a non-trivial integration 
schema. The next chapter details the implementation of this second 









In the context of Goal-Oriented Requirement Engineering (GORE) there are 
interesting modeling approaches for the analysis of complex scenarios that are 
oriented to obtain and represent the relevant requirements for the development of 
software products. However, the way to use GORE models in automated Model-
Driven Development (MDD) processes is not clear, and, in general terms, the 
translation of these models into the final software products is still manually 
performed.  
This chapter presents a scenario where the MDD interoperability approach 
proposed in this thesis is used to automatically link GORE models and MDD 
processes. This scenario has been elaborated by considering the experience obtained 
from linking the i* framework with the industrial implementation of the OO-
method approach. Special attention is paid to the generation of appropriate model 
transformation mechanisms to automatically obtain an initial MDD model from 
a GORE model, and how to specify verification mechanisms to assure the 
correct transformation of the models involved.  
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9.1. Introduction 
An appropriate requirement specification is a key aspect for the correct 
development of software systems [161, 162]. Requirement specification should 
not only include software specifications, but also multiple complementary views: 
intentional, structural, responsibility, functional, and behavioral. The requirement 
engineering (RE) field offers different modeling approaches that analyze complex 
scenarios and elicit their relevant requirements [162-164]. Of these approaches, 
the Goal-Oriented Requirement Engineering (GORE) plays a significant role 
[161, 165] because it is mainly concerned with the stakeholder intentions and 
their rationales. However, the way in which GORE models should be used in an 
automated Model-Driven Development (MDD) process [1] is very often too 
vague. An important issue that is still pending is how to properly link the GORE 
models with the models of specific MDD approaches.  
In general terms, for the application of GORE models to software 
production processes, the specified models must be manually analyzed to obtain 
the corresponding software representations. As it is reported in [166], the 
impossibility of applying requirement models directly into a MDD software 
production process is due to their nature since these models are centered on 
problem analysis and not on software representation. Unlike requirement models, 
the models involved in MDD processes are formulated to provide a precise and 
complete conceptual representation of the intended software systems in order to 
achieve automatic software generation by means of model compilations.  
Thus, we can conclude that for the appropriate application of GORE 
modeling to MDD processes, an appropriate input for the model compilation 
processes must be obtained from the defined requirement models (i.e. to generate 
an MDD conceptual model from a GORE model).  
This chapter presents an approach for automatic linking of GORE modeling 
and MDD processes by applying the interoperability approach proposed in this 
thesis. It has been elaborated by taking as reference the experience obtained from 
the linking of the i* framework and an the OO-Method MDD, which has been 
successfully applied to the industrial software development [16]. From this 
scenario, we show how GORE models can be transformed into the corresponding 
MDD-oriented models by detailing the following: the customization mechanisms 
for GORE modeling languages (that are defined to automate the model 
transformations); the specification of validation mechanisms to assure the 
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appropriate model transformations; and the generation of required transformation 
rules.  
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 9.2 presents a 
background related to benefits of using GORE modeling in MDD processes. 
This section also shows a general vision of how GORE modeling and MDD 
processes can interoperate by using the proposed interoperability approach. 
Section 9.3 details the application of the interoperability approach to link i* 
modeling and the OO-Method MDD approach. Section 9.4 presents an analysis 
of the developed interoperability scenario.  Finally, Section 9.5 presents our 
conclusions. 
9.2. Background 
Appropriate requirement capturing and elicitation is one of the most important 
activities in software development, thus the relevance of requirements 
engineering (RE) to obtain a sound software engineering process. RE clarifies 
what users want, how they are going to interact with the system, and how the 
system impacts the business. If these ideas are projected onto the model-driven 
philosophy, it can be stated that requirement modeling is fundamental in 
obtaining a sound Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) [13] process for software 
development. The paper presented in [15] clearly shows the relevance of 
integrating different modeling approaches to obtain a sound modeling process. 
This is precisely what we can achieve with the linking of goal-oriented modeling 
and model-driven development (MDD) processes.  .  
9.2.1. Improving MDD Processes with i* Modeling 
In the RE domain, the goal-oriented perspective has provided interesting results 
at both the industrial [164] and research levels [163]. The Goal-Oriented 
Requirement Engineering is concerned with the use of goals for eliciting, 
elaborating, structuring, specifying, analyzing, negotiating, documenting, and 
modifying requirements [165]. In general terms, it focuses on obtaining the 
‘whys’ of the intended systems through the analysis of organizational scenarios. 
The work presented in  [167] shows the relevance of using scenarios for goal 
modeling, what provides the background for the RE modeling approach 
considered in this chapter. 
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Among existing GORE approaches, the i* framework [68] is currently one of 
the most widespread modeling and reasoning frameworks [162-164] and it is also 
well documented [168]. It emphasizes the analysis of strategic relationships 
among organizational actors capturing the intentional requirements. The term 
actor is used to generically refer to any unit for which intentional dependencies 
can be ascribed. Actors are intentional in the sense that they do not simply carry 
out activities and produce entities, but they also have desires and needs.  
The i* framework [18] captures the intentions behind software requirements 
using strategic relationships among actors. The i* framework offers two 
interrelated conceptual models: the Strategic Dependency (SD) model and 
Strategic Rationale (SR) model. The SD model is focused on external 
relationships among actors, which are called dependencies. In the SD model, the 
internal goals, knowhow, and resources of an actor are not explicitly modeled.  
The SR model expands the description of a given actor and all rationales 
involved on its intentions, providing support for modeling the reasoning of each 
actor about its intentional relationships. In addition to the dependency 
relationships that are present in the SD model the SR model provides three new 
types of relationships. These relationships are the following:  
1. Task-decomposition links. These links indicate the elements that are necessary 
to perform a certain task.  
2. Means-end links. These links indicate when a task is a means to achieve a 
goal 
3. Contributions links. These links indicate how a model element can contribute 
to satisfy a soft goal.  
9.2.2. General Schema for the Linking Approach 
Our proposal for linking GORE modeling and MDD starts from the idea that 
there are two kinds of models that must be coordinated to represent the modeling 
needs of different stages of a common development process: GORE models, and 
MDD models, which represent different aspects of the intended systems at the 
conceptual level. These models are represented by using modeling languages 
whose abstract syntax is specified by means of metamodels.  
For the coordination of these two models, we assume that it is possible to 
partially infer an initial MDD model from both the information that is 
represented in a GORE model and from extra information that is added when 
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necessary. This MDD model generation is possible if constructs of the MDD 
modeling language can be inferred from constructs of the GORE modeling 
language. The constructs involved are represented by the metaclasses of the 
corresponding metamodels. 
 
Figure 59. Basic goal-oriented requirements and MDD linking schema 
It is important to note that we are referring to an initial MDD model and not 
a complete MDD model because there are aspects related to specific system 
functionality that cannot be obtained from requirement models. Therefore, these 
functional aspects must be specified later, at design time, in the refinement of the 
initial MDD model that is obtained. Thus, the basic linking schema presented in 
Figure 59 is the starting point of our proposal. From this initial linking schema, 
we can state that it is possible to automate the generation of the MDD model by 
means of well-defined model-to-model transformations, which are based on the 
metamodels of the modeling languages involved. This automatic generation is 
possible by using model transformation technologies such as ATL [169] or QVT 
[59]. However the question of what happens to the required extra information 
arises. If this extra information is not precisely represented, then the 
transformation rules cannot be automatically performed. This issue is observed in 
proposals such as [20] and [170]. In these proposals, guidelines to transform goal-
oriented models into software conceptual models are defined, but they must be 
manually applied because of the lack of a proper mechanism to specify the 
additional information required. 
To solve this problem and to provide a well-defined input for the automatic 
generation of a MDD model, we use the interoperability approach proposed in 
this thesis to generate the metamodel extensions that are necessary to represent 
the extra information that is required. The application of the interoperability 
approach also generates the necessary interchange information to automatically 
generate MDD input models from GORE models. 
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9.3. Applying the Interoperability Approach to i* and OO-
Method 
In this section, we explain the different steps of the proposed linking process. 
Even though this linking process is based on the interoperability approach 
proposed in this thesis, it requires additional tasks to support the differences in 
the abstraction level and the application domain of the two involved modeling 
approaches. In order to facilitate the understanding, we present the process using 
a brief linking example that is based on the i* and OO-Method approaches, which 
correspond to the GORE and MDD counterparts, respectively. Figure 60 shows 
the i* diagram related to this example. 
 
Figure 60. i* example model 
The proposed example represents the reception of work requests (work 
applications) from potential employees, which is part of a complete case study of 
a photography agency administration system that was developed in the context of 
the OO-Method industrial approach (presented in [158]). In order to simplify the 
example, only a subset of all the i* and OO-method constructs were used.  
9.3.1. Step 1: Definition of the Transformation Guidelines 
The first step is to identify those constructs of the GORE modeling approach 
that are relevant for the generation of constructs of the MDD modeling approach. 
The identification of the relevant constructs is performed over the metamodels of 
the modeling languages involved. These metamodels must be EMOF compliant 
[38] (according to the MDD interoperability process presented in Chapter IV). 
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Then, the set of transformation guidelines that are needed to obtain the 
corresponding MDD constructs must be defined from the identified GORE 
constructs.  
For the specification of the involved metamodels, we propose using the 
Eclipse UML2 tool [134] since it provides automatic generation of EMF 
metamodels from the defined UML2 metamodels. EMF is the Eclipse Modeling 
Framework that is based on the EMOF specification. Also, the generated EMF 
metamodels are tagged with additional information to automatically obtain model 
editors that have interpreters for the defined OCL rules and that support UML 
profile extensions. 
In the i* context, there is not a standardized i* metamodel, and, in general 
terms, the existing metamodel proposals (such as the one presented in the i* wiki 
[171] or in the articles [7, 172]) are not EMOF compliant. However, for the 
linking example presented here, we can use these proposals as reference for the 
definition of an appropriate EMOF-based i* metamodel.  
 
Figure 61. The i* metamodel for the example model 
Figure 61 shows the i* metamodel defined for the example. In this 
metamodel, the i* constructs considered are: actors (class Actor); dependency 
resources (class DResource); internal goals and tasks (classes IGoal and ITask, 
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that this metamodel is only a subset of a complete i* metamodel. Some of the 
differences are that tasks, goals, and soft goals can also participate in a dependency 
link. Therefore, in a complete i* metamodel, these constructs must be represented 
as specializations of the class Dependency (the same as DResource). The resources, 
goals, and soft goals must also be represented as internal elements (specializations 
of Internal Element) in a complete i* metamodel. The complete structural 
representation of the i* metamodel used as reference for this interoperability 
scenario is presented in Appendix I. 
The OO-Method metamodel used for the proposed example (see Figure 62) 
is also a subset of the complete OO-Method metamodel.  
 
Figure 62. The OO-Method metamodel for the linking example 
The presented OO-Method metamodel only includes the essential metaclasses 
for the definition of classes, attributes, services, associations, and a special 
relationship that is called agent link. This last construct is related to the 
specification of permissions that a class (of the modeled system) has to execute 
services of another class. Another particular modeling aspect of the OO-Method 
class model is the possibility of indicating the services that are capable of create or 
destroy instances of the class that owns them. This information is indicated by 
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Table 9. Guidelines for transformation of i* models into OO-Method Class Models 
i* Construct Additional Info Transformation Guideline 
Actor  
Class + Agent Link to the Services generated from the 
actor’s internal tasks  
Resource 
 
Physical entity Class 
Informational entity related to a 
resource or an actor 
A Data Valued Attribute that represents information of 
the Class generated from an actor or a resource 
Informational entity in a resource 
dependency 
A Data Valued Attribute of the Class generated from 
the dependee actor 
Task 
Involved in a resource dependency A Service of the Class generated from the resource 
If it generates a resource 




Where the dependum resource and 
the depender and dependee actors 
are transformed into classes 
Associations are automatically defined among the 
generated Classes 
Once the EMOF metamodels are properly specified, the relevant i* construct 
must be identified, and the guidelines to transform these constructs into the 
corresponding OO-Method class model constructs must also be defined. Table 9 
shows the transformation guidelines involved in the example. This list is a subset 
of the transformation guidelines developed for i* and OO-Method that have been 
initially presented in [20]. Appendix I shows an improved version of these 
transformation guidelines and their rationale. 
Table 9 also shows the additional information that is required by the 
transformation guidelines, which may not be present in the i* metamodel. For 
instance, an i* resource is transformed into a class or an attribute depending on 
whether the resource corresponds to a physical or an informational entity.  
9.3.2. Step 2: Definition of MDD Requirement Metamodel 
The second step of the linking process corresponds to properly specifying the 
modeling information that is required by the transformation guidelines in a 
format that can be processed by model-to-model transformation technologies [58]. 
To do this, we define a new EMOF metamodel with the information of the 
identified i* elements and the additional information that is required. As a result a 
specific requirement metamodel for the involved MDD approach is obtained. 
Figure 63 shows the OO-Method requirement metamodel obtained for the 
example, which is defined by considering the information presented in Table 9. 
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In this metamodel, the i* constructs taken into account are: actors, tasks, and 
resources. 
  
Figure 63. OO-Method requirement metamodel for the i* linking example 
The defined OO-Method requirement metamodel is considerably simpler 
than the original i* metamodel, which facilitates the implementation of model-to-
model transformations for generating the OO-Method class model. The additional 
information introduced in this metamodel is the following:  
• Specification of resource kind (attribute kind of the metaclass Resource).  
• Identification of tasks that generate resources (link producedBy). 
• Identification of tasks that participate in a resource dependency (links 
requiredBy and providedBy).  
To name the links involved in a resource dependency, we consider that the 
task related to the depender actor requires the resource for its execution, while the 
task related to the dependee actor is responsible for providing the resource.  
Thus, at the end of the second step, we obtain two metamodels: the original i* 
metamodel (the original GORE metamodel) and the OO-Method requirement 
metamodel for the generation of the OO-Method class model (the MDD 
requirement metamodel).  
9.3.3. Step 3: Definition of Validation Rules 
In this step, syntactical validation mechanisms are specified in order to perform a 
correct generation of the corresponding MDD models. These validation 
mechanisms must be defined in the MDD requirement metamodel (generated in 
step 2) since this metamodel has all the information to perform the model 
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transformed into an attribute or a class, depending on whether the resource is 
specified as an informational entity or a physical entity (see Table 9). From this 
transformation guideline, a possible validation is to assure the appropriate 
specification of the kind of resource. This validation cannot be specified in the i* 
metamodel since the information related to kind of resource is not present.  
For the specification of these syntactical validations, we propose the use of 
OCL rules since OCL is also part of the OMG standards for the specification of 
metamodels; hence, it is defined to work in conjunction with MOF. In addition, 
the OCL rules can be automatically processed by tools such as [134]. Thus, for 
the previous validation example, we can define the following OCL rule in the 
class Resource of the OO-Method requirement metamodel: 
Context: Resource::ValEntityKind()  
Body: self.kind = Physical or self.kind = Informational 
It is important to note that the modeling information that is not present in 
the original GORE metamodel is the critical point to be validated for the correct 
generation of the MDD model for the following two reasons:  
1. The modeling information that exists in the GORE metamodel has probably 
already been validated 
2. The new modeling information is essential for performing the model 
transformations, and hence, an incorrect specification of this information will 
produce an incorrect generation of the MDD model. 
9.3.4. Step 4: Application of the Interoperability Approach 
The fourth step of the linking approach is to go from the models that are based 
on the original GORE metamodel to the specific requirement models for the 
MDD approach that are based on the MDD requirement metamodel. This is 
because the intention of the linking proposal is to use the original GORE 
modeling approach for requirement modeling. In the example, this corresponds to 
going from i* models that are based on the original i* metamodel (Figure 61) to 
requirement models that are based on the generated OO-method requirement 
metamodel (Figure 63).  
However, this step is not trivial since the additional modeling information 
and validation rules that are present in the defined MDD requirement metamodel 
are not present in the original GORE metamodel. Thus, in this step, the 
interoperability approach (see Chapter IV) is put into practice to obtain the 
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required metamodel extensions for the GORE metamodel and the needed model 
interchange information. Figure 64 shows the resultant linking schema with the 
different input and output elements that are related to each step (numbered from 
E1 to E9).  
 
Figure 64. General Schema of the proposed linking process 
Figure 64 shows that Step 4 of the process generates the corresponding 
Integration Metamodel and UML Profile, as well as, mapping information 
(among the metamodels involved) for the automatic interchange of models.  
 
Figure 65. Interoperability proposal applied to i* and OO-Method 
Figure 65 shows how each one of the input and output elements considered 
in the interoperability process are used to link the i* framework and the OO-
Method MDD approach. This figure also shows the generation of traceability 
information [173, 174], which is necessary to maintain the relationships between 
the software specification (described in the MDD model) and the requirement 
specification (described in the MDD requirement model). The generation of this 
traceability information must be implemented together with the transformation 
rules for the MDD requirement model. 
Figure 66 shows the Integration Metamodel obtained for the example. This 
metamodel is generated from the OO-Method requirement metamodel by 
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applying the systematic approach presented in Chapter V. This systematic 
approach is based on taking the OO-Method requirement metamodel (the source 
metamodel) and performing a set of redefinitions over it to align this source 
metamodel to the structure of the i* metamodel (target metamodel). This 
redefinition allows the automatic identification of the extensions that are required 
to introduce the modeling needs of the source metamodel into the target 
metamodel, that is, to extend the i* framework to represent the information of the 
OO-Method requirement model.  
 
Figure 66. Integration Metamodel for the integration example 
The resultant Integration Metamodel shows the classes AffectsLink and 
RequiresLink, which are not present in the OO-Method requirement metamodel. 
These classes are defined to perform the correct mapping from the associations 
task.requires and task.provides (which are derived from dependency links) to the 
i* constructs DependeeLink and DependerLink. This is done since the mapping 
can only be performed among elements of the same kind (classes with classes, 
associations with association, and so on) [127]. 
There are four conditions that an Integration Metamodel must hold for the 
automatic generation of the metamodel extensions. These are the following: 
• All the classes from the Integration Metamodel are mapped to the target 
GORE metamodel. This assures that the constructs from the MDD 
requirement metamodel can be represented from the constructs of the GORE 
metamodel. Table 10 shows the mapping obtained for the linking example. 
• The mapping is defined between elements of the same type (classes with 
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• An element from the Integration Metamodel is only mapped to one element 
of the GORE Metamodel. 
• If the properties (attributes and associations) of a class A from the Integration 
Metamodel are mapped to properties of a class B of the GORE metamodel, 
then the class A is mapped to the class B or a specialization of it. 
Table 10. Integration Metamodel and the i* metamodel mapping 
I.M. Element i* Element I.M. Element  i* Element 
Node Node Resource DResource 
  .model   .model   .kind (No equivalence) 
  .name   .name   .providedBy 
  .relatedDependee  
  (inherited from Dependency) 
  .boundary   .boundary   .requiredBy 
  .relatedDepender 
  (inherited from Dependency) 
OOmReqModel IStarModel   .producedBy (No equivalence) 
  .name   .name Task ITask 
  .ownedNode   .ownedNode   .provides 
  .relatedDependee 
  (inherited from DependableNode) 
Actor Actor   .requires 
  .relatedDepender 
  (inherited from DependableNode) 
  .element   .ownedElement RequiresLink DependerLink 
ProvidesLink DependeeLink   .task .node 
  .task   .node   .resource .dependency 
  .resource   .dependency EntityKind (No equivalence) 
By applying the automatic UML profile generation to the Integration 
Metamodel defined (see Chapter VI), the corresponding UML profile that 
implements the required i* extensions is obtained (see Figure 67). In the 
generated UML profile, the properties that have no equivalence in the target i* 
metamodel are defined as new properties (tagged values) in the stereotypes that 
extend the metaclasses. 
In the Integration Metamodel definition and the UML profile generation, 
specific mappings among the participant metamodels are generated, which are 
used to perform the automatic transformation of GORE models into MDD 
requirements models. These mappings are the following:  
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1. The mapping between the Integration Metamodel and the extended GORE 
metamodel. In the example, this corresponds to an extended version of the 
mapping presented in Table 10, where the elements of the Integration 
Metamodel that have no equivalence in the i* metamodel are mapped to the 
corresponding UML profile elements. 
2. The mapping between the MDD requirement metamodel and the Integration 
Metamodel. Table 11 shows the mapping obtained for the linking example. 
 
Figure 67. UML Profile generated from the Integration Metamodel of the example 
Table 11. OO-Method requirements metamodel and Integration Metamodel mappings 
OO-Method Req. Element I.M. Element OO-Method Req. Element I.M. Element 
Node Node Resource Resource 
  .model   .model   .kind   .kind 
  .name   .name   .providedBy   .providedBy.task  
  .boundary   .boundary   .requiredBy   .requiredBy.task 
OOmReqModel OOmReqModel   .producedBy   .producedBy 
  .name   .name Task Task 
  .ownedNode   .ownedNode   .provides   .provides.resource 
Actor Actor   .requires   .requires.resource 
  .element   .element   
Finally, the OO-Method class model presented in Figure 68 is obtained from 



































producedBy : Task [0..1]
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extended i* model (see Figure 68), we considered the resource Work Request as a 
physical entity produced by the task To Present Work Request.  
CandidateEmployee EmployerWorkRequest






















Extended Example i* Model
Generated OO-Method Class Model
kind = physical
producedBy = To Present Work Request
 
Figure 68. Extended example i* model and the OO-Method class model generated 
The generation of the OO-Method class model is performed by means of 
model-to-model transformation rules that are defined according to the 
interchange proposal presented in Chapter VII, which is driven by the 
metamodel mappings presented in Table 10 and Table 11, and from the 
transformation guidelines presented in Table 9. 
Figure 68 shows that the i* actors are transformed into classes. The same 
occurs for the resource Work Request since it is a physical entity. The agent 
relationships are also represented to indicate the permissions that the classes 
CandidateEmployee and Employer (generated from the corresponding i* actors) 
have over the services of the class WorkRequest, which were generated from the 
defined i* tasks. The task to Present Work Request is transformed into a creation 
service of the class WorkRequest since this service generates this resource. The 
creation services are identified by the tag <new> (inferred from the property kind 
of the metaclass Service of the OO-Method metamodel). In addition, during the 
generation of the class model, a creation service is automatically generated for the 
classes CandidateEmployee and Employer since, in OO-Method, all classes must 
have at least one creation service. 
Figure 68 also shows that the generated class model has no attribute 
definition or arguments for the services since this modeling information cannot 
be derived from the example i* model. The same happens with the functional 
specification of the generated services. Therefore, this information must be 
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specified at the design stage in order to generate a complete class model from the 
initial class model generated. Thus, from the complete model, the final executable 
application can be automatically obtained through the OO-Method model 
compiler [12]. 
Figure 69 shows a graphical example of how the transformation of the i* 
model is performed. This example shows the transformation of the resource 
Work Request and the task To Present Work Request to the corresponding 
constructs of the OO-Method class model. It is important to note that this 
transformation is automatically performed by means of the transformation rules; 
hence, the generation of the intermediate models is transparent. These 
intermediate models are the instances of the Integration Metamodel and the 
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Figure 69. Transformations to obtain an OO-Method class model from an i* model 
9.4. Analysis of the Proposal and Discussion 
In the literature, there are papers that are oriented to generating conceptual 
models from GORE models. However, most of these papers are based on 
standard UML models (such as [161]), and, in general terms, UML does not 
offer all the modeling information necessary to participate in an effective MDD 
process [31]. Furthermore, most of the works that are oriented to go from 
GORE models to more specific design models, such as [170, 175-177], are not 
based on standards or well-defined processes, nor do they introduce automation 
possibilities. Therefore, the application of these proposals must be manually 
performed [67]. This is not a suitable option because the manual translation of 
models is a time consuming and error prone task [168]. Hence, automatic linking 
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of GORE models and MDD approaches takes on special relevance for the 
adoption of new development paradigms and the improvement of development 
processes. 
One important aspect that must be discussed about our proposal is how to 
identify the subset of GORE modeling constructs that must be considered for 
the generation of MDD models since it is very probable that not all the elements 
of the defined i* model have to be considered for the development of a software 
product. In the proposal, even though the constructs that participate in the MDD 
model generation are identified, this is not enough to assure that only the 
elements that are related to the software specification participate in the 
transformation. For instance, in the example, the i* Actor is considered in the 
class model generation, but in a real i* model some actors may not be relevant for 
the intended system, and, therefore, they must not be transformed into classes of 
the class model. UML profiles provide a suitable solution for this issue since it is 
possible to indicate that only those stereotyped (extended) elements must be 
considered in the transformation process. This is an important reason for using 
UML profiles instead of other metamodel extension mechanisms [33]. Other 
reasons are that the UML profile has a standard specification [131] and a 
standardized interchange format (XMI [40]). 
Another interesting discussion point of this proposal is the need for defining 
an Integration Metamodel instead of a direct mapping between the original 
GORE metamodel and the MDD requirement metamodel. The definition of an 
Integration Metamodel is performed because a direct mapping does not always 
provide enough information to automatically identify the required metamodel 
extensions [18, 135]. Also, a direct transformation is dependant on the extension 
mechanism selected. In contrast, the Integration Metamodel allows the required 
extensions to be automatically identified independently of their final 
implementation.  
Some additional benefits of the Integration Metamodel are the following: it 
automates the generation of the required transformation rules; the required 
extensions can be validated before its implementation; it allows the automatic 
generation of the mapping for the interchange of models; and it provides a 
common interface between the GORE metamodel and the MDD requirement 
metamodel. This last benefit prevents a change in the original GORE metamodel 
from affecting the transformation rules that are defined in the MDD requirement 
metamodel. These benefits are better perceived in real GORE models that are 
more complex than the example presented. 
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The Integration Metamodel is also useful for MDD approaches that already 
have a requirement modeling approach. In this case, the MDD requirement 
metamodel is the metamodel of the existing requirement approach. The next 
steps of the process are normally applied over this metamodel, and the differences 
that may exist with the target GORE metamodel (for instance, the i* metamodel) 
are managed by the Integration Metamodel and the metamodel extensions.  
9.5. Conclusion 
In this chapter, an interoperability scenario related to link GORE models and 
MDD approaches has been developed. This linking is performed by means of the 
proposed MDD interoperability process, which is oriented to obtaining the 
mechanisms for automatic generation of MDD-oriented conceptual models from 
GORE models. The interoperability approach presented in this thesis provides a 
suitable solution to take advantage of existing standards and technologies, which 
facilitates the application of the presented proposal to different MDD 
approaches. In addition, existing open-source tools, such as [58, 126, 134], can 
be used to implement the required metamodels and model transformations. 
Nevertheless, it is very difficult to find requirement editors that support the 
standards that are considered in this proposal. For instance, we have not found an 
i* editor that is compatible with the MOF specification or that supports 
modeling extensions, in spite of this chapter shows the relevance of requirement 
technologies that provide extension facilities to obtain an appropriate linking 
with MDD approaches. Hence, we believe that appropriate requirement 
modeling tools that are aligned with the capabilities provided by the current 
standards and technologies for the specification of modeling languages should be 
implemented.  
In the next chapter a very relevant aspect of the interoperability in MDD 
processes is analyzed. This is the need of assure the models defined with the 
customized modeling languages are correctly defined for their transformation into 
the corresponding MDD-oriented models. Therefore, a proposal for automatic 
verification of the models involved in the MDD interoperability has been defined. 
This proposal can be considered as an alternative to perform the third step of the 
linking process defined in this chapter, which corresponds to the definition of 






From the application of the interoperability scenarios developed in this thesis, we 
have detected that the involved models can present issues that prevent an 
appropriate transformation, and, hence, an incomplete interchange of the 
modeling information is performed. Furthermore, in the context of the i* and 
OO-Method interoperability, we have detected that the input requirement models 
can be improved by fixing these interoperability issues. Thus, a more complete 
requirement specification is obtained, which also produce a more complete 
generation of the corresponding MDD models. 
Thus in this chapter we present a proposal to guarantee the correct MDD 
interoperability by means of the integration of verification mechanisms into the 
involved modeling language. In particular, we present an approach based on the 
i* framework and OO-method interoperability scenario. This verification 
proposal is based on a specific process for the definition and implementation of i* 
verification measures.  
The results obtained from the application of the verification approach are 
empirically validated to determine if the verification measures assure the 
completeness of the i* model transformations in the MDD interoperability 
context.  
  




The present software development context is rapidly moving to the Model-
Driven Development (MDD) paradigm [1], which has motivated the emergence 
of multiple MDD approaches oriented to automating the final software product 
generation by means of model compilation processes. Just as any software 
development process does, MDD processes also require an appropriate 
requirement elicitation activity to obtain software products that fit the customers’ 
needs. Integrating the requirements elicitation activity into the MDD processes, 
it should be possible to obtain software products properly aligned with the 
stakeholders’ needs [178]. In addition, it should be possible to estimate the 
impact that the generated software systems have in the organizational objectives, 
and to identify different alternatives for the configuration of the intended 
software systems. 
Among modeling approaches to requirement elicitation, the i* framework  [6] 
provides a suitable alternative for the analysis of complex scenarios. The i* 
framework is a goal-oriented [179] approach used in several activities and 
contexts of software engineering, and in particular, in the early phases of 
requirements engineering [69]. The versatility and expressive power of i* is 
extensively documented [180]. Thus, we consider that it is a good choice for the 
requirement elicitation in MDD processes. 
To achieve this goal, we have applied the MDD interoperability approach 
presented in this thesis, which corresponds to the interoperability scenario 
presented in the previous chapter (Chapter IX). However, we have detected that 
input i* models may have modeling issues that prevent an appropriate model 
transformation, thus producing an incomplete interchange of the involved 
modeling information. Thus, to apply our interoperability approach to real 
development contexts, additional verification mechanisms are required to assure 
the correct specification of the involved models. This idea is applicable not only 
to the i* and OO-method interoperability scenario, but also, to any 
interoperability scenario where automatic transformation of the involved models 
is necessary. Thus the goal of this chapter is present a verification approach to 
assure the correct MDD interoperability execution. This verification approach is 
presented and explained by using the i* and OO-Method interoperability as 
reference. In particular, we present our proposal by considering the following 
three element: 
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1. Definition: Presents a specific proposal for the systematic definition of i* 
verification measures, which assure the completeness of the MDD models 
that are generated from i* models. Thus, the verification measures act as 
indicators of modeling issues, which identify the i* elements that need to be 
fixed to assure the automatic generation of input models for MDD processes.  
2. Integration: The three first steps of the proposed MDD interoperability 
process are applied to integrate into the i* framework the defined verification 
measures and the modeling information that is necessary to automatically 
transform i* models into MDD models. 
3. Evaluation: The verification proposal is empirical validated through a 
laboratory experiment, which demonstrates that the measures obtained 
provide support to achieve the completeness of the generated MDD model. 
The execution of this experiment is also used to show how the verification 
measures are applied to improve i* models in the OO-Method MDD context.  
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 10.2 shows the main 
concepts and elements that are involved in the definition of the verification 
proposal. Section 10.3 details the proposed verification process. Section 10.4 
explains how the verification measures can be used to fix and improve i* models. 
Section 10.5 presents an empirical study performed to evaluate the efficacy of the 
verification proposal. Section 10.6 presents an overall analysis of the proposal. 
Finally, Section 10.7 presents our conclusions. 
10.2. Background 
In this section, the main metrology concepts used in this chapter are clarified. 
Afterwards, the relevance of applying verification mechanisms for the application 
of requirement models in MDD processes is briefly discussed. 
10.2.1. Clarifying Verification and Measure Concepts 
In the literature, there is no consensus for the concepts used in the software 
measurement field. This has provoked that different concepts are used to refer to 
the same things, or even the same concept is used to refer to different things. 
Thus, we have carefully analyzed the measurement standards to properly use the 
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terms involved in this chapter, which are related to the concepts of verification 
and measure. 
Verification is defined in the International Vocabulary of Basic and General 
Terms in Metrology [181] as “confirmation through examination of a given 
item and provision of objective evidence that it fulfills specified requirements”. In 
contrast, validation is defined in the same standard vocabulary as “confirmation 
through examination of a given item and provision of objective evidence that it 
fulfills the requirements for a stated intended use”. These definitions are also 
agreed with the widely used Barry Boehm’s definitions to verification (doing the 
system right) and validation (doing the right system) [182]. Thus, we use the 
term verification instead of validation since we focus in the correct application of 
the transformation guidelines defined to go from i* models to MDD-oriented 
models. 
Even though the most of referenced works related to software measurement 
use the term metric instead of measure, we use the term measure because it is 
more appropriate to the objectives of our approach (we measure i* elements) and 
it prevents ambiguous interpretations. This term distinction is clearly presented 
in the paper [183]. Extending the concept of measure we have introduce in this 
paper the term verification measure. 
It is important to clarify that a verification measure is not referring to a 
verification mechanism by itself; it is a special measure that supports the 
verification and improvement of an i* model by means of a proper analysis of the 
information reported.  
10.2.2. Requirement Models and MDD Processes 
As we can observe in the systematic review about requirement engineering and 
MDD presented in [184], several approaches (such as [84, 161, 178, 185]) have 
encouraged the use of high-level analysis models (i.e., requirement models) as part 
of a sound MDD process. A representative example is the MDA approach [10], 
which proposes the definition of a Computation-Independent Model as starting 
point of the development process [186]. However, most of the current 
requirement approaches are not automatically applied, or are not based on 
modeling standards [187]. Thus, an effective solution that includes requirement 
models as part of a complete, standardized, and automatic MDD process [188] is 
still an unsolved challenge [184]. 
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Probably, one of the main issues to achieve this requirement modeling and 
MDD linkage is the proper definition of the requirement models for the 
automatic generation of domain-specific models [3] related to MDD processes. 
Most of the proposals oriented to translate requirement models into MDD 
models (such as [189] and [190]) are considering the input requirement models to 
be properly defined to perform the translation. We know this idealist scenario is 
not applicable in practice, and verification mechanisms are necessary to assure the 
generation of the corresponding MDD models.  
To assure the automatic requirement transformation, certain proposals 
suggest the manual translation of the defined requirement documents to a 
specific computable format [185, 191]. These approaches restrict the flexibility 
of the original specification, which, together with the manual translation of the 
requirements, may cause loss of information.  
Other approaches suggest to add quantitative information to existing 
requirement modeling approaches [192-194], which allows the automatic 
measure and analysis of the defined models without restricting their original 
specification. However, there is a lack of measures to support the verification of 
requirement models for generation of domain-specific models [3] related to MDD 
processes. Hence, to fill this gap, we have considered the approaches related to 
object-oriented models verification [195, 196], and definition of measures to 
verify the correct compilation of domain-specific models [197].   
10.2.3. The Photography Agency i* Model 
For the presentation of the proposed verification approach, we have used a 
detailer version of the model presented in the i* and OO-Method interoperability 
scenario (see Chapter IX), which is related to the management of work requests 
in a Photography Agency (see Figure 70). This i* model is defined from the OO-
Method study presented in [158]. In order to simplify the i* model 
representation, the soft goals are omitted in the example since this i* construct 
does not participate in the generation of the target MDD models. Even though a 
similar situation occurs for i* goals, this constructs are represented to be 
consistent with the i* framework notation (see Figure 6 1.1 from the background 
chapter). The organizational description related to the example i* model 
definition is presented below: 
The photography agency is dedicated to the management of photo reports and 
their distribution to publishing houses. This agency operates with freelance 
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photographers, who must present a request to the production department of the 
photography agency. This request contains: the photographer’s personal 
information, a description about the equipment owned, and a brief curriculum 
vitae. An accepted photographer is classified by the production department in one 
of three possible levels for which minimum photography equipment is required. 
The possible levels are defined by the commercial department, who establishes the 
price that will be paid to the photographer and the price that will be charged to 

















































































Figure 70. Example i* SR Model. 
In general terms, the presented i* model shows how the production 
department depends on the reception of work requests (i.e. job applications) that 
are produced by photographers that want a work opportunity. The work requests 
are comprised by the photographer’s personal data. The production department is 
the responsible for refusing or accepting the received work requests by indicating 
the final work request status. For the accepted requests a photographer level is 
assigned according to the information provided by the Commercial Department. 
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10.2.4. Transformation of i* Models 
According to the i* and OO-Method interoperability scenario, a set of 
transformation guidelines must be defined to generate appropriate MDD models 
from the defined i* models. Table 12 summarizes a representative subset of 
transformation guidelines (adapted from [20]) for i* and OO-Method, which have 
been selected due to their applicability to other MDD approaches based on class 
model specification. These guidelines are used to exemplify the proposed 
verification approach throughout this chapter. The rationale of these guidelines is 
presented in Appendix I. Table 12 shows the i* constructs that are involved in 
the transformation, the additional information that is required to perform the 
transformation and the target constructs of the class model.  
Table 12. Guidelines for the transformation of i* models into OO-Method class models 
i* Construct Additional Information Class Model Construct 
Actor  Class  
Resource 
Physical entity Class 
Informational resource related to 
a physical resource or an actor 
An attribute of the class generated from the actor or 
physical resource 
Informational resource inside of 
an actor boundary 
An agent relationship between the class generated from 
the actor and the attribute generated from the resource 
Task 
If generates an entity ( physical 
resource or actor) 
An instance creation service of the class generated from 
the corresponding entity 
If affects the state of a resource  
A service of the class generated from the resource or from 
the owner physical resource. 
If does not affect resources or 
generate entities 
A service of the actor that contains the task 
If is decomposed in resources 
Associations are automatically defined among the class 
that contain the corresponding service and the classes 
generated from the decomposed resources 
Inside of an actor boundary 
An agent relationship between the class generated from 





Associations are automatically defined among the class 
generated from the dependum resource and the classes that 
own the services generated from the involved tasks 
Is-a Link  
A generalization relationship is generated between the 
classes generated from the involved actors 
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The guidelines presented in Table 12 can be combined, for example, a 
physical resource that is a dependum in a dependency link generates a class and 
associations among this class and the classes that own the services generated from 
the tasks involved.  
For the transformation guidelines related to tasks and dependency links, 
when the resource involved corresponds to an informational resource, the rule is 
applied to the physical resource related to the informational resource. For 
instance, a task that affects the state of an informational resource is transformed 
into a service of the class generated from the physical resource that owns the 
attribute generated from the informational resource. 
In the transformation guidelines presented in Table 12 it is possible to 
observe a specific OO-Method construct: the Agent Relationship. This construct 
corresponds to a binary relationship that indicates the visibility and execution 
permissions that a class of the model has over other classes or over itself 
(recursive agent relationship). The classes that have agent relationship to other 
classes are named Agents of the modeled systems. This construct is relevant for 
the specification of interaction models, such as the OO-Method presentation 
model (see Section 1.1 from the background chapter). Even though the agent 
construct is specific for OO-Method, its semantics can be generalized to other 
MDD approaches that define system users and interaction aspects at conceptual 
level. 
Thus, for the automatic application of the transformation guidelines it is 
important to determine if the defined i* models provide a proper specification, 
and, hence, the verification of the i* models becomes necessary. 
10.3. Integration of Verification Measures into the i* 
Framework  
This section explain the process for the definition and integration of verification 
measures into the i* framework. For the elaboration of this process, we have 
considered existing standards and modeling technologies to facilitate its 
application for different MDD approaches. The technologies and standards 
involved are: approaches for the specification of measures [183, 198, 199], the 
last version of the i* framework [171], approaches for the definition of i* 
measures  [200, 201], OMG Standards for metamodeling [38] and model 
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extensions definition [51], and Eclipse Model Development Tools [134]. The 
steps of the process are described below (see Figure 71). 
 
Figure 71. Process for definition of i* verification measures. 
10.3.1. Step 1: Measures Formulation.  
The first step of the process considers the appropriate formulation of the i* 
verification measures. This means identifying the i* constructs that participate in 
the MDD model generation, and, from these, identifying the aspects that must be 
verified for a correct i* model transformation.  
To perform the identification of the involved i* elements, it is necessary to 
know the transformation guidelines (or rules) related to the target MDD model 
generation. In particular, we focus on the additional information that must be 
specified by the analyst to perform the corresponding transformation, which is 
the critical point that must be verified to assure that the transformation can be 
performed correctly and automatically.  
  
Figure 72. Application of the GQM approach. 
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The measures formulation is performed by applying the Goal-Question-
Metric (GQM) approach [198]. Figure 72 shows an excerpt of the application of 
the GQM approach to the transformation guidelines presented in Table 12. For 
the formulation of the questions related to the GQM approach, we suggest to 
consider two verification levels. These levels are related to the following elements:  
1. The i* elements that must be necessarily fixed because they cannot be 
transformed or produce a wrong class model generation (i.e., Q1 in Figure 
72).  
2. The i* elements that can be correctly transformed, but they still can be 
improved to obtain a more complete class model generation (i.e., Q2 in 
Figure 72). 
It is important to consider that the verification measures formulated in this 
step are specific for the transformation guidelines presented in Table 12. Thus, 
other MDD approaches with different transformation guidelines will require 
different (or additional) verification measures. However, since we have intended 
to select a representative set of transformation guidelines that can be generalized 
for MDD-oriented class model generation, the resultant measures can provide 
relevant verification information to other object-oriented MDD approaches.  
The measures that are related to answer each of the presented GQM 
questions are specified by considering the framework presented in [183]. This 
framework specifies that the empirical world, the numerical world, the 
measurement method, and the measurement procedure must be defined in the 
design of measures. In the definition of the empirical world, the entity and the 
attributes to be measured must be identified. An entity corresponds to an input 
artifact used to perform a measurement, and the concepts related to that artifact 
correspond to measurable attributes. In the definition of the numerical world, the 
measurement scale must be defined. In the specification of the measurement 
method, the measurement principle must be identified. Finally, in the 
specification of the measurement procedure, details of the application of the 
measurement method must be defined. This measure specification framework is 
applied to the four measures previously formulated. 
M1. Wrong Attribute Generation (WAG)  
Rationale. The informational resources are involved in the generation of class 
attributes (see Table 12). Therefore, for the correct generation of informational 
resources, they must be related to a system entity (actor or a physical resource), 
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which is transformed into a class in the class model. Otherwise, it is impossible to 
transform these resources into attributes because the class that contains them 
cannot be identified. Table 13 details the characteristics related to this measure 
according to the considered definition framework. 
Table 13. Characteristics of  measure Wrong Attribute Generation (WAG) 
Characteristic Definition 
Measurement Entity i* model 
Measurement Scale Ratio scale 
Attribute to be measured Informational resources not related to a physical resource nor to an actor 
Measurement principle 
An informational resource that is not related to a physical resource nor to an 
actor is directly proportional to a wrong attribute generation in the MDD 
model 
Measurement procedure 
The attributes to be measured must be counted to obtain the number of 
informational resources that cannot be transformed into attributes 
Following, the formula to obtain the measure M1 – WAG is presented: 
 
M2. Wrong Service Generation (WSG)  
Table 14. Characteristics of  measure Wrong Service Generation (WSG) 
Characteristic Definition 
Measurement Entity i* model 
Measurement Scale Ratio scale 
Attribute to be 
measured 
Tasks that not generate entities nor affect resources and the related actor is not 
marked for the generation of the intended system 
Measurement principle 
A task that not generates entities nor affects resources and it is related to an 
actor not marked for the generation of the intended system is directly 
proportional to wrong service generation in the generated MDD model 
Measurement procedure 
the  attributes to be measured must be counted to obtain the number of wrong 
services specified in the generated MDD model 
Rationale. According to the transformation guidelines, the tasks that do not 
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transformed into services of the class generated from the owner actor (according 
to the corresponding actor boundary). Therefore, if the corresponding actor is not 
marked for the generation of the intended system, the involved task cannot be 
transformed since it is not possible to generate a service in the class model 
without a class that contains it. See WSG characteristics in Table 14. 
Following, the formula to obtain the measure M2 – WSG is presented: 
 
M3. Non-Accessible Element (NAE).  
Rationale. According to the presented transformation guidelines (see Table 12), 
agent relationships are defined between the classes generated from actors and the 
elements generated from services or informational resources contained in the 
corresponding actor boundaries. However, if the involved actors are not selected 
for the MDD model generation, the actor is not transformed in a class, and, 
hence, the involved agent relationships are not defined. This produces that the 
transformed tasks or informational resources (that are inside of the actor 
boundary) cannot be executed or visualized in the final application.  
Table 15. Characteristics of measure Non-Accessible Element (NAE) 
Characteristic Definition 
Measurement Entity i* model 
Measurement Scale Ratio scale 
Attribute to be 
measured 
Internal tasks or resources related to the system that are defined in the 
boundary of an actor that is not related to the system 
Measurement principle 
An internal task or resource related to the system that is defined in the 
boundary of an actor that is not related to the system is directly proportional to 
the a non-accessible element in the generated MDD model 
Measurement procedure 
the attributes to be measured must be counted to obtain the number of non-
accessible elements in the generated MDD model 
However, it is not mandatory to define an actor as part of the intended 
system. For instance, the analyst could consider that the involved actor must not 
be maintained in the final system. In this case, a new agent (special user) must be 
defined at design time during the refinement of the generated class model to 
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NAE characteristics in Table 15. Following, the formula to obtain the measure 
M3 – NAE is presented: 
 
M4. Non-Instantiable Class (NIC)  
Rationale. The system entities (physical resources or actors) without a 
production task related are transformed into classes without an instance-creation 
service (see Table 12). The service that produces new instances of a class takes 
special relevance since without this service, the class is not properly defined (all 
the defined classes must be capable of generating their instances). However, the 
definition of production tasks for entities (actors or physical resources) is not 
mandatory since this issue does not prevent the appropriate transformation of the 
i* elements. Thus, specific instance-creation services can be defined at design time 
for the classes generated without this kind of services. See NIC characteristics in 
Table 16. 
Table 16. Characteristics of measure Non-Instantiable Class (NIC) 
Characteristic Definition 
Measurement Entity i* model 
Measurement Scale Ratio scale 
Attribute to be 
measured 
Actors and physical resources without a task related to their production 
Measurement principle 
An actor or a physical resource without a related production task is directly 
proportional to a non-instantiable class in the generated MDD model. 
Measurement procedure 
The attributes to be measured must be counted to obtain the number of non-
instantiable classes 
Following, the formula to obtain the measure M4 – NIC is presented: 
 
10.3.2. Step 2: i* Metamodel Statement  
The second step corresponds to stating the target i* metamodel, which must be 
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mandatory for the appropriate integration of the verification measures in the i* 
framework [135]. Therefore, we have defined the EMOF i* Metamodel presented 
in Figure 73. This figure only shows the structural representation of the 
constructs that are necessary for the application of the proposed verification 
approach. The complete structure of the defined i* metamodel is presented in 
Appendix I.  
 
Figure 73. EMOF i* Metamodel 
10.3.3. Step 3: i* Verification Model Definition  
The third step of the process consists in the definition of a verification model. 
This is an EMOF model that includes the information required for the correct 
application of the measures (see Figure 74).  
The verification model must include those elements that are not present in 
the reference i* metamodel, which are also relevant for the correct generation of 
the corresponding MDD class models according to the transformation guidelines 
presented in Table 12. 
Figure 74 also shows the mapping information that indicates the 
correspondences among the elements of the verification model and the i* 
metamodel. 
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Figure 74. Verification Model and Mapping Information 
10.3.4. Step 4: i* Measures Specification  
The fourth step of the process corresponds to the OCL specification of the 
measures, which must be included in the verification model. This specification is 
performed by considering the modeling information that is contained in the 
verification model. Figure 74 shows the names and outputs of the different OCL 
rules defined. For the measure specification, we have applied the measure 
patterns presented in [201], specifically, the aggregation and locator patterns. The 
locator pattern is used to identify the elements involved in the measure evaluation, 
and the aggregation pattern is used to return the final value of the measure. A 
very useful aspect of the application of these patterns is that the i* elements that 
must be fixed can be easily identified by means of the locator pattern. For 
instance, the OCL definition of the measure WAG (Wrong Attribute 
Generation) is comprised by two OCL rules (see Table 17), these are: the rule 
WAGLocator that identifies the corresponding resources by returning a Boolean 
value, and the OCL rule WAGAggregation that returns the final measure result 
by aggregating those resources where the OCL rule WAGLocator returns true. 
In addition, since the proposed measures have been defined for verification 
purposes, we have introduced a new property in the measure specification, which 
corresponds to the alert levels that are related to the defined measures. These 
levels are the following:  
1. Critical: Indicates that the situation identified by the measure prevents the 
transformation of the corresponding i* elements. 
SNode
STask
WSELocator(  ) : Boolean





WAGLocator(  ) : Boolean
NAELocator(  ) : Boolean
VModel
WAGAggregation(  ) : Integer
WSGAggregation(  ) : Integer
NAEAggregation(  ) : Integer
NICAggregation(  ) : IntegerSEntity
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2. Warning: Indicates that there is a modeling issue that can be fixed to 
improve the class model generated.  
These two alert levels are derived from the separation proposed for the 
definition of the questions related to the GQM application (see Step 1 of this 
section). Thus, WAG and WSG measures have a critical level, and NAE and 
NIE measures have a warning level. 
Table 17. WAG measure specification in the OCL language. 
Measure Subject of Measure Alert Level 
M2: Wrong Attributes Generation (WAG) i* Informational Resources Critical 
Context: VModel::WAGAggregation() : Integer 
Body: result = self.ownedNode->select(irs|irs.oclIsKindOf(SInfoR)) 
               .oclAsType(SInfoR)->select(irs|irs.WAGLocator())->size() + 
               self.ownedNode->select(act|act.oclIsKindOf(SActor)) 
               .oclAsType(SActor).ownedElement->select(irs| 
               rs.oclIsKindOf(SInfoR)).oclAsType(SInfoR) 
               ->select(irs|irs.WAGLocator())->size() 
Context: SInfoR::WAGLocator() : Boolean  
Body: result = self.infoOf->isEmpty() 
10.3.5. Step 5: i* Extensions Generation.  
Finally, in the fifth step of the process, the verification model and the OCL 
specification of the measures are used to generate the metamodel extensions that 
are necessary to integrate the proposed measures into the i* framework. These 
extensions are implemented in a UML profile (see Figure 75), which is generated 
by means of the proposals presented in [135] and [127]. In [127] is presented an 
approach for the adaptation of metamodels for generation of UML profiles, and 
[135] defines a set of transformation rules for automatic UML profile generation. 
These novel approaches correspond to the Step 2 and Step 3 of the 
interoperability process proposed (see Chapter IV), which are detailed in Chapter 
V and Chapter VI. According to the defined interoperability process, these 
proposals use the mapping information presented in Figure 74.  
In general terms, the UML profile generation consists in the generation of 
one stereotype for each class of the verification model, and the definition of one 
tagged value for each property (attribute or association end) that has not 
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correspondence in the target i* metamodel (non-mapped properties). In particular, 
for those abstract classes that have the child classes mapped to different classes of 
the i* metamodel, only the extensions related to the child classes are represented 
(stereotype Actor). Otherwise, if the abstract and the child classes are mapped to 
the same class in the i* metamodel, only the extension of the concrete class is 
represented (stereotype SResource) and the extensions related to the child classes 
are omitted (stereotypes SPhysicalR and SInfoR). Additionally, the abstract 
stereotype SNode is not represented since it does not introduces new properties 
or operations into the i* metamodel. 
 
Figure 75. UML Profile to extend the i* metamodel with the verification measures 
The UML profile is a lightweight extension mechanism that does not change 
the target metamodel, and it has a standardized definition [131] and interchange 
format [40]. Therefore, it is a suitable alternative for the application of our 
verification proposal. Other proposals have also considered the use of lightweight 
extensions for goal-oriented modeling (e.g. [202]). 
In the generated UML profile, the elements of the OCL specification must 
be changed according to the mapped elements of the i* metamodel (see Figure 
74), and the generated stereotypes and tagged values. For instance, the 
specification for measure WAG (Wrong Attributes Generation) is finally defined 
as follows: 
Context: VModel::WAGAggregation() : Integer 
Body: result = self.ownedNode->select(irs|irs.isStereotyped(SInfoR)) 
               .oclAsType(Resource)->select(irs|irs.WAGLocator())->size() + 
               self.ownedNode->select(act|act.oclIsKindOf(Actor)).oclAsType(Actor) 
               .ownedElement->select(irs|irs.isStereotyped(SInfoR)) 
               .oclAsType(Resource)->select(irs|irs.WAGLocator())->size() 
Context: SInfoR::WAGLocator() : Boolean  
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It is important to mention that the OCL operation isStereotype is not part of 
the OMG specification and it must be defined or implemented according to the 
OCL interpreter used. For instance, in ATL this operation can be implemented 
as follows: 
helper context UML!Element def : isStereotyped(name:String):Boolean = 
not self.getAppliedStereotypes()->select(s|s.name=name)->isEmpty(); 
Finally, for the definition of i* models extended with the generated UML 
profile, we have used the eclipse UML2 project. Thus, we take advantage of the 
already implemented support for UML profiles that this tool provides.  
10.4. Applying the i* Verification Measures 
This section exemplifies how the proposed i* measures are used to verify and 
improve the generation of the corresponding class model. The process to apply 
the verification measures is presented in Figure 76. 
 
Figure 76. Process for the application of verification measures. 
To specify the i* models, the corresponding EMF editor has been generated 
by using the i* metamodel that has been defined as reference (implemented with 
the Eclipse UML2 tool [126]).  
In order to improve the understanding of the i* models presented in this 
chapter, the pictures of these models corresponds to manual transcriptions of the 
defined EMF models using the i* notation. Therefore, the example i* model 
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for the automatic measures application. Figure 77 shows the i* model extended 
with the generated UML profile.   
 
Figure 77. Example i* Model extended with the generated UML Profile. 
Only those i* elements related to the intended system are considered in the 
transformation process. These elements are the stereotyped elements.  
Table 18 shows the results obtained from the measures evaluation by 
indicating: 1) the result of the measure (the values obtained from the aggregation 
OCLs); and 2) the i* elements that return true for evaluation of locator OCLs.  
Table 18. Results obtained from measures evaluation. 
Measure Alert Result (Aggregation) Locator 
WAG Critical 3 Resources Curriculum, Photo Equipment, Personal Data 
WSG Critical 3 Tasks 
Assign Photo Price, Assign Required 
Equipment, Assign Level 
NAE Warning 15 Elements 
All stereotyped informational resources and 
tasks defined in actors’ boundaries (none 
stereotyped actors in the model) 
NIC Warning 1 Entity Photographer Level 
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Table 19 shows the values related to the tagged values of each stereotyped 
element.  
Table 19. Tagged values related to the example i* Model 
TaggedValue Value TaggedValue Value 
Curriculum  Photographer Price  
  .infoOf --   .infoOf Photographer Level 
Photo Equipment  Pub. House Price  
  .infoOf --   .infoOf Photographer Level 
PersonalData   Assign Required Equipment 
  .infoOf --   .affects -- 
Reception Date    .generates -- 
  .infoOf Work Request Assign Date and Number  
Serial Number    .affects Work Request 
 .infoOf Work Request   .generates -- 
Assign Photo Price  Assign Level  
  .affects --   .affects -- 
  .generates --   .generates -- 
Present Work Request  Refuse Work Request  
  .affects  --   .affects -- 
  .generates Work Request   .generates Refused Work Request 
Receive Work Request  Accept Work Request  
  .affects --   .affects -- 
  .generates Work Request   .generates Accepted Work Request 
Figure 78 shows the class model that may be generated (applying the 
transformation guidelines presented in Table 12) from the example i* without 
considering the information reported by the verification measures.  
 
Figure 78. Class model generated from the example i* model 
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In Figure 78 can be observed that those elements identified by the critical 
measures are not present, such as the resource Curriculum or the task Assign 
Photo Price. Therefore, it is necessary to improve the defined i* model in order to 
assure the transformation of all the selected i* elements; i.e., to fix the issues 
related to elements identified by critical measures. 
10.4.1. Improving the i* Models for MDD Model Generation 
The results obtained from the measures application provide useful information to 
fix the detected modeling issues. Thus, it is possible to identify specific fixing 
guidelines for each measure formulated. For the four measures defined, the 
alternative guidelines presented in Table 20 have been inferred. 
Table 20. Fixing guidelines related to the verification measures 
Measure Wrong Attribute Generation (WAG) 
Guidelines 
Associate the informational resources to a system entity (stereotyped actor or 
physical resource). 
Change the kind of the informational resource to physical resource.  
Remove the resource from the intended system (un-stereotyped resource). 
Measure Wrong Service Generation (WSG) 
Guidelines 
Define the owner actor as part of the intended system. 
Indicate if the involved task participates in the generation or affect the state of a 
system entity (stereotyped actors or physical resources). 
Measure Non-Accessible Element (NAE) 
Guidelines 
Define the owner actor as part of the intended system. 
Change the informational resource to physical resource. 
Measure Non-Instantiable Class (NIC) 
Guidelines 
Define a new task in the model as production task of the involved entity 
(stereotyped resource or physical resource). 
Indicate a task that is already defined in the model as production task of the 
entity (stereotyped resource or physical resource). 
Change the physical resource to informational resource. 
 
In addition to the guidelines presented, it is also possible to remove the 
corresponding element from the intended system (i.e., remove the stereotype), or 
even remove the element from the i* model. 
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However, independently of the guidelines that can be derived from the 
different verification measures, this information is just a reference for analyst who 
must decide the guidelines to apply to improve the i* model. Figure 79 shows the 
i* model improved by the analyst after analyzing the results obtained from the 
application of the verification measures. 
In the improved i* model, the task Assign Level affects the state of the new 
defined actor Accepted Photographer. The tasks Assign Photo Price and Assign 
Photo Equipment are now related to the resource Photographer Level. Another 
interesting change is the specification of the actor Req. Photo Equipment as 
informational resource. Even though this resource has not been located by the 
verification measures, the analyst has decided that it must be included in the 
system as part of the Photographer Level. 
 
Figure 79. Improved i* model 
The informational resources located by the WAG measure are now defined 
as information of the actor Photographer. The warning related to the NIE 
measure has been solved by defining the task Establish Level as a generation task 
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for the resource Photographer Level. Table 21 shows the tagged values that have 
been changed in the improved i* model.  
It is important to note that solving the issues identified by the verification 
measures, the stereotyped elements are properly performed, but also, an improved 
and detailer requirement representation is obtained. Figure 80 shows the class 
model generated from the improved i* model. 
Table 21. Tagged values changed in the improved i* Model 
TaggedValue Value TaggedValue Value 
Curriculum  Assign Required Equipment 
  .infoOf Photographer   .affects Photographer Level 
Photo Equipment    .generates  
  .infoOf Photographer Assign Level  
PersonalData     .affects Accepted Photographer 
  .infoOf Photographer   .generates -- 
Req. Photo Equipment  Establish Level  
  .infoOf Photographer Level   .affects -- 
Assign Photo Price    .generates  Photographer Level 
  .affects Photographer Level   
  .generates --   
 
Figure 80. Class model generated from the improved i* model 
Figure 80 shows that the class model generated from the improved i* model 
has a more detailed system specification. Essential elements generated from the 
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improved i* model are the classes Photographer and AcceptedPhotographer. Also, 
associations among classes have been generated.  In summary, all the stereotyped 
elements of the i* model have been transformed to conceptual constructs of the 
target class model. Thus, the MDD model represents all the system requirements 
considered. 
Since the generated class model is an initial MDD model, it must be refined 
at design time. Some possible refinements are the specification of the 
specializations that exist between the class PhotoWorkRequest and the classes 
AcceptedWorkRequest and RefusedWorkRequest. Also, the cardinality of the 
associations and the appropriate specification of the services must be defined. 
In the improved i* model, there still exist warning issues related to the NAE 
measure. These warning issues are derived from the stereotyped resources and 
tasks that are defined inside of the boundaries of the actors Production Dept. and 
Commercial Dept., which are not considered as part of the system-to-be by the 
analyst. In this case, the analyst has considered that an administrator user must be 
specified at design time to visualize and execute the corresponding resources and 
tasks. However, since the NAE measure is just a warning measure, it does not 
prevent the correct transformation of the i* model. It just indicates that the 
MDD constructs obtained from identified elements must be refined at design 
time to obtain a complete specification. 
10.5. Evaluating the Verification Approach  
To evaluate the verification approach, we have focused on the efficacy of the 
measures obtained with the proposed definition process to achieve the 
completeness of the generated MDD model.  
The ISO 9126 standard [203] distinguishes between two kinds of 
completeness: 1) the completeness of a system with respect to the requirement 
specification; and 2) the completeness of the functionality that a system must 
supports. Thus, the first kind of completeness is related to the completeness of 
the MDD models in relation to the system requirements that are defined in the i* 
models. The second kind of completeness is related to the completeness of the 
initial MDD model regarding to the functionality of the software system; i.e., the 
completeness of the MDD model to perform the automatic model compilation.   
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The evaluation of our verification approach has been conducted as a 
laboratory experiment, which has been designed using the framework proposed 
by Wohlin et al. [204] for Empirical Software Engineering. The research 
question addressed by the experiment is stated as: 
RQ1: Is the completeness of the generated MDD model supported by the 
measures obtained from the application of the proposed verification approach? 
The rest of this section provides details of the design of the laboratory 
experiment, as well as the results obtained from the experiment execution. 
10.5.1. Subjects, Variables, and Hypothesis 
Four subjects were selected to participate in the study: two i* analysts (identified 
as ANA1 and ANA2) and two measurement experts (identified as EXP1 and 
EXP2). These subjects are Computer Science PhD students from the 
Universidad Politécnica de Valencia, which have similar backgrounds in the i* 
framework and the OO-Method MDD approach.  
The independent variables in the experiment correspond to the Photography 
Agency i* models, which have been defined by the i* analysts. The first i* model 
(called ISTAR1) is already detailed in Section 10.4 (see Figure 77). The second 
defined i* model (called ISTAR2) is presented in Figure 81.  
 
Figure 81. Second i* Model (ISTAR2) for Photography Agency Description 
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Table 22 presents the information related to the tagged values of ISTAR2 
and Figure 82 presents the initial MDD model (MODEL2) generated from 
ISTAR2 without the information of the verification measures. 
Table 22. Tagged values related to the Second i* Model for Photography Agency 
TaggedValue Value TaggedValue Value 
Curriculum  To Create Level  
  .infoOf Photographer   .affects  -- 
Photo Equipment    .generates -- 
  .infoOf Photographer To Receive Work Request  
PersonalData     .affects -- 
  .infoOf Cand. Employee   .generates Work Request 
Level Price  To Assign Date  
  .infoOf --   .affects Work Request 
Proceedings Manual    .generates -- 
  .infoOf -- To Register Photographer  
Min. Photo Equip.    .affects Photographer 
  .infoOf --   .generates Photographer 
Acceptance Date  Bind Level to Photographer  
  .infoOf --   .affects Photographer 
Submission Date    .generates -- 
  .infoOf Work Request To Assign Number  
Serial Number    .affects Work Request 
  .infoOf Work Request   .generates -- 
Pub. House Price  Assign Work Request Level  
  .infoOf --   .affects Accepted Work Request 
    .generates -- 
The quantitative dependent variables considered in the experiment are the 
following: 
1. Number of informational resources that cannot generate the corresponding 
class attributes in the initial MDD model. Obtained from WAG measure. 
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2. Number of tasks that cannot generate the corresponding service definitions in 
the initial MDD model. Obtained from WSG measure. 
3. Number of tasks and informational resource that generate non-accessible 
elements in the initial MDD model. Obtained from NAE measure. 
4. Number of actors and physical resources that generate non-instantiable 
classes in the initial MDD model. Obtained from NIC measure. 
 
Figure 82. Initial class model generated from ISTAR2 without improvements 
The following hypotheses related to the critical measures and the warning 
measures are considered to answer our research question: 
HRCOM: The critical measures allow the verification of all the system 
requirements that are defined in the extended i* model to generate the 
corresponding MDD conceptual constructs. 
HCCOM: The warning measures allow the verification of those i* elements that 
can be improved to generate a more complete specification of the initial 
MDD model, which represents the functionality of the final software 
product. 
To test HRCOM, each i* element related to the intended system (the 
stereotyped elements in the extended i* model) must have a direct relation with 
the constructs generated in the initial MDD model (the OO-Method class model 
in the experiment).  
To test HCCOM, the improvements performed to the i* model with the 
information obtained from the warning verification measures must generate a 
more detailed specification of the initial MDD model. 
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10.5.2. Instruments and Experimental Tasks 
Figure 83 shows the tasks performed in the experiment, which are modeled with 
the BPMN notation [205]. These tasks are described below. 
 
Figure 83. Experimental tasks 
Task 1. Definition of i* models. Each one of the two involved i* models (see 
Figure 77 and Figure 81) is defined by one i* analyst, which considers the 
organizational description presented Section 10.2.3. The defined i* models 
include the information that is required for the automatic application of the 
transformation guidelines, as described in Section 10.2.4.  
Task 2. Generation of MDD models. Each measurement expert performs a class 
model generation from one of the defined i* models by applying an ATL 
transformation script. The verification measures are not applied in this task.  
Task 3. Application of verification measures. Each measurement expert applies 
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Task 4. Modification of i* models. The analysts use the results obtained from 
Task 3 to improve their corresponding i* models. 
Task 5. Second generation of MDD models. The measurement experts generate 
a new class model from the improved version of the i* model that they have 
transformed in Task 2. 
Task 6. Second Application of verification measures. The measurement experts 
apply the verification measures over the improved i* model.  
Task 7. Comparison of results and assessment. The results obtained from Tasks 
2, 3, 5, and 6 are compared and analyzed by the two measurement experts to 
check the hypotheses proposed. 
In addition to these sequential tasks, the measurement experts have 
controlled all the experiment execution.  
Regarding the instruments, in addition to the models themselves, the 
instruments used in the experiment were: the Eclipse Model Development Tools 
[134], the EMF editor for the i* metamodel extended with the UML profile 
related to the verification measures and transformation extensions (see Figure 
75), the ATL scripts to transform the i* models to MDD models according to 
the transformation guidelines presented in Table 12, and tables filled according 
to a predefined template to keep the results of the experiment.  
10.5.3. Execution and Data Collection Procedures 
To perform the experiment, the i* analysts were located in separated rooms to 
avoid any kind of influence on each other’s results. The i* models were defined 
manually to prevent that the use of the EMF editor (that does not provide i* 
notation) affects to the appropriate analysis of the business. In tasks 2 and 5, the 
measurement experts translate the hand-made i* models with the corresponding 
EMF representation in order to apply the verification measures and to generate 
the corresponding MDD models automatically. No time limit was set for any 
experimental tasks, such as the EMF models specification, the generation of the 
corresponding MDD models, the application of the verification measures, the 
improvement of the i* models, etc. 
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In this study, data triangulation was considered (which refers to using more 
than one data source or collecting the same data on different occasions) since we 
used two sources (the two i* models). Thus, the following common steps were 
defined to collect data from the two i* models in the study: 
1. Each i* model was transformed into an OO-Method class model by 
measurement experts applying an automatic transformation process.  
2. Work diaries were completed by each measurement expert for each model 
transformed. In those diaries, the information obtained from the verification 
measures was registered. 
10.5.4. Results: Analysis and Interpretation Issues 
In the first generation of the MDD models, the resultant models suffered from 
several defects related to their completeness. Table 23 shows the amount of 
constructs of the i* models that must be transformed, which correspond to the 
stereotyped elements. Also, Table 23 shows the amount of effectively 
transformed elements. Thus, it is clear that not all the stereotyped elements were 
transformed into constructs of the class models, i.e.; MDD models are not 
complete regarding to the requirements.  






MDD Model MDD Elements 
ISTAR1 19 13 MODEL1 
4 classes, 4 attributes, 5 services.  
 (Total = 13) 
ISTAR2 23 17 MODEL2 
5 classes, 6 attributes, 6 services, 
1 association, 3 agent relationships, 
1 generalization. (Total = 22)  
Then, EXP1 and EXP2 apply the verification measures to the defined i* 
models. The results obtained are presented in Table 24, which shows for each i* 
model the measures applied, the alert level of the measures, the result of the 
measure obtained from the evaluation of aggregation OCLs, and the i* elements 
that return true from the evaluation of locator OCLs. 
It is important to point that the verification measures can be used to define 
additional measures to obtain relevant information of the defined i* models. For 
instance, we have defined the following measure to obtain information about of 
the completeness of the MDD model to be generated. 
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    	
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The measure PTE (Percentage of Transformable Elements) obtains the 
percentage of i* elements related to the intended system that are transformed in 
elements of the target MDD model. PTE is calculated using TSE, WAG, and 
WSG measures.  




Measurement Result Locator 
ISTAR1 
WAG Critical 3 Resources 
Curriculum, Photo Equipment,  
Personal Data 
WSG Critical 3 Tasks 
Assign Photo Price, Assign Required 
Equipment, Assign Level 
NAE Warning 15 Elements 
All stereotyped informational resources 
and tasks defined in actors’ boundaries 
(none stereotyped actors in the model) 
NIC Warning 1 Entity Photographer Level 
ISTAR2 
WAG Critical 5 Resources 
Level Price, Proceedings Manual,  
Min. Photo Equip., Acceptance Date, 
Pub. House Price 
WSG Critical 1 Task To Create Level 
NAE Warning 12 Nodes 
All the stereotyped informational 
resources and tasks defined in the 
Production Dept. Boundary 
NIC Warning 3 Entities 
Cand. Employee, Accepted Work 
Request, Refused Work Request 
TSE (Total Stereotyped Elements) counts the elements identified to be part of 
the intended system (the stereotyped elements). For ISTAR1, TSE = 19 and, for 
ISTAR2, TSE = 23 (see Table 23).  
WAG and WSG correspond to the critical verification measures. For 
ISTAR1, WAG = 3 and WSG = 3. For ISTAR 2, WAG = 5 and WSG = 1 
(see Table 24). Note that the sum of the critical measures (WAG and WSG) is 
coincident with the difference of transformed i* elements (see Table 23). 
Thus, for ISTAR1 we obtain PTE = 68,4 %. It means that only the 68,4% 
of the i* stereotyped elements can be transformed in the MDD model generation. 
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i.e. 31,6% of elements related to the system requirements will not be represented 
in the software model.  For ISTAR2, we obtain PTE = 73,9 %. 
The warning measures support the identification of those i* elements that can 
be improved to obtain a more complete specification of the initial MDD model 
generated. Thus, we have defined the following measure to identify this situation 
in the improved i* models: 
	     	
 	    
The measure Warning Improvement Percentage (WIP) returns the 
percentage of new MDD constructs of the improved MDD models obtained with 
the information of the warning measures. WIP is calculated using IMDD, 
OMDD, WAG, and WSG. 
IMDD (Improved MDD) corresponds to the number of MDD constructs 
generated from the Improved i* model.  OMDD (Original MDD) corresponds to 
the number of MDD constructs generated from the original i* model. WAG and 
WSG correspond to the critical measures previously defined. In the experiment, 
the WIP measure is evaluated after the second generation of MDD models.  
The next task in the experiment (Task 4) corresponds to improve the i* 
models using the information obtained from the verification measures WAG, 
WSG, NAE, and NIE. Following, we enumerate the improvements performed 
by ANA1 to the model ISTAR1 (see Section 5.1):  
1. 1 actor, 1 is-a relationship, and 1 task were added to the i* model. 
2. 2 actors were added to the system requirements. 
3. 4 resources and 4 tasks were modified in the i* model.  
The same cognitive process explained in Section 10.4.1 to improve the 
ISTAR1 model is applied by ANA2 to obtain the improved ISTAR2 model 
(see Figure 84). The improvement actions performed were the following:  
1. 2 actors were added to the system requirements 
2. 1 goal, and 1 resource were added to the i* model.  
3. 2 tasks and 6 resources were modified in the i* model. 
4. 1 stereotype application was changed to physical resource in the i* model. 
An interesting benefit that emerged while fixing the elements of ISTAR2 
that are identified by the critical measures was that the analyst ANA2 detected a 
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mistake in the understanding of the organizational description. The analyst 
initially defined the actor Production Department as responsible for the levels 
definition. However, the actual responsible is Commercial Department. As a 
consequence, the analyst defined a new physical resource Level, where the task 
To Create Level is the production task for this physical resource. Thus, resources 
Price Min., Photo Equip., and Pub. House Price are defined as informational 
resources of the Level resource. Furthermore, in contrast to the reasoning 
performed by the first analyst (ANA1), the second analyst (ANA2) considered 
that all the actors involved in the i* model must be part of the system-to-be. 
Thus, the improved i* model did not generate non-accessible elements in the 
MDD model (measure NAE = 0). Additionally, the resource Proceeding manual 
is changed from informational entity to physical entity. Figure 84 shows the 
improved ISTAR2 model, Table 25 the tagged values changed, and Figure 85 
shows the MDD model generated. 
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Table 25. Tagged values changed in the improved i* Model 
TaggedValue Value TaggedValue Value 
Level Price  Acceptance Date  
.infoOf Level .infoOf Photographer 
Min. Photo Equip.  To Create Level  
.infoOf Level .affects -- 
Pub. House Price  .generates Level 
.infoOf Level   
 
 
Figure 85. Class model obtained from the improved version of the second i* model 
Table 26 shows the results obtained from the transformation of the improved 
versions of the models ISTAR1 and ISTAR2. 










ISTAR1 23 23 MODEL1 
6 classes, 8 attributes, 9 services, 
2 associations, 4 agent rel.,  
1 generalization (Total=30)  
ISTAR2 25 25 MODEL2 
9 classes, 9 attributes, 7 services 
3 association, 16 agent rel., 
1 generalization (Total=45) 
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Table 27 shows the results obtained from the application of the verification 
measures to the improved i* models. For ISTAR1, the measures WAG, WSG, 
and NIC are equal to 0, which means that the improved model ISTAR1 
generates correctly attributes, services, and instantiable entities. Only NAE was 
greater to zero (NAE=16), which means that 16 elements of the generated MDD 
model (MODEL1) do not have agent relationships defined. 
For ISTAR2, the measures WAG, WSG and NAE are equal to 0, which 
means that that the improved model ISTAR2 generates attributes, services, and 
accessible elements correctly. Only NIC was greater to zero (NIC=6). In fact, 
NIC’s value is even greater than the result obtained from the initial ISTAR2 
model (NIC=3). This situation is produced by the two new actors defined as part 
of the system, and the change in the stereotype application of the resource 
Proceeding Manual, which is defined now as a physical resource. However, this 
warning measure does not prevent the proper generation of the MDD model 
(MODEL2). 
Table 27. Experiment results 
Measures  WAG WSG NAE NIC PTE WIP 
First Generation (Initial i* Models)   
ISTAR1 3 3 18 1 68,4% -- 
ISTAR2 5 1 13 3 73,9% -- 
Second Generation (Improved i* Models)   
ISTAR1 0 0 16 0 100% 84,6% 
ISTAR2 0 0 0 6 100% 77,3% 
With the results obtained in the experiment we can test the hypotheses 
HRCOM and HCCOM, and consequently answer our research question.  
The experiment shows that by fixing the issues identified from the application 
of the critical measures (WAG and WSG) in the improved i* models ISTAR1 
and ISTAR2, the completeness of the resultant MDD models (improved 
MODEL1 and MODEL2) is achieved according to the system requirements. In 
both i* models, 100% of the stereotyped elements are transformed into the 
corresponding MDD constructs (see PTE measure in Table 27). Therefore, we 
can state that the Hypothesis HRCOM  is demonstrated.  
Also, the experiment results shows that fixing the issues identified by the 
warning measures (NAE and NIC), the completeness of the MDD models in 
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relation to the system functionality is higher. This is observed in the amount of 
MDD constructs generated from the improved i* models in relation to the 
original i* models (see WIP measure in Table 27). For ISTAR1, we obtain that 
the improvements performed from warning measures generate 84,6% of 
additional MDD constructs. For ISTAR2, we obtain that the improvements 
related to warning measures increase the number of generated MDD constructs 
in 77,3%. Thus, since MDD constructs are directly representing functionality of 
the final software system (such as system users), the hypothesis HCCOM is also 
demonstrated with the results obtained.  
10.6. Overall Analysis 
A first element to comment is the relevance of using a measure definition process 
as starting point of our verification approach instead of a direct and intuitive 
definition of OCL verification rules. This decision comes from the maturity that 
the measurement specification has in the software engineering context, where we 
can found sound frameworks for the definition and implementation of measures. 
This provides a more systematic and rigorous schema for appropriate 
identification of properties that must be measured and, in the context of this 
chapter, verified. In addition, we can take advantage of existing measures that are 
already defined in the context of i* and object-oriented modeling. 
Another relevant point to comment is related to the benefits that the 
approach proposed for the integration of the verification measures in the i* 
framework provides. One of the main advantages of this integration approach is 
that the entire measure specification is performed by following the model-driven 
philosophy, where the measures and the required modeling information are 
specified in a verification model by using current metamodeling standards. The 
extensions over the i* framework are defined by means of a UML profile that 
does not alter the original i* metamodel specification, which permits the 
compatibility with existing technologies that use the same metamodel as 
reference. We have considered mechanisms to automate the generation of this 
UML profile. With this, the main effort in the application of the verification 
proposal is in the appropriate definition of the required measures, the correct 
specification of the involved properties and OCL rules in the verification model, 
and the definition of the mapping between the verification model and the target 
i* metamodel. Thus, once the verification framework is defined for a particular 
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MDD method (like OO-method in this example scenario); it can be used with no 
or little modification over and over in different projects. 
Finally, it is important to mention that for the application of our verification 
proposal, we did not find tools that provided transparent support for all the 
modeling features considered, and hence, additional programming effort was 
necessary. However, the current development of tools that provide support to the 
standards considered (such as the Eclipse UML2 project [8]) and the increasing 
number of research works that take advantage of these technologies are indictors 
that improved tools will appear in a not-too-distant future. This also motivates 
the emergence of new approaches for integration and verification to improve the 
MDD capabilities and the quality of the generated software products. 
10.7. Conclusions  
The interoperability of i* models for requirements elicitation in MDD process is 
a step beyond going from Model-Driven Development (MDD) to Model-Driven 
Engineering (MDE) [13], where different modeling approaches can interoperate 
to obtain improved software products [32]. This chapter has presented new 
results in this direction by presenting a process for the definition and integration 
of measures that guarantee the completeness of the MDD interoperability. The 
main advantages of the proposed verification approach are the following:  
1. The definition of the verification measures is driven by a systematic process 
that helps in the correct identification of the elements that must be verified.  
2. The evaluation of the verification measures is automatic, which implies a time 
and effort reduction with respect to manual verifications.  
3. Specific alert levels are defined to distinguish the constructs that must be 
fixed from the constructs that can be improved.  
4. The definition and implementation of the verification measures is performed 
by using current technologies and standards. 
It is important to remark that, although our validation framework goes one 
step beyond in the MDD process by considering goal-oriented models as starting 
point, we are not aiming at getting a fully automated transition from these types 
of models into traditional conceptual models. Even though the evaluation of the 
OCL rules related to the verification measures is automated, and the kind of 
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measure provides information about the problem and possible solutions, the 
analyst is still responsible of determining the changes that are necessary to fix 
critical issues, and to decide whether a change (model improvement) is necessary 
in the case of warning issues. 
The verification measures presented in this chapter are a subset of the 
measures that we have defined for the application of i* models into the OO-
Method MDD process. The selected verification measures are presented with the 
intention of clarifying and exemplifying the verification approach proposed. 
These verification measures have been applied to OO-Method development 
scenarios and validated by experts from requirement engineering and MDD areas.  
Finally, it is important to remark the results obtained from the application of 
the verification approach no only guarantee the interoperability of the i* models 
into MDD process, but also, it validates the applicability of the MDD 






In the present software development context, where the model-driven paradigm is 
the clear trend for current and future software development solutions, it is 
possible to find several modeling approaches that are related to different 
application domains.  
Upon further examination of the specification of the modeling approaches, 
equivalences among the defined conceptual constructs can be observed. The 
number of equivalences should increase for those modeling approaches related to a 
same application domain (such as requirement analysis, business processes, 
software design, etc.). In this thesis, we have used these equivalences as 
integration points to interchange modeling information among different 
modeling approaches, thus achieving the interoperability in a MDD process. 
Novel proposals have been defined to properly support this MDD 
interoperability, thereby dealing with specific interoperability issues that may 
prevent an appropriate interchange of modeling information.  
This chapter summarizes the contributions obtained from the work performed 
in this thesis. Future research lines and the publications generated during this 




The work presented in this thesis clearly demonstrates that it is possible to 
achieve MDD interoperability by applying an appropriate process, which 
generates the necessary interoperability artifacts to integrate and interchange 
modeling information. Moreover, current model-based standards and technologies 
can be used to provide suitable support to the proposed MDD interoperability 
with minor adaptations to the implemented tools. 
In the application and verification of our proposal, we show the 
interoperability of different modeling approaches that are related to the same 
abstraction level. In particular, we apply the UML and OO-Method modeling 
languages to define a suitable model specification, which can be compiled in the 
final software product by means of the industrial tools implemented for the OO-
Method approach. 
The interoperability among modeling solutions related to different 
abstraction levels is also presented, where i* analysis models are used as a starting 
point to automatically generate the design models related to the OO-Method 
MDD approach. Thus, the requirement models are used as active artifacts in the 
development process, and not just as reference documentation. With this multi-
level interoperability schema, the requirements, the design, and the 
implementation stages of a MDD process are covered.   
A model-driven proposal to verify the correct MDD interoperability is also 
presented. This proposal is applied to assure the completeness of the 
interoperability related to i* requirement models in the OO-Method MDD 
process. The verification proposal has been empirically verified obtaining 
successful results, not only for MDD interoperability but also for the 
improvement of the requirement models involved and the MDD models 
generated. The definition of this approach to verify the MDD interoperability is 
oriented to support real development contexts, where the defined models may 
present defects that prevent correct model transformations or compilation.  
Even though we have obtained good results from the application of our 
interoperability approach in the interoperability scenarios presented, we not 
consider our approach to be the definitive solution for MDD interoperability. 
Additional work and further research are needed to achieve this ambitious 
objective. However, this thesis makes an important effort in this direction, which 
can be used as a starting point to obtain a model-driven development process 
closer to real model-driven engineering, which takes advantage of different 
modeling approaches, standards, tools, and knowledge generated from different 
research areas to improve the MDD processes.  
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The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 11.1 indicates the 
main contributions obtained in this thesis. Section 11.2 presents future research 
lines. Finally, Section 11.3 details the publications generated from the work 
presented in this thesis. 
11.1. Thesis Contributions 
In general terms, the contributions obtained from the work in this thesis are 
directly related to the goals initially stated, and, hence, the main contribution is 
the approach for the interoperability of different modeling languages in a 
common MDD process. There are also additional contributions that are oriented 
to achieving the specific objectives that support this main goal. Following, these 
additional contributions are presented by indicating how they support the 
specific objectives stated in the first chapter of this thesis. 
C1. An MDD interoperability Model  
This model states the elements that are necessary to achieve MDD 
interoperability. According to the defined MDD interoperability model, MDD 
interoperability is defined in terms of Technical, Semantic, and Syntactic 
interoperability. Also, the proposed model indicates that MDD interoperability 
can be automated if an appropriate procedure is used to coordinate the 
applications, infrastructure, and data that are related to the different modeling 
artifacts. The proposed MDD interoperability model is presented in Chapter IV. 
An additional contribution has been obtained from the MDD interoperability 
model, which corresponds to the following:  
1. A MDD interoperability process. This process has been defined together 
with a set of application guidelines to obtain a sound interoperability 
procedure.  
C2. The Integration Metamodel Proposal  
This particular metamodel is defined to indicate the semantic equivalences among 
the modeling languages to be integrated. These equivalences are specified by 
means of metamodel mappings. Thus, the Integration Metamodel is used as a 
pivot metamodel that fixes those mapping issues that may prevent an automatic 
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interchange of models. It also provides a suitable structure for the automatic 
generation of metamodel extensions to integrate the modeling languages involved, 
which is the key to prevent the loss of modeling information during the 
interchange of models. The Integration Metamodel is presented in Chapter V. 
For the specification of an appropriate Integration Metamodel, two additional 
contributions have been generated. These contributions are the following: 
1. A systematic approach for Integration Metamodel definition. This systematic 
approach is based on an iterative process that guides the fixing of integration 
problems and the specification of appropriate metamodels mappings. Thus, a 
correct Integration Metamodel is obtained. 
2. Verification rules to assure the modeling language integration. These rules 
automatically identify the integration issues that exist between two modeling 
languages by means of the analysis of the defined metamodel mappings.  
C3. An approach for automatic UML profile generation  
This approach uses an Integration Metamodel as input to generate the 
lightweight metamodel extensions. These extensions are required to customize 
the abstract syntax of a target modeling language with the modeling information 
of the involved MDD approach so that the interchange of modeling information 
between the customized modeling language and the MDD tools can be properly 
performed. The proposal for the UML profile generation also generates the 
necessary mappings to perform the model interchange by means of automatic 
model transformations. The UML profile generation approach is presented in 
Chapter VI. 
C4. A proposal for automatic interchange of models.  
During the definition of the Integration Metamodel and the generation of the 
metamodel extensions, mapping information among the metamodels of involved 
modeling languages and the metamodel of the target MDD approach is obtained. 
Thus, the interchange proposal uses this mapping information as input for the 
generation of model transformation rules, which can be implemented with 
current model-to-model transformation technologies (such as ATL or QVT). In 
other words, the generated transformation rules allow the modeling information 
to be automatically interchanged, which supports the automatic interoperability 
of the customized modeling language and the MDD process. This interchange 
proposal is presented in Chapter VII. 
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C5. An interoperability framework for UML and MDD processes.  
A specific interoperability framework has been obtained from the interoperability 
scenario proposed for UML and OO-Method. This framework can be used as 
reference for the interoperability of modeling languages that represent different 
views of a model at the same abstraction level. Specifically, the level considered in 
the interoperability scenario related to UML and OO-Method is the design level. 
This interoperability framework is presented in Chapter VIII. Furthermore, the 
development of this interoperability framework has produced additional 
contributions, which correspond to the following: 
1. Customization of the UML association for its application into MDD 
processes. This customization has been performed by means of a UML 
profile, which is automatically generated according to the application of the 
MDD interoperability process proposed [206]. The generated UML profile 
contains the extensions that are necessary to integrate the abstract syntax that 
supports the OO-Method semantics into UML. 
2. Definition of an EMOF metamodel for the OO-Method approach. The 
industrial OO-Method implementation is based on an implicit metamodel 
specification that is associated to the OO-Method model compiler. However, 
an explicit OO-Method metamodel that is based on the current metamodel 
standards has not yet been defined. Therefore, the OO-Method metamodel is 
a relevant contribution that is generated from the interoperability scenarios 
[32, 206]. This metamodel can be used as reference for other MDD 
approaches and future research associated to the OO-Method approach.  
3. Implementation of industrial tools for interchange of UML and OO-Method 
models. In this thesis, two model transformation tools [132, 135] have been 
implemented to support the exportation of OO-Method models to UML-
based tools and the importation of UML models into the OO-Method 
modeling suite. These tools are currently part of the industrial suite for 
management of OO-Method models, which is called Olivanova [64]. 
C6. An interoperability framework for Requirement Modeling and MDD  
This framework is related to the scenario developed for the linking of i* models 
with the OO-Method development process. It can be used as a reference for the 
interoperability of modeling approaches that are related to different abstraction 
levels. Specifically, the levels considered in the i* and OO-Method 
interoperability scenario are the requirement and design levels. This 
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interoperability framework is presented in Chapter IX.  Additional contributions 
have been obtained from the i* and OO-Method interoperability. These 
contributions are the following: 
1. Definition of i* extensions and transformation rules for the generation of 
MDD-oriented models from i* models. The i* extensions and transformation 
rules provide suitable model-based support for the automatic interoperability 
of goal-oriented requirement models and MDD-oriented models. These 
elements can be used as a reference for MDD approaches that want to 
integrate requirement models into their development processes. 
2. Definition of an i* EMOF Metamodel. In the i* context, there is not a 
standardized i* metamodel, and, in general terms, the existing metamodel 
proposals are not EMOF compliant. Therefore, the EMOF metamodel that 
is implemented in the context of the i* and OO-Method interoperability 
scenario can be used as a reference for other MDD approaches. Specifically, 
to facilitate the implementation of open-source tools based on the eclipse 
development framework. 
C7. An approach for verification of MDD interoperability 
At the moment of applying the transformation rules that have been generated 
from the application of the MDD interoperability process, we have detected that 
there may be certain modeling issues in the defined models that prevent the 
correct execution of the model transformations.  Hence, a specific approach has 
been defined to verify these interoperability issues. This verification approach is 
based on the artifacts obtained from the application of the interoperability 
process. It assures the correct interchange of model information through specific 
verification measures, which are integrated into the customized modeling 
languages for their automatic evaluation. This interoperability verification 
approach is presented in Chapter X. Additional contributions have been obtained 
from the development of this verification approach. These contributions are the 
following: 
1. A systematic approach for the generation of automatic verification measures. 
This systematic approach has been defined to assure the correct definition of 
verification measures, which guarantee the completeness of the 
transformations that are involved in a MDD interoperability framework. This 
systematic approach involves the definition of a verification model, which 
allows the automatic integration of the verification measures into the 
modeling languages by means of UML profile generation. 
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2. A set of verification measures for interoperability of i* and MDD. These 
verification measures have been defined for the i* and OO-method 
interoperability scenario. We have focused on the definition of a set of 
verification measures that can be generalized to other object-oriented MDD 
processes. 
Finally, since models are the main resource of MDD processes, the MDD 
interoperability approach proposed in this thesis could also achieve the 
interoperability among different MDD processes by using the models as linking 
point. Therefore, it is possible to take advantage of existing model-oriented 
technologies and to facilitate the reuse of knowledge and experience across the 
MDD community. The next section shows the future works that we have 
planned to develop in this direction together with new proposals for the 
improvement of MDD interoperability. 
11.2. Future work 
As future work, we plan to continue our research by focusing on three main lines: 
the improvement of the MDD interoperability approach, the construction of 
MDD tools that support the proposed interoperability model, and the application 
of the interoperability proposal to new MDD interoperability scenarios. We have 
started to address these three research lines in the following works. 
Improvement of the MDD interoperability approach. 
1. Patterns for Integration Metamodel definition. We are currently working on 
a set of patterns to provide semi-automatic support to the generation of an 
Integration Metamodel. These patterns solve the integration conflicts 
identified by means of the rules presented in Chapter V.  
2. Definition of a new lightweight customization mechanism. Even though 
UML profiles provide suitable features for the application of the proposed 
MDD interoperability approach, there are certain issues related to this 
extension mechanism that must be fixed in order to obtain an improved 
interoperability solution. Thus, we plan to define an improved lightweight 
customization mechanism for MDD interoperability. 
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3. Empirical verification and validation. We are preparing new empirical 
experiments to verify and validate our interoperability proposal. Specifically, 
we are currently planning a case study in the context of the i* and OO-
Method approach. Furthermore, we plan to develop additional 
experimentation related to new MDD interoperability scenarios. 
Tools to support the MDD interoperability. 
1. A tool for automatic application of the interoperability process. This tool 
must provide specific wizards and automation facilities to simplify the 
definition of integration metamodels and metamodel mappings. This also 
reduces the potential errors that may be produced by a manual definition of 
the involved interoperability artifacts. We plan to automate the patterns that 
we are developing for the generation of an Integration Metamodel and the 
rules related to the identification of integration conflicts. 
2. An MDD interoperability suite for OO-Method. This OO-Method suite will 
be implemented as an extension of the Eclipse UML2 tool. Thus, it will be 
possible to obtain an effective MDD solution that takes advantage of the 
UML extension capabilities and interchange standards and also take 
advantage of the current open-source MDD technologies, such as model 
transformation tools. 
New MDD interoperability scenarios. 
1. Interoperability of multiple requirement modeling approaches. We are 
currently working on a collaborative Project with the Universidad 
Politécnica de Cataluña. This project integrates different requirement 
modeling approaches to improve MDD processes. The objective of this 
project is the correct generation of Web services as well as the generation of 
testing mechanisms to assure that the generated services are aligned to the 
stakeholders’ needs. 
2. Interoperability of MDD approaches. This extends the proposed 
interoperability approach to support the coordination of multiple MDD 
approaches. We are currently working on the interoperability of a novel 
MDD approach related to early detection of defects in software systems with 
proposals related to model compilation. Thus, the quality of the software 
generated in MDD processes can be improved, and the cost of fixing software 
faults in late development stages can be reduced.  
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A good understanding of system requirements has a high impact in the successful 
development of software products. Therefore, an appropriate requirement model 
must provide a comprehensive structure for what must be elicited, evaluated, 
specified, consolidated, and modified, instead of just providing facilities for 
software specifications. Since there is a well-known gap between requirements 
specifications and final software products, we propose the integration of Goal-
Oriented Requirements Engineering (GORE) and Model-Driven 
Development (MDD) to solve this gap. This appendix shows the elements that 
are the foundations to achieve the integration of i* and OO-Method presented in 
this thesis as proof of concepts for the interoperability in MDD processes. These 
elements correspond to 1) a set of transformation guidelines to obtain from an i* 
model an initial version of a model-driven development model; 2) the structural 
definition of the i* metamodel that is used in the definition of the transformation 
guidelines involved; and 3) the organizational description of the photography 
agency, which is the software project used as reference to perform the proof of 
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A1.1. Introduction  
The success of computer applications increasingly depends on a good 
understanding of the system requirements. Currently, a requirement specification 
should include, in addition to software specifications, business models, domain 
models and other kinds of information that describe the context in which the 
intended system will operate. During early stages of requirement engineering 
process, it is necessary to identify and specify how the intended system meets the 
organizational goals, why the system is needed, what alternatives were 
considered, what the implications of the alternatives are for the stakeholders, and 
how the interests and concerns of the stakeholders might be addressed.  
Hence, Goal-Oriented Requirements Engineering (GORE) stood out because 
it is mainly concerned with the stakeholder’s intentions and their rationales. 
Several works on GORE have being proposed: KAOS [179], i* framework [6], 
MAPS [15], Non-Functional Requirements (NFR) framework [207]. In all of 
them, requirement modeling appears to be a core process. However, how to go 
from requirement models to the corresponding software products is still an open 
question. To answer this question, we advocate the combined use of GORE and 
Model-Driven Development (MDD) [1], two complementary model-based 
approaches.   
Thus, it is necessary to use a requirement modeling approach that facilitates 
the specification of model transformations for the automatic generation of MDD-
oriented models. Since present-day technologies (such as ATL or QVT) propose 
the specification of model transformations driven by metamodels, the use of the i* 
approach is a suitable alternative because it has a well-defined syntax [171] and it 
is possible to find metamodel specifications [7, 172], which can be used as 
reference for the definition of modeling transformations.  
In this appendix, we propose guidelines to generate from an i* requirement 
model a conceptual model that is used as input of a MDD process. This MDD 
process is based on the OO-Method approach [12]. We have chosen OO-Method 
as a reference MDD technology because it allows the complete generation of the 
final application from a model definition, and it has been successfully applied to 
industrial software development by means of the OlivaNova tools [64].  
Therefore, this work proposes the generation of an initial OO-Method model 
from an i* requirement model. This generation is performed by means of a set of 
transformation guidelines. These transformation guidelines are defined according 
to an i* metamodel that has been defined according to the EMOF specification. 
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To illustrate the transformation guidelines, we have selected a real software 
project that has been developed in the context of the PROS Research Center 
[12]: The Photography Agency System [158].  
This appendix is organized as follows: Section A1.2 introduces the 
Photography agency project. Section A1.3 shows the the i* metamodel that has 
been defined for the specification of the transformation guidelines. Section A1.4 
presents the guidelines to perform the transformation of i* models into intial OO-
Method models. Finally, Section A1.5 shows relevant conclusions obtained.  
A1.2. The Photography Agency Project  
This section presents the photography agency project that has been developed in 
the context of the OO-method approach to demonstrate the applicability of the 
Model-Driven Development, and the automatic model compilation that is 
performed through the OO-Method industrial technology. We have detailed the 
development of this software project in the technical report that is presented in 
[158]. A subset of the organizational description of the photography agency is 
used to evaluate the proposal for linking i* modeling and MDD processes. It is 
important to note that this software project has been defined before to the 
interoperability scenario related to i* and OO-Method and before to the 
interoperability approach presented in this thesis. This is relevant because it 
assures that the development of the software project has been not affected by the 
definition of transformation guidelines, verification mechanisms, and metamodels 
involved in the interoperability approach. Following, the description of the 
photography agency operation that is considered in thesis is presented. 
The photography agency is dedicated to the management of photo reports 
and their distribution to publishing houses. This photography agency operates 
with freelance photographers, which must present a request to the production 
department of the agency. This request contains: the photographer personal 
information, a description about the owned equipment, and a brief curriculum. 
An accepted photographer is classified in one of three possible levels for which 
minimum photography equipment is required. For this, the production 
department creates a new record for the photographer indicating the level 
established for the photographer. The possible levels are defined by the 
commercial department. Furthermore, the commercial department establishes for 
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each level, the price that will be paid to the photographers and the price that will 
be charged to the publishing house for each photo.  
For the proof of concepts related to the i* and OO-method linking, we have 
developed the i* SR model for the organizational scenario related to the 
management of work requests. This i* model is presented in Figure 86. 
 
Figure 86. i* SR model related to photographer work request 
The SR model that is presented in Figure 86 captures some of the rationales 
involved in the processing of a photographer´s work request. For instance, a 
photographer must present a Work Request to the Production Department in 
order to achieve the goal Work Opportunity. This is represented by the resource 
dependency link between the actor Photographer and the actor Production Dept. 
To achieve this goal, the photographer must compose a work request that 
contains: a description of his/her equipment, a brief curriculum, and a book with 
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A1.3. The i* Metamodel 
The goal-oriented modeling has proved to be an efficient means of capturing the 
‘Whys’ and establishing a close relationship with the ‘Whats’ [10][16] of the 
intended systems. GORE is concerned with the use of goals for eliciting, 
elaborating, structuring, specifying, analyzing, negotiating, documenting, and 
modifying requirements.  
The EMOF metamodel defined for the i* framework has been developed by 
taking the proposals presented in [7], [208], [172], and [172] as reference. It also 
has been considered the specification presented in the i* guide v3.0 [123], and the 
metamodel related to the User Requirements Notation (URN) [209], which is a 
variant of the i* Framework. The resultant metamodel is presented in Figure 87. 
This metamodel only considers the structural specification of the i* constructs, 
which provide all the necessary information for the application of the 
interoperability scenarios developed in this thesis and the transformation 
guidelines presented in this appendix. 
For the definition of the presented i* metamodel, the constructs that are 
related to the i* Strategic Rationale (SR) model have been considered. The SR 
model (such as the example i* model presented in Figure 86) expands the de-
scription of a given actor and all the rationale involved on its intentions, 
providing support for modeling the reasoning of each actor about its intentional 
relationships. Therefore, the SR model provides additional modeling information 
(in relation to the SD model), which is useful for the definition of automatic 
transformation guidelines. The constructs that are considered in the proposed i* 
metamodel are defined according to the i* guide [123] that is published in the 
official i* Wiki [171]. In this guide, can also be found the corresponding notation 
for each i* construct. Following, the constructs that are involved in the proposed 
i* example are presented. 
Actor 
An actor represents any unit for which intentional dependencies can be ascribed. 
Actors carry out activities, produce entities, and have desires and needs. Actors 
are focused on meet their immediate goals and they are concerned about longer-
term implications of their structural relationships with other actors, for instance, 
opportunities and vulnerabilities. Agents, Roles and Positions are sub-units of a 
complex social actor, each of which is an actor in a more specialized sense.
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Figure 87. i* Metamodel 
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IS-A Association 
The IS-A association represents a generalization, with an actor being a 
specialized case of another actor. This association can be applied between any two 
instances of the same type of actor. 
Dependency Link 
A dependency link indicates that exist certain kind of dependency between two 
actors. The dependency links consist of three elements, the dependum, the 
dependee and depender. The dependum is the element that generates the 
dependency between the actors, the depender actor is the actor that requires the 
dependum, and the dependee is the actor responsible for providing the dependum 
element to the depender actor. The dependency links are specialized according to 
the type of the dependum. Thus, it is possible to observe four types of dependency 
links: goal, resource, task, and softgoal.  
Goal 
A goal in the i* context is a condition or state of concerns that the actor would 
like to obtain. It represents an intentional desire of an actor, the specifics of how 
the goal is to be satisfied is not described by the goal. This can be described 
through task decomposition. 
Resource  
A resource is a physical or informational entity that must be available for an 
actor. This type of element assumes that there are no open issues or questions 
concerning about how the entity will be produced or provided. 
Resource Dependency 
In a resource dependency, the depender depends on the dependee for the 
availability of an entity (physical or informational). By establishing this 
dependency, the depender gains the ability to use this entity as a resource. A 
resource is the final product of some deliberation-action process. In a resource 
dependency, it is assumed that there are no open issues to be addressed or 
decisions to be made about the provision or achievement of the Resource entity 
involved. 
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Task 
A task specifies a particular way of doing something. A more specific description 
of tasks can be performed by decomposing the tasks involved into further sub-
elements. 
Means-End Links 
These links indicate a relationship between an end, and a means for achieving this 
end. The “means” is expressed in the form of a task since the notion of task 
embodies how to do something. The “end” is expressed as a goal.  
Task Decomposition 
Task decomposition is a link that describes a particular course of action that must 
be done to perform a certain task. A task element is linked to its component 
nodes by means of decomposition links. A task can be decomposed into four types 
of elements: a subgoal, a subtask, a resource, and/or a softgoal. These decomposed 
elements can also be part of dependency links when the reasoning goes beyond of 
an actor's boundary. 
A1.4. The i* Transformation Process  
For the formulation and proper application of the i* transformation guidelines, 
we have proposed a specific transformation process to obtain an initial MDD 
model as output of the i* model transformation. This process consists in the 
analysis of the goals defined in the i* SR model to capture the organizational 
processes that must be automated in the software system that is required. Then, 
the intentional elements that are related to these processes are selected (marked). 
These intentional elements are related to the i* resources (informational or 
physical entities) that must be stored in the intended system, and the tasks that 
must be automated by the system. Finally, the transformation guidelines are 
applied over the identified elements to obtain an initial conceptual model. This 
transformation process is graphically depicted in Figure 88 by means of the 
BPMN [128] notation.  
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Figure 88. The transformation process modeled with BPMN  
A1.4.1. The i* Model Analysis 
According to the transformation process (see Figure 88), this phase is comprised 
of the following activities: 1) identification of processes to be automated in the 
intended information system from the i* SR model; and 2) highlighting of  
essential elements that are related to the identified process, which must be 
considered in the software system implementation.   
Activity 1: Identification of the process to be automated  
In this activity, the goals that are defined in the i* SR model are analyzed to 
identify tasks in a means-end links that operationalize these goals. These tasks are 
the processes to be automatized in the intended system. In the presented i* SR 
model, the identified goals are the following: Work opportunity for the 
Photographer actor; and, A photographer´s work request to be processed by the 
Production Dep. actor. The tasks that are means to reach these goals are: To 
present a work request and To process a work request. The last of these two tasks 

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is the process that we have decided to automate to exemplify the i* 
transformation guidelines. 
Activity 2: Highlighting the essential elements  
In the second activity related to the i* model analysis, for each process to be 
automated, we analyze the respective task-decomposition tree inside the actor 
boundary. Through this analysis, we select all essential elements that must be 
considered in the implementation of the intended system. Figure 89 shows the 
selected (marked) elements for the reference i* model presented in this annex.  
 
Figure 89. Reference i* SR model with marked elements to be automated 
The selected elements in the i* SR model are those related with the process 
to be automated. These selected elements will be translated to elements of the 
target MDD model using the transformation guidelines presented below. In this 
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transformation proposal, the target MDD model corresponds to the class model 
of the OO-Method approach. 
A1.4.2. The i* Transformation Guidelines  
In this stage, the guidelines to obtain the corresponding OO-Method class 
model from an i* SR model are presented. These guidelines are grouped in four 
activities Identification of classes, Identification of class attributes, Identification 
of class services, and Identification of relationships among classes. Figure 90 
shows the class model obtained after the application of the transformation 
guidelines to the reference i* model. 
 
Figure 90. Class model obtained from the application of the proposed guidelines  
Activity 1: Identification of classes  
This activity deals with the identification of the main classes that should be in the 
class model. The constructs of the i* framework that must be considered are the 
actors and the resource elements that are representing physical entities. The 
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actors are considered for the generation of classes in the target class model 
because, by definition [18], an actor is an active entity that carries out actions to 
achieve goals by using its capabilities. In the case of resources, a resource can 
represent a physical or informational entity. The physical entities are elements of 
the real world that have multiple properties. This includes electronic entities such 
as electronic documents i.e. an electronic invoice. Therefore, the concept of actor 
and physical entities can be matched to the concept of object in a class model, 
which implies that both i* elements are related with the class definition. Thus, for 
these two i* constructs, we have obtained the following two transformation 
guidelines. 
 
Guideline 1.1: An i* Actor is transformed into a Class of the target class model. 
The name of the generated Class is obtained from the name of the Actor. In the 
marked i* model (see Figure 89) the involved actors are the following:  
• Cand. Employee (Candidate Employee)  
• Photographer 
• Production Dept. 
• Commercial Dep.  
 
Guideline 1.2: An i* Resource that represents a physical entity is transformed 
into a Class of the target class model. The name of the generated Class is 
obtained from the name of the Resource. In the marked i* model (see Figure 89) 
the involved resources are the following:  
• Work Request 
• Refused Work Request 
• Accepted Work Request 
• Proceedings Manual 
• Photographer Level  
Activity 2: Identification of class attributes  
For each class obtained by the application of the first two transformation 
guidelines, it is necessary to identify those i* element that can be used to infer 
attributes of the generated classes. To do this, the resources that represent an 
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informational entity will be our main target because they represent properties of 
physical resources or actors. Thus, these informational resources are transformed 
into attributes of the classes generated from the corresponding actors or physical 
resources. For the generation of attribute the following transformation guidelines 
are defined. 
 
Guideline 2.1: If an i* Resource represents an informational entity related to an 
actor of the i* model, then the informational resource is transformed into one 
attribute of the class generated from the Actor involved. The name of the 
attribute is obtained from the name of the informational resource. The resources 
of the reference i* model (see Figure 89) that are affected by this transformation 
guideline are the following: 
• Personal Data (related to Cand. Employee) 
• Curriculum (related to Photographer) 
• Photo Equipment (related to Photographer) 
 
Guideline 2.1: If an i* Resource represents an informational entity (informational 
resource) related to a resource (physical resource) of the i* model, then the 
informational resource is transformed into an attribute of the class generated from 
the physical resource involved. The name of the attribute is obtained from the 
name of the informational resource. The resources of the reference i* model (see 
Figure 89) that are affected by this transformation guideline are the following: 
• Serial Number (related to Work Request) 
• Reception Date (related to Work Request) 
• Photographer Price (related to Photographer Level) 
• Pub. House Price (related to Photographer Level) 
• Req. Photo Equipment (related to Photographer Level) 
Activity 3: Identification of class services 
At this point, the tasks of the i* SR model and their possible decompositions are 
inspected (deep search). In the i* framework, a task specifies a particular way of 
doing something. When a task is described as a subcomponent of a (higher) task, 
in a hierarchy of tasks, this restricts the higher task to that particular course of 
action (a task-decomposition link at the SR model). Moreover, from the practical 
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experience, a task in the i* model generally is responsible for achieving a goal 
and/or for producing a resource. For the identification of class services we 
consider that a task can be represented by means of a service in the class model. A 
service of the class model describes a specific behavior of the objects of a class. In 
the OO-Method approach, a service can be atomic (Event) or a composition of 
other services (Transaction). The i* framework do not provides enough modeling 
information to determine if a task corresponds to an atomic or composite service, 
and, hence, the transformation guidelines presented for services generation only 
produce services as transactions. Additionally, if the task represents a service that 
groups other services, then this task is transformed into a transaction that is 
comprised by the grouped transactions. The inferred transactions must be refined 
later, at design time, to indicate the corresponding events. The services related to 
creation, deletion, and modification of class instances are created by default when 
this kind of services cannot be obtained from the application of the 
transformation guidelines. It is important to remark that the service generation 
guidelines only consider those tasks that are marked for their automation in the 
final software system. The guidelines for services identification are the following:  
Guideline 3.1: A task that only affects the values of informational resources 
related to an actor is transformed into a transaction of the class generated from 
the corresponding actor. The name of generated transaction is inferred from the 
name of the task. The related resources are defined as arguments of the 
transaction. If the task is also decomposed in subtasks, then the decomposed 
subtasks are included in the formula of the transaction generated.  
 
Guideline 3.2: A task that only affects informational resources related to a 
physical resource is transformed into a transaction of the corresponding physical 
resource. The name of generated transaction is inferred from the name of the task. 
The related resources are defined as arguments of the transaction. If the task is 
also decomposed in subtasks, then the decomposed subtasks are included in the 
formula of the generated transaction. This guideline is applied to the following 
tasks of the reference i* model (see Figure 89): 
• To Assign Reception Date and Number (affects Reception Date and Serial 
Number from Work Request) 
• To Assign Photo Price (affects Pub. House Price from Photographer Level) 
• To Assign Required Equipment (affects Req. Photo Equipment from 
Photographer Level) 
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Guideline 3.3: A task that only affects one entity (physical resource or actor) is 
transformed into a service of the corresponding entity. The name of generated 
transaction is inferred from the name of the task. If the task is also decomposed in 
subtasks, then the decomposed subtasks are included in the formula of the 
generated transaction. In the reference i* model (see Figure 89), the tasks affected 
by this guideline are the following: 
• To Receive Work Request (affects Work Request) 
• To Register Photographer (affects Photographer) 
• To Assign Level (affects Photographer) 
• To Accept Work Request (affects Work Request) 
• To Refuse Work Request (affects Work Request) 
• To Establish Level (affects Photographer Level) 
 
 
Guideline 3.4: A task that affects different physical resources or affects 
informational resources related to different physical resources is transformed into 
a transaction of the class generated from the actor that contains such task 
(according to the corresponding actor boundary). The name of the generated 
transaction is inferred from the name of the task. The related resources are 
defined as arguments of the transaction. If the task is also decomposed in 
subtasks, then the decomposed subtasks are included in the formula of the 
generated transaction.  
 
Guideline 3.5: A task that does not affect any entity (physical resource or actor) is 
transformed into a transaction of the class generated from the actor that contains 
such task (according to the corresponding actor boundary). If the task is also 
decomposed in subtasks, then the decomposed subtasks are included in the 
formula of the generated transaction. The name of the generated transaction is 
inferred from the name of the task. This guideline is applied to the task To 
Process Work Request in the reference i* model (see Figure 89). 
 
Guideline 3.6: The tasks that participate in a resource dependency, where the 
dependum resource corresponds to a physical resource, are transformed into 
transactions of the class generated from the dependum resource. The names of the 
generated transactions are inferred from the names of the corresponding tasks. It 
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is not applicable when the guidelines 3.3 and 3.4 are applied to the involved 
tasks.  
 
Guideline 3.7: A task that is involved in the generation of an entity (physical 
resource or actor) is transformed into a creation transaction of the class generated 
from the corresponding entity. The name of the generated transaction is inferred 
from the name of the task involved. This guideline is complementary to the 
guideline 3.3. It is not applicable when the guideline 3.4 is applied to the task 
involved. This guideline is applied to the following tasks: 
• To Receive Work Request (generates Work Request) 
• To Register Photographer (affects Photographer) 
• To Establish Level (affects Photographer Level) 
Activity 4: Identification of relationships among classes 
In this activity, the three basics relationships of object-oriented approaches are 
considered: generalization and associations. However, it is important to remark 
that i* mainly focuses on representing strategic concerns by means of intentional 
elements and their relationships. Therefore, the information of each relationship 
of the i* model must be analyzed to derivate the kind of relationships among the 
generated classes. 
The i* framework offers a concept similar to generalization for the definition 
of relationship between actors, which is the is-a relationship. This i* construct has 
a direct correspondence in the class model. However, for those resource that 
represent physical entities there is not a clear representation in the i* framework 
to determine the occurrence of generalizations. Therefore, it is necessary the 
expertise of the analyst to determinate when generalizations are present between 
those physical resources transformed into classes according to the guidelines of 
Activity 1. 
The generation of associations among classes is very limited from i* models, 
since the i* framework does not provide enough information to determinate 
properties like the cardinality of an association. Thus, for the association 
relationship it must be necessary to add the cardinality information, the role of 
each association end, and the name of the association at design time. The 
transformation guidelines related to associations are the following: 
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Guideline 4.1: If there is a generalization relationship (is-a relationship) between 
two actors of the i* model that were transformed into classes, then a 
generalization relationship is defined between the corresponding classes in the 
class model. In the reference i* model (see Figure 89), the is-a relationship 
defined between the actors Cand. Employee and Photographer is affected by this 
transformation guideline. 
 
Guideline 4.2: If a physical resource of the i* model is derived from another 
physical resource, then a generalization relationship is defined from the derived 
resource to the original resource. This derivation is not explicitly defined in the i* 
model, therefore, it is necessary that the analyst indicates the physical resources 
that hold with this condition. In the reference i* model (see Figure 89), this 
situation is present for the resources Accepted Work Request and Refused Work 
Request, which are derived from Work Request. Thus, two generalization 
relationships are generated, one between Accepted Work Request and Work 
Request and another one between Refused Work Request and Work Request.  
 
Guideline 4.3: If there exist a resource dependency link where the dependum, is 
transformed into a class, then associations are automatically defined among the 
class generated from the dependum resource and the classes that own the services 
generated from the tasks involved. If one of the participant tasks is not involved 
in the transformation process, then the association is defined by considering the 
actor that owns the corresponding task. In the reference i* model (see Figure 89), 
this rule is applied to the resource dependency related to Work Request and to 
the resource dependency related to Photographer Level. 
 
Guideline 4.4: For a resource dependency link where the dependum is 
transformed into a class attribute and the depender and dependee actors are 
transformed into classes, associations are generated among the class that has the 
attribute generated from the involved resource and the classes that own the 
services generated from the tasks involved. In the reference i* model (see Figure 
89), this rule is applied to the resource dependency related to Personal Data. 
However, since the generated services are defined in the class Photographer, no 
new associations are generated. 
 
The OO-Method approach defines a particular relationship to indicate the 
visibility that a class has over services or attributes of other classes in the model. 
This particular relationship is called agent relationship, and it is fundamental to 
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allow the correct execution of the services defined in the class model. The 
guidelines defined for the agent relationship generation are the following: 
 
Guideline 4.5: For an attribute resulting from the transformation of an 
informational resource that is defined inside of an actor boundary (internal 
resource), an agent relationship is created from the class resulting from the trans-
formation of the respective actor (the one that contains the resource) and the 
attribute related to the informational resource. In the reference i* model (see 
Figure 89), the informational resources affected by this guideline are the 
following: 
• Personal Data (related to Photographer boundary) 
• Curriculum (related to Photographer boundary) 
• Photo Equipment (related to Photographer boundary) 
• Serial Number (related to Production Dept. boundary) 
• Reception Date (related to Production Dept. boundary) 
• Photographer Price (related to Commercial Dept. boundary) 
• Pub. House Price (related to Commercial Dept. boundary) 
• Req. Photo Equipment (related to Commercial Dept. boundary) 
 
Guideline 4.6: For the services generated form tasks defined inside of an actor 
boundary, an agent relationship is generated from the class generated from the 
actor involved and the services generated from the corresponding tasks. Agent 
relationships are also defined from the class generated from the involved actor 
and the attributes or classes generated from the resources required by the 
transformed tasks. In the reference i* model (see Figure 89), the tasks affected by 
this guideline are the following: 
• To Process Work Request (related to Production Dept. boundary) 
• To Receive Work Request (related to Production Dept. boundary) 
• To Assign Reception Date and Num. (related to Production Dept. boundary) 
• To Accept Work Request (related to Production Dept. boundary) 
• To Refuse Work Request (related to Production Dept. boundary) 
• To Register Photographer (related to Production Dept. boundary) 
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• To Assign Level (related to Production Dept. boundary) 
• To Establish Level (related to Commercial Dept. boundary) 
• To Assign Photo Price (related to Commercial Dept. boundary) 
• To Assign Required Equipment (related to Commercial Dept. boundary) 
A1.5. Conclusions 
In this annex, we have presented the main elements considered to go from i* 
requirement models to an initial class model of a MDD approach. In particular, 
the structural specification of the i* metamodel considered in this thesis is 
presented. Furthermore, a set of transformation guidelines are presented to 
perform the transformation of i* models (that are based on the defined i* 
metamodel) into the corresponding OO-Method class model. These guidelines 
were systematically designed in accordance with the i* framework [10]. To 
illustrate the application of these guidelines, we have manually transformed the 
presented Photography Agency i* model into the corresponding OO-Method 
class model.  
Even though the transformation guidelines have been designed in the OO-
Method MDD context, the conceptual constructs of the OO-Method class model 
can be generalized to other object-oriented MDD approaches.   
It is important to remark that the class model obtained from the 
transformation of an i* model is an incomplete model, which must be refined to 
obtain a complete representation of the final software system. Thus, the 
automatic generation of the final software products can be performed by means 
of a precise model compilation process. 
From the application of the transformation guidelines, we have observed that 
additional modeling information (that is not present in the i* framework) is 
necessary to apply the proposed guidelines properly. Therefore, it is not possible 
to automate the transformation of the i* models with the current definition of the 
guidelines and only with the information present in the i* models. This is the 
reason why the interoperability approach presented in this thesis has been applied 







This doctoral thesis has been developed according to the Design Research 
methodology. This methodology corresponds to a set of analytical techniques and 
perspectives to perform research in the information systems area. This appendix 
introduces the design research methodology and shows its application to the 
development of this doctoral thesis. 
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Design research involves the analysis of the use and the performance of designed 
artifacts to understand, explain and very frequently to improve aspects of 
information systems. In this context, the design research methodology has been 
selected for the elaboration and improvement of the artifacts that are required 
performing the interoperability of modeling approaches in MDD processes, 
which is the central objective of this doctoral thesis. Next, the main aspects of 
the design research approach are presented. 
A2.1. The Design Research 
In a simplified view, research can be considered as an activity that contributes to 
the understanding of a phenomenon, which is a set of behaviors of some entities 
that are interesting by a researcher or by a research community [210]. In the 
design research, the understanding of these phenomena is explained by means of 
the development of artifacts oriented to satisfy specific functional requirements. 
Thus, design can be considered as a mapping from function space – a functional 
requirement constituting a point in this multidimensional space – to attribute 
space, where an artifact satisfying the mapping constitutes a point in that space 
[211]. Design then, is knowledge in the form of techniques and methods for 
performing this mapping – the know-how for implementing an artifact that 
satisfies a set of functional requirements. 
 
Figure 91. Design research application schema 
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Figure 91 shows the general schema of the design research application 
process, by indicating the different outputs that are obtained in each step of the 
process. The five steps of the action research methodology and the related 
outputs are explained below (extracted from [210]): 
1. Awareness of Problem: An awareness of an interesting problem may come 
from multiple sources: new developments in industry or in a reference 
discipline. Reading in an allied discipline may also provide the opportunity 
for application of new findings to the researcher’s field. The output of this 
phase is a Proposal, formal or informal, for a new research effort. 
2. Suggestion: The Suggestion phase follows immediately behind the proposal 
and is intimately connected with it as the dotted line around Proposal and 
Tentative Design (the output of the Suggestion phase) indicates. Moreover, if 
after consideration of an interesting problem a Tentative Design does not 
present itself to the researcher; the idea (Proposal) will be set aside. 
Suggestion is an essentially creative step where new functionality is 
envisioned based on a novel configuration of either existing or new elements.  
3. Development: The Tentative Design is implemented in this phase. The 
techniques for implementation will of course vary depending on the artifact 
to be constructed. An algorithm may require construction of a formal proof. 
An expert system embodying novel assumptions about human cognition in an 
area of interest will require software development, probably using a high-level 
package or tool. The implementation itself can be very pedestrian and need 
not involve novelty beyond the state-of-practice for the given artifact; the 
novelty is primarily in the design, not the construction of the artifact. 
4. Evaluation: Once constructed, the artifact is evaluated according to criteria 
that are always implicit and frequently made explicit in the Proposal 
(Awareness of Problem phase). Deviations from expectations, both 
quantitative and qualitative are carefully noted and must be tentatively 
explained. That is, the evaluation phase contains an analytic sub-phase in 
which hypotheses are made about the behavior of the artifact. The evaluation 
phase results and additional information gained in the construction and 
running of the artifact are brought together and fed back to another round of 
Suggestion (the circumscription arrow of Figure 91). This suggests a new 
design, frequently preceded by new library research in directions suggested 
by deviations from theoretical performance.  
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5. Conclusion: This phase is the finale of a specific research effort. Not only are 
the results of the effort consolidated and “written up” at this phase, but the 
knowledge gained in the effort is frequently categorized as either “firm” - 
facts that have been learned and can be repeatedly applied or behavior that 
can be repeatedly invoked - or as “loose ends” – anomalous behavior that 
defies explanation and may well serve as the subject of further research.  
A2.2. Applying the Design Research 
The following outputs were obtained from the application of the design research 
methodology to the development of this doctoral thesis according to the schema 
presented in Figure 91. 
Step 1: Awareness of Problem  Proposal. In the context of our research, we 
have found that a proposal for the interoperability among different modeling 
approaches in a MDD environment does not exist yet. Therefore, in this thesis we 
propose a solution that allows this interoperability possible by means of the 
automatic generation of the required metamodels extension for customization of 
the modeling languages and the transparent interchange of the models involved.  
Step 2: Suggestion  Tentative Design. For the elaboration of an appropriate 
MDD interoperability approach is necessary to obtain a solution aligned with the 
proposal defined. In this process we must consider different artifacts related to 
the correct interoperability, these artifacts are: 
• A mechanism that allows the identification of equivalences among modeling 
approaches to interoperate. 
• A mechanism that allows the differences among modeling languages to be 
managed to prevent the loss of information during the interchange of models. 
• A mechanism for the automatic generation of the modeling languages 
extensions that solve the differences among modeling languages. 
• A mechanism for automatic interchange of models that allows the automatic 
modeling languages interoperability to be obtained. 
For the specification of the modeling languages, the definition of metamodels 
is used by taking as reference the MOF standard [38]. Figure 92 shows the 
tentative design of the interoperability process by indicating the different 
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artifacts involved. The basis for the elaboration of this tentative design has been 
presented in [212]. 
 
Figure 92. Interoperability Process – Tentative Design 
Step 3: Development  Artifacts. With the development of the artifacts defined 
in the tentative design presented above, a first version of our interoperability 
proposal is obtained (see [18]). For the implementation of these artifacts, different 
aspects has been considered such as definition of UML profiles from DSML 
metamodels [17, 19, 51, 54], correct use of metamodels in software engineering 
[129], UML profile implementations [43], interchange between modeling 
approaches [130, 136], implementation of model interchange tools [132], and 
new UML profile features [39].  
The artifacts obtained were the following: 
• MDD Interoperability Process. This process integrates different modeling 
languages by means of metamodels extensions implemented through an 
automatically generated UML profile and models transformation that are 
driven by the interchange information obtained during the UML profile 
generation. Thus, it is possible to observe that the automatic generation of 
the required metamodel extensions is the core of the interoperability process. 
• Integration Metamodel. The integration metamodel is the solution developed 
to provide a mechanism for managing the differences between the modeling 
languages that will be integrated, and to identify the equivalences between 
these modeling languages. The initial specification of the Integration 
Metamodel and the systematic approach proposed for its definition have been 
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presented in [127]. However, this initial specification has been improved 
throughout the development of this doctoral thesis to obtain a better 
integration solution for multiple modeling languages.  
• Automatic UML Profile Generation. This artifact corresponds to the 
mechanism implemented for the definition of modeling languages extensions. 
This is a two steps process that automatically generates a UML profile from 
an Integration Metamodel (see section 3.1). The two steps that comprise the 
UML profile generation are: 
1. Metamodels Comparison: Identifies the differences between an Integration 
Metamodel and the metamodel of the modeling language to be customized to 
obtain the metamodels extensions that must be implemented. 
2. Integration Metamodel Transformation: A set of transformation rules that 
are defined to automatically transform the Integration Metamodel in the 
UML profile that implements required metamodel extensions.  
• Models interchange approach. This approach provides the transformation 
mechanisms for the interchange of models that are defined with the 
integrated modeling languages. The interchange approach is based on the 
information obtained during the UML profile generation, and a set of 
transformation rules [18]. 
Step 4: Evaluation  Performance Measures: The evaluation of the integration 
process and the rest of the developed related artifacts is performed by means of 
the linking of i* framework and UML with the OO-Method MDD development 
process.  
UML has been chosen due to the relevance of this modeling language in the 
information science community and because UML provides a standard 
customization mechanism to adapt its syntax to specific domains [33]. In 
particular, we have considered the use of the UML class model, which is the 
most used UML model [213]. The UML class model is very close to class model 
of the MDD approach considered in this thesis (the OO-method class model), and 
both modeling approaches are at the same abstraction level. In fact, the OO-
Method class model could be considered as a subset of the UML class model that 
introduces new properties for the automatic model compilation process. This 
prevents the complexity that may arise in the integration of modeling approaches 
of different domains and abstraction levels. Therefore, the use of UML class 
model is relevant to obtain an initial approach for modeling languages integration. 
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The i*  framework [6] has been chosen since it is one of the most widespread 
modeling and reasoning frameworks [162-164] and it is also well documented 
[168]. The i* framework is framed in the context of Goal-Oriented Requirement 
Engineering (GORE) [165]. Thus, we want to tackle the linking of requirement 
modeling with existing MDD processes. The use of i* introduces a new 
complexity aspect to the improvement of the interoperability approach, which is, 
the linking of modeling languages at different abstraction levels [166]; i* models 
are at analysis level while most of the MDD-oriented models, such as the OO-
Method conceptual model, are at design level. Additionally, at difference of UML 
and OO-method class models, the constructs provided by the i* framework are 
quite different than the constructs of class models, which demands that the 
application framework for the interoperability approach be improved to support 
these differences. 
Figure 93 shows the general integration schema for the linking of these three 
modeling languages (i*, UML, and OO-Method) by using the interoperability 
process proposed in thesis. Thus, it is possible to achieve the automatic 
interoperability of i* and UML in the OO-Method MDD process. 
 
Figure 93. Schema for the integration of i*, OO-Method, and UML. 
The results obtained from the application of the proposed integration 
approach have provided valuable information for the improvement of the 
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interoperability in MDD processes. The capability of improving interoperability 
approach by means of the application the interoperability artifacts defined is one 
of the main aspects that we have considered for the selection of the design 
research methodology. This corresponds to the circumscription arrow presented 
in Figure 91. In addition, the interoperability scenarios developed in the context 
of an industrial MDD process have provided relevant information to answers 
many open questions in relation to: the automatic linking of requirement models 
in MDD environments [32], the definition of a complete process to automate the 
generation of modeling languages extensions [127, 135], the automatic 
interchange of models to support different modeling perspectives [136], and the 
application of current modeling technologies to obtain automatic software 
products by means of automatic compilation processes [18, 138, 212]. 
 
Step 5: Conclusion  Results. Finally, after the evaluation of the developed 
artifacts and the improvement of the initial interoperability approach (obtained in 
the tentative design), the resultant integration solution proposed in this doctoral 
thesis is obtained. From the evolving nature of the selected research methodology, 
further research lines for the development of new artifacts, new interoperability 
objectives, and further improvements are obtained. 
